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Abstract
Code switching is an essential tool to help student learn and improve their foreign
language in the multilingual class environment of migrant areas. The teacher should
understand her students' language background especially in the migrant context where the
language is very complicated. This study investigated teachers' code switching in the EFL
classes of two Myanmar migrant schools. It aimed to find out under what context teacher
engaged in code switching. In addition, it sought to find out the reason for this and how the
teacher explored code switching in the EFL classroom.
The subject of the study of EFL in two Myanmar migrant schools, MLC and BEAM,
Chiang Mai, Thailand. The main data source consisted of classroom video recording over 4
days. A questionnaire was also used to obtain the class profile and the students' language and
educational background. The interviews with teachers were conducted in the class on the last
day of data collecting. Then the classroom video recording was transcribed and analyzed
using ten categories of classroom functions in term of code switching. An extract from the
transcription was produced from procedures for analyzing as data and included lesson plans.
The results show that the teacher of BEAM School engaged in code switching under
three general contexts; namely when the students could not answer her questions during pre
or post reading activity. When she explained complex grammar rules and when the students
did not show interest in the lesson because the students did not completely understand the
reading comprehension. The teacher from MLC School, exploring code switching between
Thai, Shan, Burmese and English because the students' education background was very low
and she did not use other methods or approaches to deal with these limitations except the
students' LI source.

viii

Thus code switching is a beneficial technique to apply in the EFL classroom to help
teachers teaching foreign language in the migrant areas. Additionally the language policy
maker should realize this in implementing school language policy and directing class
instruction.

ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction.
People migrate to a particular area or to other countries for many reasons, including to

find employment, to seek a better quality of life, to be closer to family or relatives, to escape
political instability and persecution, or to escape from crime or conflict and natural disasters
such as flooding. According to Human Development Reports, world-wide there are
approximately 740 million internal migrants, people who move between regions within the
same country. For example, a significant number of people in Myanmar have moved from
Shan State to Kachin State. Approximately 200 million international migrants have moved
from one developing country to another or between developed countries (Human
Development Reports 1990-2013).
In recent years, approximately one million Myanmar migrants to Thailand have been
registered by the Thai Ministry of Labor. Many more Myanmar natives-estimates range
from two to six million-have entered Thailand illegally and have not registered with the
government. Approximately 143,000 refugees residing in Thailand have escaped political
and ethnic persecution in Myanmar. The vast majority of Myanmar citizens in Thailand are
economic migrants seeking a better life or sojourners hoping to send remittance home.
Because Myanmar is made up of a multiethnic population, the Myanmar migrants in
Thailand are composed of various ethnicities and do not necessarily share a common culture
and language; the majority are Baman, Shan, Karen, Karenni and Mon (Bryant Yuan Fu
Yang, 2007, 8(2), 488-500)
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There is a high illiteracy rate among Myanmar migrants, especially women and
children (Bryant Yuan Fu Yang 2007, 12 (1)). A 2003 survey by the World Vision
Foundation of Thailand and the Asian Research Center for Migration of Myanmar Migrants
in Thailand indicated that 17% of respondents had no formal education, 60% had studied
for one to eight years and only 20% had nine years or more of schooling. Under the
National Thai policy concerning migrants, Myanmar migrant workers' children can attend
school regardless of their status in Thailand. However, many of these children do not attend
school because of such issues as language problems, a lack of resources at individual
schools, or the need to work to support their families. Many attend migrant learning centers
run by local non-governmental organizations (NGO), which may or may not be recognized
by the Thai Ministry of Education. In migrant schools, whether a child is taught in their
native language or in Thai depends on their fluency in Thai. In many cases, these schools
follow the Burmese educational curriculum with additional courses such as Thai language,
English language, and computer skills (IRIN 2009).
Among the migrant workers in Thailand, a wide variety of language use can be found
such as: their first language; majority or minority languages such as Shan, Kachin, and
Kayin; Burmese, the national language of Myanmar; and their working language, Thai. The
language identity of migrants can be very complex, the language shift they experience due
to their migration and their language biographies being influenced by the linguistic situation
and language policy in the countries of origin. Because of their migration biography, many
migrant families have two or even three family languages. Family members may come from
different language areas. As a result, the mixture of languages in migrant schools varies
from class to class and student abilities in code-switching may be quite developed (HansJurgen Krumm & Verena Plutzar 2008). For all of these resaons, foreign language teaching

2

and learning in a migration context differs considerably from other traditional foreign
language learning environments.
Foreign language teaching typically views pupils as a linguistically homogeneous
group for which it is possible to teach a new language against a common linguistic
-

background. However for migrants, linguistic backgrounds (such as literacy level, number
of languages known, and language proficiency level), and motivation or pressure to learn
the language differs to a large extent from common foreign language learning contexts. In
this study, the researcher examines teacher and student language use in the EFL classroom
in two migrant schools operated by NGOs in Thailand. Specifically the study focuses on
teachers' use of several languages in a particular EFL classroom, namely Shan, Burmese,
Thai and English or Burmese, and English.

1.2

A Brief Historical Background of Burmese, Shan and Thai Languages

1.2.1 Burmese Language

According to recorded history, the Pyus people entered the Irrawaddy Valley during
the 1st to 4th centuries A.D. and founded the city states of Sriksetra, Beik-thano and Hanlin.
By the early 9th century, the Mon established city states along the Lower Burma coastline.
Burmans moved into the upper Irrawaddy valley about the 9th century and established the
Bagan Kingdom (849-1287). Burmese language and culture came into contact with Pyu and
Mon during this period (Allot, Herbert and Okell, 1989, Thein Lwin, 2011). The earliest
written form of the Burmese language was found in the ancient capital of Bagan and dates
back to the early 12th century. The-Myazedi stone inscription was discovered in 1886 near
the Myazedi Pagoda in the south of ancient Bagan. It is a quadrangular pillar with each side
bearing an inscription in one of four languages: Pyu, Mon, Pali and Burmese. The four
3

Burmese scripts are believed to be derived from the old Mon script and ultimately from the
Brahmi script which had spread throughout India by B.C. 300 during the reign of King
Asoka (Thein Lwin, 2011).

1.2.2

Shan Language
In his paper, "Languages, Identities and Education-in relation to Myanmar," Thein

Lwin [reference needed] reports that some studies suggest that the Shans belong to the
Mongoloid stock of the Tai ethnic group. According to Sai Aung Tun (2005), intensive field
research was carried out by Chinese and foreign scholars who reported that the original
home of the Tai people was in the south-western part of China. They then moved along the
major rivers, including the Brahmaputra, Chindwin, Irrawaddy, Shweli, Salween, Mekong
and Menam, to Assam, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam. Another study
(Sao Noan Oo, 2005) suggests that the first entry of the Shan into Burma took place before
the Christian era, founding the ancient cities of Ta-gong, Mongnai, Hsenwi and Hsipaw.
Sao Noan Oo continues that a second migration took place in the 6th century. However,
scholars differ in their opinion of when exactly the Tai entered Burma.
The Shan language is a member of the Tai-Kadai language family which is related to
the Thai language. According to Brown (1965), the Shan dialects spoken in Shan State can
be divided into three groups: Eastern, Southern and Northern. The Eastern Shan dialect is
somewhat closer to the northern Thai dialect. The Southern Shan dialect has borrowed some
Burmese words while the Northern Shan dialect has Chinese influences. The Shan have
adopted Mon script for their writing system (Sao Noan Oo, 2005, Mwe Hkur, 2013).
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1.2.3

Thai Language

Thai belongs to the Tai language family, which Li (1977) splits into three branches:
Northern, Central and South-Western. Thai is a member of the South-Western branch.
Attempts have been made to link Tai languages to the Sino-Tibetan family on the basis of
typological characteristics shared with Chinese languages. The most controversial genetic
classification links Tai with the Austronesian family in a superstock designated AustroT(h)ai. There is strong evidence to support the claim that Tai is genetically related to the
Kam-Sui languages of southern China and the Be (Lin-gao) and Li (Hlai) languages of
Hainan Island. This generally accepted grouping constitutes a family designated Kam-Tai.
Classification beyond this level is speculative and scholars remain divided over higher level
affiliations with other language families. Languages most closely related to Thai are those
that belong to the south-western branch of the Tai family. Some of these are Lao (Laos,
Thailand), Shan (northern Burma), Khampti (north-eastern India), Black Tai (northern
Vietnam, northern Laos, Thailand), White Tai (northern Vietnam), Red Tai (northern
Vietnam) and Lue (Yunnan) (Alexander Robertson 2001 p-1).
Looking at the brief history of these three languages, it is obvious that Burmese is
very different from Shan and Thai languages. As Shan and Thai languages come from the
Tai language family, most of their vocabularies and clauses are quite similar. As the
researcher is Shan from Northern Myanmar, she does not have significant difficulty in
understanding Thai even though she has been living in Thailand for only three years [three
to match text below].

5

1.3

Background of migrant schools

1.3.1 Migrant Learning Center (MLC)

The Migrant Leaming Center for migrant workers from Burma has been operating in
Chiang Mai, Thailand since October 2005. The center offers courses in Thai Language,
English Language, and computer training. Anyone, regardless of race, gender, age,
language, education, religion, political belief and social background, can apply for the
courses. Tuition is free and course levels range from basic to advanced. The center has five
teachers, one teacher for each subject: English, Burmese, Thai, Shan and computer. Four
teachers are Shan from Myanmar, who all have been living in Chiang Mai for a long time,
and one is Thai. The school welcomes volunteers from different countries to help the
teachers and to intern. Each semester, about 100 students from various ethnic backgrounds
attend the classes. The English course focuses on general English, which is reading, writing,
grammar, vocabulary, and conversation. The purpose of the English program is to teach
English to migrant workers in order to improve their employment outlook.
Moreover three English classes, one Thai and one computer class are conducted in the
mornings and evenings. Around 20 students from various backgrounds are in the English
classes. The majority students are Shan who speak Shan and Thai. Others are Karen,
Burmese and etc, who know Burmese and Thai. The majority of the students are Shan
because the identity of school administrators and the teachers are Shan who speak Shan,
Thai, Burmese and English. The school speaking environment is Shan and Thai which is
smiliar to each other.
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1.3.2 Background of Bridging Educational Access to Migrants (BEAM)

The Bridging Educational Access to Migrants (BEAM) foundation was founded in
December 2009 to assist with the unmet needs of Burmese migrant students seeking higher
level college preparation courses for such exams as GED or TOEFL and advanced
vocational skills training. The goals and objectives of BEAM are: provide higher
educational access to Burmese migrants; provide advanced vocational education to Burmese
migrants; improve economic opportunities for migrants workers through capacity building;
support social mobilization of migrant workers through educational access, cultural
exchanges and programs; broaden student horizons and promote understanding of and
interaction between the diverse individuals and communities of the Mekong region; and to
help Burmese migrants prepare for assuming leadership roles inside Burma.
Before BEAM started four years ago, migrant worker programs consisted of informal
schools offering short-term basic level courses. BEAM's administrators designed academic,
vocational and cultural programs and hired a total of ten teachers to teach the first-year and
second-year courses. Prospective students were surveyed to determine their needs and
preferences. An advisory team of educational leaders in Chiang Mai provided input and
helped guide the process. BEAM operates in an environment in which most students must
also work demanding full-time jobs for their livelihood.
Furthermore, there are two English classes at the school. One class prepares for GED
test and another class focuses on TOEFL. After the students passe the tests, they look for
scholarship with the school recommendation for their further study. The school language
use is Burmese because the school staffs and teachers are Burmese and some ethnics who
speak Burmese and their common language is Burmese. The language use between the
teacher and students is Burmese and English. The communication between Shan students is
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Shan language and Burmese is between Shan and other ethnic students at the school. So
language varieties such as Shan, Burmese, and English can hear in the class.
As the researcher is Shan from Southern Myanmar and has lived in Thailand for
three years, her Thai proficiency level in listening is high-intermediate and speaking
intermediate, bufher reading and writing levels in Thai are only beginner. She can speak
Burmese, Shan and English very well and some Thai. Depending on the situation and
speaker she talks to, she uses or mixes these four languages for effective communication.
When she speaks to those who know all four languages, code switching freely occurs in her
conversations. In this study, she investigates the reasons for teacher code switching in the
classroom, whether the frequency each language use corresponds to learning outcomes, and
students' perception of code switching in the class.

1.4

Objective of the Study
The main objective of the study is to understand the use of code switching in a multi-

language, multi-culture classroom. The research attempts to investigate how bilingual/
multilingual teachers in the classroom use two or three languages according to context. The
ultimate goal of the study is to facilitate learning through effective teacher code switching.
Understanding learners' attitude towards teachers' language choice and code switching in
the foreign language class can both enhance language learner motivation and directly
facilitate learning through enriching comprehensible input in the class.
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1.5

Research questions
This study is conducted to answer the following questions related to a BEAM and MLC

teacher:
I. Under what context does the teacher engage in code-switching in the classroom?
2. For what purpose does the teacher employ code switching in the classroom?
3. How is teacher's code switching carried out in the class?

1.4

Rationale
Due to the sociolinguistic complexity in the Burmese immigrant environment in

Thailand and their varied social backgrounds in Myanmar, the classroom environments are
multilingual with Thai, Shan, Burmese and English languages present. At the MLC in this
study, the teacher used English, Thai, or some variation of the Shan language. The reason
Thai is used in a given situation rather than Shan, even though both the learners and teacher
at MLC are Shan, is important to understand. At the BEAM center in this study, the teacher
at times switched between English and Burmese even though some of the learners, who
come from different ethnic and language backgrounds, do not know Burmese. The two
schools are very different in term of the course purposes, classroom language use and the
school environment. Both of the schools are the most significant ones in the Chiang Mai for
migrant workers to study English. Thus it interested the researcher to do her study.
According to Hans-Jurgen Krumm & Verena Plutzar (2004), the learners' mother
tongue plays an important role in successfully learning another language. By the time
children start studying a second language, it is vital for them to be able to use their first
language successfully. In the migrant setting, it can be difficult to identify which language
is their first language and for which one they are literate. Thus language teachers need to
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understand their students' diverse language background such as Kachin, Shan, and Burmese
languages so that they can plan and deliver lessons that are effective in furthering the
learning process.
Chowdhury N (2013) engaged in the study of code switching that focused on the
reasons for teachers' code switching in the foreign classroom at the tertiary level in
Bangladesh. This study found that classroom code switching by the teacher by changing to
her mother tongue Bangla aided several functions: to maintain discipline in a large class, to
give instructions to the students about their sitting arrangements, to respond to students'
complaints, sometimes to attract students' attention, and even sometimes to correct students
for their misbehavior. Other reasons observed for switching to Bangla were to accommodate
different levels of students' English proficiency, to improve general communication,
explain and translate unknown terms, build interpersonal relationships, and explain new
vocabulary and complex grammar rules.

1.5

Significance of the study
Firstly, the findings of the study may help teachers communicate with students more

effectively and help teachers use students' language competencies to guide choosing the most
appropriate language while delivering lessons. Secondly the study may help schools realize
the potential problems of classroom interactions in a complex language environment and
possible students' language barriers. Thirdly the study may provide information relevant to
schools' language policies. It may also prompt other English teachers to reflect on their own
language use in their classroom and consider a more strategic use of language for greater
effectiveness. Finally the results of the study may provide helpful information to Myanmar
education policy reforms when considering the language barriers of migrant students,
10
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overseas refugees, and students in the ethnic areas. Furthermore the study may Jlrovide
information helpful to ASEAN countries where English is a lingua franca as well as globally
to other schools regarding their EFL classroom language policies and teacher language
choices while accounting for minority students' language backgrounds.

1.6

Definition of terms
"Code" defines a particular language choice, dialect, style, register, or variety that an

individual might choose to speak. (Wardhaugh, R 2002).
"Code switching" refers to the use of two or more languages in the same conversation
or utterance in situations of native bi- or multi-lingualism, immigration and regional
minorities ( Coupland, N and Jaworski, A 1997). It refers to the use of material from two (or
more) languages by a single speaker in "the same conversation." The same conversation
means that all the other participants also speak, or at least understand, both (or all) the
languages. People are usually required to select a particular code when they choose to speak
and they may also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes even within
sometimes short utterances and thereby create a new code in a process known as codeswitching. (Wardhaugh, R 2002, p-100).
The general topic of code switching is sometimes divided into two categories: code
switching-intersentential switching, which is switching from one language to another at a
sentence boundary, and code mixing or intrasentential switching, in which the switch comes
within a single sentence. In this paper, code switching will be used to refer to both
categories because they seem to be roughly equivalent. The term "code switching" is used
in this paper, but sometimes occurs in literature it is written as "codeswitching" or "codeswitching"
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Introduction
This literature review summarizes findings related to: language, ethnicity and identity;

bilingualism and multilingualism; the use of first language in the foreign classroom; the
meaning of code, diglossia, definitional issues of code-switching and types of code
switching, conversational functions of code switching, functions of code switching in the
EFL classroom, possible problems of code switching and code switching in the Burmese
classroom and in migrant classrooms.

2.2

Language, ethnicity and identity
Language is one of the most important forms of human symbolic behavior and is a

key component of many groups' social identities. Because people belong to different groups
and have many potential identities, different codes serve as markers or even tools for forging
the identities (Coupland, N and Jaworski, N 1997, p-323). Language is not just a word that
we use to communicate with each other. Through words and sentences meaning also portrays
social, culture, heritage, ancestral embedded knowledge and identity of a community. When a
heritage language is lost, ethnic identity is also lost. According to UNESCO, approximately
600 languages have disappeared in the last century and continue to disappear at a rate of one
language every two weeks. Up to 90 percent of the world's languages are likely to disappear
before the end of this century if current trends continue. Often only older people can speak
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indigenous languages because few children are learning them at school. Children traditionally
mostly learn their native language from their parents and family, but parents who speak an
indigenous language may not pass it on. UNESO lists four indigenous people's language
rights which serve to protect the culture identity and dignity of indigenous people and
safeguard their traditional heritage. These are:
1) The right to be educated in their mother tongue.
2) The right to have indigenous languages recognized in constitutions and laws.
3) The right to be free from discrimination on the grounds of language.
4) The right to establish and have access to media in indigenous languages.
Thus, people using all languages should be free from discrimination, all indigenous languages
should be recognized and protected in national constitutions, and people should have access
to learning these languages at institutions.

2.3

Bilingualism and multilingualism

Bilingualism refers to the phenomenon of competence and fluency in communication
in two languages. A bilingual individual is someone who has the ability to freely alternate
between two languages when engaged in communication. Such an ability or psychological
state in the individual has been referred to as bilinguality (Hamers and Blanc 2000, Lam
2001). A bilingual society is one in which two languages are commonly used for
communication. In a bilingual society, it is possible to have a large number of monolinguals
(those who speak only one of the two languages used in that society), provided that there
are enough bilinguals to perform the functions requiring bilingual competence in that
society.
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Fishman (1965) defines multilingualism as a single population making use of two (or
more) "languages" or varieties of the "same language" for internal communicative
purposes. This primarily concerns "within-group (or intragroup) multilingualism" rather
than "between-group" (or intergroup" multilingualism").
In the contexfof societal bilingualism or multiligualism, language contact effects have
often been observed. When two languages are used in the same community, the adoption of
vocabulary items or phrases from one language might occur while a person is
communicating largely in the other. When the use of a language's phrases and words is
selective, only appearing as an instance of language switching, the use is called "code
switching".

2.4

The meaning of code
It is possible to refer to a language or a variety of a language as a code (Wardhaugh

2002). Language use can be seen as a symbol of nationalism and the major badge of
ethnicity-that is, racial, cultural or family origins. An individual might choose to speak in
a particular language, dialect, register, accent, or style (encompassing all of these varieties)
on different occasions and for different purposes (Stockwell, P 2002). In a multilingual
classroom, a bilingual or multilingual teacher might use a particular code consciously or
unconsciously, depending on the lesson or classroom situation.

2.5

Diglossia

Diglossia is a term used to describe the stable use of two linguistic varieties for
different domains of language use in a society. It occurs when, in addition to the primary
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dialects of a language, there is a very divergent dialect that has the characteristics of being:
highly codified and often grammatically more complex, used for a large body of written
literature, is learned mostly through formal education, and is used for most written and
formal spoken purposes but is not used by people for ordinary conversation (Ferguson
1959).
In a diglossic environment two languages or varieties of a language are both used,
essentially in a complementary manner (Ferguson 1959 [1996], Fishman 1967; Schiffman
1997, Silberstein, 2001). Often one language is used for formal situations (e.g. education,
religion), and the other in less formal contexts. Usually one language is a high-prestige
variety (H), while the other, frequently the vernacular and native language/variety, is
considered of lower prestige (L). Ferguson discussed the terms within the context of four
languages used in Switzerland, Haiti, Greece and the Arab world. In Switzerland the H
language is Standard German while L is Swiss German or Schweizerdeutsch. In Haiti, L is
Creole and H is Standard French. In Greece, H is classical Greek or Katharevusa and L is
Dhimotiki or demotic contemporary Greek. In the Arab world, classical Arabic is H and
colloquial Arabic is L. In Myanmar, Burmese is Hand other ethnic languages are L. In the
Myanmar migrant community in Chiang Mai, Thai is H and their native language is L.
The following table shows the use of H and L in different sectors, but does not make
clear in what country the search was conducted.
High

Low

0

Sermon in Church or mosque

D

Instructional to servants, waiters, workmen, clerks
Personal letter

0

Speech in parliament, political speech

0
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D

University lecture

D

Conversation with family, friends, colleagues

D

News broadcast

D

Radio soap opera

D

News editorial, news story, caption on picture

D

Caption on political cartoon

D

Poetry

D

Folk literature

Source: Figure 3.2 Specialization offunctions of Hand Lin diglossia (from Ferguson 1959, Downes,

w 1998, p-78)

2.6

Definitions of code switching

When two or more languages are commonly used in a community, speakers
frequently switch from one language to another. This phenomenon is known as code
switching. The usual structural definition of code-switching is the alternative use of at least
two languages or varieties of the same language. One language is an 'on-stage' or 'matrix'
language, which is the target language, and the other is a 'back-stage' or an 'embedded'
language, which is the home language of the learners (Myers-Scotton, 1993).
Milroy and Muysken (1995) define code-switching as "the alternative use by
bilinguals of two or more languages in the same conversation" (p. 7). Along the same lines,
Numan and Carter (2001) define code-switching as "a phenomenon of switching from one
language to another in the same discourse" (p. 275); while Gumperz (1982) refers to it as
"the juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two
different grammatical systems or subsystems" (p. 59).
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Myers-Scotton (1993) similarly describes code-switching as meaning "alternations of
linguistic varieties within the same conversations" (p. 1). A frequently cited typology of
code-switching is intra-sentential and inter-sentential, with the former occurring within the
clause or sentence and the latter taking place at the clause or sentence boundary.
Gardner-ChJoros 2001 defines code-switching as the use of two or more languages in
the same conversation or utterance (p 361), similar to Kamal (1995). Sridhar, states that
code-switching occurs when two or more languages exist in a community with speakers
frequently switching from one language to another. Wardhaugh (2002) posits that people
are usually required to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and they may
also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes even within sometimes very
short utterances, thereby creating a new code in the process.

2. 7

Types of code switching

In early literature, Blom and Gumperz (1972) distinguish between two types of code
switching. In situational code switching, the switch is in response to a change in the
situation, for example when a new participant enters the scene or when there is a change in
the topic of conversation or the setting. An example of this could occur at the end of an
official transaction when a speaker might switch from the standard language to the local
dialect when inquiring about family matters. Similarly to Blom and Gumperz, Wardhaugh
(1986: 2006) presents situational code-switching as occurring when language use changes
according to the situations in which the conversations find themselves--speakers use one
language in one situation and another in a different one. No topic change is necessarily
involved.
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In metaphorical code switching, the switch has a stylistic or textual function, for
example to signal a quotation, to mark emphasis, to indicate the punch line of a joke or to
signal a change in tone from serious to comedic. When a change of topic requires a change
in the language used, a metaphorical code-switching results. Metaphorical code-switching
has an affective aspect: the code changes as the situation changes from formal to informal,
official to personal, serious to humorous, or politeness to solidarity.
Thomas (2001) presents code-switching in the linguistics aspect as falling under two
categories: intersentential switching, which is switching from one language to another at a
sentence boundary, and code-mixing or intrasentential switching in which the switch comes
within a single sentence. Thomas (2001) gives an example of intrasentential code-switching
of Yiddish-English bilinguals, one from each of their languages. "When I come in I smell
the kugel (kugel is a kind of pudding) and Di kinder geen tsu high school (the children go to
high school)." In both of these examples a single lexical item from one language is inserted
into a sentence that is otherwise entirely in the other language; the inserted words refer to
concepts-kuel, high school-that are unknown, and therefore without a native equivalent in
the other culture. Code-switching serves many different conversational functions and one
function, as in the examples above, is to adopt a word from the one language to fill a lexical
gap in the other language.

2.8

Conversational functions of code switching
Gumperz (1982-81) points out six functions of code switching: quotation (a quote is

code-switched),

addressee

particular/diff~rent

specification

(a

code-switched

message

aims

at

a

addressee), interjection (an interjection is code-switched), repetition ( a

code-switched message repeats what has just been said), message qualification (i.e. a code18

switched message elaborates what has been said), personification or objectification (a codeswitched message implies a "personal" or "objective" tone). These functions of code
switching were generalized from code-switching data drawn from different communities in
different language-pairs, namely, Spanish-English, Slovenian-German and Hindi-English
(Gumperz 1982). Firstly, Gumperz (1982: 75-76) states that code switching has relevance in terms of
direct and reported speech; this is the function of quotations. Often the speech of another
person, which is being quoted in a conversation, will be in a different language. Quotation is
used when, for example, person A wants to report something person B has said; person A is
talking in English but insets the reported words of person B in German. However, Gumperz
(1982;82) notes that when a person is being quoted the quotation is not always in the
language the person normally uses. For example, "she said she does not like "mont hnin
khar" (rice noodle in Burmese).
Secondly, code-switching can be used in addressee specification which means that by
employing code switching a person can direct his/her message to one of possible addresses
(Gumperz 1982: 77). Addressee specification can be used to exclude someone by code
switching to a language no one else in the group understands apart from the speaker and
his/her addressee. For instance, the researcher might, for their own privacy, talk to her
mother in Shan in front of people who do not know Shan.
Thirdly, interjection occurs when code switching is used to mark an interjection or
serve as sentence fillers (Gumperz 1982: 77-78). For example, in Angela's class she
sometimes says "Ah yan taw tar bae" which means "very good" to her students to praise
their good performance or exam result.
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Fourthly, repetition occurs when a message is repeated in another language. This
repletion may serve as a clarification of what has just been said but often it also carries
additional meanings in that it amplifies or emphasizes the message. Repetition often
happened in the classes of the migrant schools that the researcher observed because the
teachers needed to -explain the meaning of one language in another language for their
students' understanding while they were teaching. For example, in teacher Woe Keng's
class when she taught vocabulary, she provided the meaning of "water" in Burmese" Yay"
and repeated it again " Yay naw".
Fifthly, message qualification means qualifying something that has been previously
said. Gumperz (1982:78) gives an example of this which involves Spanish and English code
switching. The speaker says: "we've got all ...... all these kids here right now. Los que estan
ya criados aqui, no las que estan recien venidos de mexico" (those that have been born here,

not the ones that have just arrived from Mexico). In this example the children's
backgrounds are first introduced in English and then clarified in Spanish before being
further elaborated in English (Den 2009,p-18).
And finally, according to Gumperz (1982:80), the contrast of personalization and
objectification relates to discourse issues such as: the distinction between talk about action

and talk as action, the degree of speaker involvement in or distance from a message,
whether a statement reflects personal opinion or knowledge, and whether an utterance
refers to specific instances or has the authority of a generally known fact. These things are
in turn encoded in code choices. For instance, Gumperz (1982: 81) has an extract where
person A is talking to person B about quitting smoking and person A code-switches
between Spanish and English. Gumperz argues that the code contrast symbolizes varying
degrees of speaker involvement in the message as Spanish statements are personalized
while English ones reflect more emotional distance. In other words, person A talks about
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her problem (how to quit smoking) in English but speaks about her problem (running out of
cigarettes in the night) in Spanish.

2.9

Using the first language in the EFL classroom

Cook (2001) proposes three dimensions of student experiences m the language
classroom: (1) the teaching method they encounter, (2) the language they hear and (3) the
environment in which they are learning. The aim of language teaching is to provide optimal
samples of language for the learners to profit from-the best "input" to the process of
language learning. Everything the teacher does provides the learner with opportunities for
encountering the language. Cook (2001) also gives suggestions about input in the language
classroom, one of which is "Be aware of the different sources of input." In the classroom,
language may come most often from the teacher, next most often from the textbook or
teaching materials, and lastly from other students. These different sources suggest different
types of language occur in the classroom: the teacher is a genuine language user of the class,
the text book is non-authentic source of language, and students' interactions are full of nonnative-like forms but produce genuine communication interaction. From this perspective, the
clearer the language the student encounters, the better the student's learning. Some believe
that only the target second language (L2) is the best input for L2 language learners for
various reasons. But some may say that using both a student's first language (Ll) and L2
provides the optimum learning environment for learning a second language.
Moreover, the teaching of English as a foreign language has traditionally failed to use
a significant resource, namely the systematic use of the first language. Treating the first
language as a classroom resource enables teachers to efficiently convey meaning, explain
grammar, and organize the class. It also equips the students with a tool to use as part of their
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collaborative learning and individual strategy use. Thus, students' first language can be useful
in learning foreign languages. The use of LI can help teachers engage in social interaction
with the students about the weather, the world, sports or whatever they are interested in. This
provides the students. with natural samples of the LI that expand upon the language of
teaching (Cook 2oon. According to Anton & Dicamilla (1998, p. 415), "LI is used as a
powerful tool of semiotic mediation between learner. ....... and within individuals."
Therefore, the first language of the students also can be a very good source of
comprehensible input when treating their first language as part of the language instruction in
the EFL classroom and can play an critical role in foreign language learning.
Arguments for avoiding use of the LI in the classroom can be considered falling
under two reasons. One reason is to avoid confusion as when the teacher does not speak the
students' LI or the students have different LI s. In this situation students using their L 1 might
be discouraged in the classroom. Another reason is that using the target language may be
more helpful, meaningful and able to improve second language learners' communication than
using the first language. (Cook 2011, p- 404). Since the 1880s most teaching methods have
adopted the Direct Method which avoids use of L 1.
The evolution of language teaching methodology, such as the Direct Method,
has changed from using only L2 in the classroom or employing the Grammar Translation
Method which translates L2 to L 1, to new teaching methods. These methods use the L 1, such
as alternating language approaches in which the students are learning their L2 while using
their LI. Another new concurrent method is the use of code switching in which teacher
switches from one language to another at key points according to particular rules {Jabcobson,
I 990, Cook 2001 ). While teaching English to Spanish-speaking children, the teacher can
switch to Spanish when concepts are important, when the students are getting distracted or
when students should be praised or reprimanded. (Cook 200I, p-4I2). For students at the
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Myanmar migrant schools in Chiang Mai, Shan/Tai is their first language in Shan community
and Burmese is their Ll where many students have a higher education in Myanmar. This
method should be considered by the school administrator or school policy makers and
perhaps practiced by teachers in the bilingual or multilingual institution.

2.10

Functions of code switching in the EFL classroom

The ability to code switch is an important tool for the individual in the
learning process within the context of a multilingual and multicultural society. This is seen
in children's language development. The object of learning - what is learned - is semiotic
in nature. Every conversational interaction between the learner reveals not only information
about language/s (its structures and uses, which enable them to construe its systems), but
also information about the world in which this 'languaging' is occurring. Thus, all
interactions take place within a 'context of situation' and a 'context of culture' (Omar 1992,
Mati 2003).
Code switching can be a tool in assisting the English language teaching and learning
process. Code-switching helps the senders transfer the information to the receivers
effectively (Skiba, 1997). Cook (2001 ), and Richards and Rodgers (2001 ), researchers in
second language acquisition, stated that although exposure to the target language (L2) can
help learners achieve success, this exposure may not always work effectively in every
context. Various possible positive functions of code switching, such as explaining new
vocabulary, grammar rules, and new concepts, or simply relaxing learners, improve
leaner's' comprehensible input during the learning process (Ahmad & Jusoff, 2009, Weng
2012).
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Chowdhury N (2013) engaged in the study of code switching that focused on the
reasons for teachers' code switching in the foreign classroom at the tertiary level in
Bangladesh. This study found that classroom code switching by the teacher by changing to
her mother tongue Bangla aided several functions: to maintain discipline in a large class, to
give ·instructions to -the students about their sitting arrangements, to respond to students'
complaints, sometimes to attract students' attention, and even sometimes to correct students
for their misbehavior. Other reasons observed for switching to Bangla were to accommodate
different levels of students' English proficiency, to improve general communication,
explain and translate unknown terms, build interpersonal relationships, and explain new
vocabulary and complex grammar rules.
Moreover, Canagaraja, A. S (1995) researched micro and macro-functions of code
switching in ESL classrooms in rural and urban areas in Jaffna peninsula, Sri Lanka. Two
broad categories under micro-functions are considered: classroom management and content
transmission. Under the classroom management, twelve functions of code switching are
proposed.
(I) Opening the class

Tamil is used to prepare the class for the lesson. For example, teacher gives the
necessary directions to arrange the room and English is used for the actual lesson. The
opening in Tamil makes the students recognize that it is not part of the lesson and when
switching to English, it draws the students' attention dramatically. For example,
T: piLLayaL, katirakaLai vaTTamaai pooTunkoo, sattam pooTaamal. ketiyaa poo
Tunkoo.
Tum to page forty for today's lesson.
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"Children, arrange your chair into a circle. Without making a noise. Arrange quickly."
(2) Negotiating directions

In the following example, the teacher switched to her Ll in order to set up a role
playing task for better understanding.
T: We will practice question forms next. (to S 1) niinkal vaankoo. "You come"
(S comes forward and T gives her a picture to hold).
(to class), cari, iva inta paTattu aal enTu yosiyunkoo. Okay, imagine that she is the
person depicted in the picture"
(to S2) ini niir ummu Taya keeLvikalay vaasiyum. "Now you read your questions'
S2: Who are you>
S 1: I am a policeman.
(3) Requesting help

Any kind of help students need in order to perform an activity are posed in Tamil,
while the tasks themselves are performed in English. In the following example, while
two students role play a dialogue in front of the class, one student pauses to seek help
from the teacher to pronounce a word:
S 1: (reading) Who owns the red car?
S2: (reads) The red car beings to II (to T) iteNNa, miss, eppiTi ccolluratu,
(spells) e-n-o-s-h-a? "What is this, "miss, how do I say this?"
T: Enosha
S2: (reads) The red car belongs to Enosha.
The switch to Tamil frames the utterance as different from the utterances required by
the role play. So the class is able to keep track of the role play undisturbed by periodic
appeals for teacher help in Tamil.
(4) Managing discipline
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When students wanted to complain to the teacher regarding any problems with their
classmates, they switched to LL These purposes of these utterances were different
from the ongoing pedagogical activities. For instance,
S: (reads from book) So it is our duty to look after trees and replace them through
reforestation -schemes. We need to cut down trees sometimes, but we must plant
others in their place. (to T) Miss, ivava paarunkoo,enrai pen-ai eTukkiraaa. "Miss"
look at her, she is lifting my "pen".
(5) Teacher encouragement

In the situation where the teacher felt the need to encourage students who were
hesitant or too frightened or nervous to verbalize an answer, they switched to the less
formal and more personal Tamil. This had the effect of putting students at ease,
conveying teacher's sympathy and, in general, creating a less intimidating learning
environment. For example,
T: What is the past tense form of "swim"? //come on// enna piLayal, itu teriyaataa?
poona vakuppilai connaniinkal. "What, children, you don't know this" You told me in
the last class"
S 1: Swimmed=
S2: Swam
(6) Teacher compliments

Teachers used Tamil to convey special compliments to students. While compliments
in English were fairly routine and matter of fact, those in Tamil had added force. For
instance,
T: How do you spell "erosion?"
S 1: (spells correctly)
T: Good. The next one is more difficulty, 'reforestation?
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S2: (spells incorrectly)
T: Wrong
S3: (spells correctly)
T: Good. avantaan keTTikkaaran. "He is the clever student."
The second utterance is stronger than the first because the question is more difficult
and the formulaic "good" which is not considered sufficient.
(7) Teacher's commands

When one teacher found that students did not follow her directives, she repeated her
utterance in the students' first language with the purpose of being more effective than
L2. The repetition added force and the switch of codes evoked attention from
inattentive students. For example,
T: Now close your books and listen to what I am going to read.// Everybody must=
ellaarum puttakankaLai moo Ta veeNum. "Everybody must close their books."
(8) Teacher admonitions

When teachers were frustrated or disappointed with students, they choose Tamil to
express their irritation or frustration. Thus, we can say that Ll can be considered a
more spontaneous code which can serve to express strong feelings. For example,
T: What? You have forgotten how comparatives are formed?// inRekku unkaLukku
enna naTakkutu piLayal? avataanam illai, veerai enkayo yoosiccu kon TiukkiriinkaL
enna? manatai koncam kaTTupaTuttunkoo paapam. "What is happening to you today,
children? No concentration. Your thoughts are wandering somewhere. You must
control your mind."
(9) Pleading

Since Tamil is a more personal code and signifies solidarity, students use it when
pleading with the teacher to accept their excuses or grant them special favours.
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(I 0)

Unofficial interactions

This interaction occurs outside of the strict demands of the lessons that teacher and
students use their LI. When they perform group activities or work on projects,
students used Tamil to discuss procedures and the teacher switched to Tamil when
they wanted to discuss extra-pedagogical matters like what was happening in the town
or in their personal matters.
Under the content transmission which the conventional or established code for
direct/explicit instruction in the classroom was understood by teacher and students to be
English, teacher and students switched to L 1 unconsciously with valuable pedagogical
results. When reviewing the lesson, dealing with definition in English, explanation of the
lessons,

negotiating cultural relevance, parallel translation and unofficial student

collaboration, teacher and students switched to their LL So the teacher carried out code
switching according to student backgrounds, lesson context, methodology, class activity and
behavior.
Olmedo-William's (1981) describes nine categories of code switching from her study
of language mixing in the classroom setting. These categories include emphasis,

sociolinguistics play, clarification, accommodation, lexicalization, attracting attention,
regulating behavior and miscellaneous switches.

The functions of teacher code switching

are recognized as topic switch, affective functions, and repetitive functions. In topic
switching, the teacher alters his or her language considering the topic being taught. Affective
functions are important in the declaration of emotions and forming the relationship between
the teacher and students. In repetitive functions, code switching is used to clarify the meaning
of a word, while stressing on the content for better comprehension (Sert, 2005, Moghadam.
S.H, Samad. A.A, Shahraki. E.R 2012, 2 (11), p: 2219-2220).
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Flyman-Mattson and Burenhult (1999) state that the main reason for teacher's code
switching to Ll is to ensure learners understand their utterances. Their findings from study

of Persian and English classes are that code switching was used for checking understanding,
asking for clarification, and translation. Code switching occurs when students want to
check their understanding of vocabulary. For instead,
Teacher: What is the meaning of mystery?
Student: deltang shodan? (To miss somebody?)
The student wanted to make sure that his understanding of a vocabulary of the word
"mystery" was correct, so he code switched and asked the question in Persian with a rising
intonation.
When the students encountered something difficult to understand, they will ask their
peers or teacher to clarify it. For example,
S: Tozih bedim dastan raje be chi bud? (Should we explain what the story was about?)
T: Yes.
Code switching makes it possible to give more information to clarify an idea or
message. When students do not comprehend the meaning of the foreign language word, it is
natural for their group members to present clarification.
T: When you walk, you leave traces behind you, which is called track.
(Students 0 and R nodded as a gesture of understanding while students A and S looked
puzzled, so the teacher gave some more explanations):
T: Trace is the indication of passing of something, but track is the continuous line of
something that has recently passed like the marks, which wheels of a car leave after passing.
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(Again after the second explanation, they could not understand the difference between "trace
and "track", then teacher code switched):
T: trace yani asar. (Trace means trace).
Trudgill's (2000) observes that "speakers switch to manipulate or influence or define
the situation as they wish and to convey nuances of meaning and personal intention" (p.
105). Eldridge (1996) also presents the use of code-switching as a way of clarifying
meaning maintaining that "messages are reinforced, emphasized, or clarified where the
message has already been transmitted in one code, but not understood" (p. 306). Perhaps by
repeating an utterance in the native tongue, the learner is likely to understand more easily
the meaning of the message.
These studies indicate that there are many similar functions of code switching such as
explanation, translation, clarification, attract attention and repetition during delivering the
lessons because the classroom is where teacher and students interact with each other mostly
about their lessons. In different contexts and situations many different functions of code
switching may occur, depending on the social contexts, classroom atmosphere, lesson
context and methodology.

2.11

Problems of code switching
As stated above, code switching is the use of material from two or more languages by

a single speaker in the same conversation. By implication, "the same conversation" means
that all the other participants also speak, or at least understand, both (or all) the languages
(Thomas 2001: 132). The assumption is that the speakers and listeners are able to talk the
same languages and understand all the languages involved in code switching. This means
that monolinguistic participants, those who share only one of their languages, cannot
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understand others' code switching. The result is communication failure. Even though
participants share one common language in their conversation, if a speaker switches to an
unshared language, the hearer will not understand it. Thus it is very important to know a
listener's language background before employing code switching. Additionally the teacher
need to understand when and how to switch languages in the classroom.

2.12 Code switching in the Myanmar classroom and in migrant classrooms
Myanmar is an ethnically diverse nation with 135 distinct ethnic groups and
appropriately a hundred languages spoken by majority or minority ethnics. Burmese, the
language of the majority ethnic group and an official language, is spoken by two thirds of
the population. The school curriculum and the medium of instruction are in Burmese from
primary to secondary school. The high school curriculum is written in English and the
classroom language used is Burmese. In Myanmar's educational system, primary school is
from Grades 1 through 5. Secondary school is from Grades 6 through 9 and high school is
from Grades 10 through 11. English is a core subject that students must take starting in
primary school. In teaching English as a foreign language, the Grammar Translation
Method is the only approach used until high school. It merely focuses on translation
competence between Burmese and English.
To date, there is no research or literature on code switching between English and
Burmese in Myanmar society or the classroom context. The researcher will therefore
describe her own experience in learning English in Myanmar. From primary to secondary
school, the researcher studied English with Shan local teachers who speak Shan, Burmese
and some English. The medium of instruction in English classes was mostly in Burmese
during lessons and some local language as well for classroom management and maintaining
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discipline. Code switching happened between English, Burmese and local languages in the
class. For example, Maoe phok mee exam aoe na. Kyat mar leik lae na. (Tomorrow you
have exam. Study at your house!). In this sentence code switching occurred at the semantic
level such as in exams, and kyat (study in Burmese). It is Shan talk from teacher to
students.
According to the researcher's observation in an English class at Myanmar migrant
schools in Chiang Mai, code switching between Burmese, Shan, Thai and English
happened because the teacher was multilingual. When she explained new words, she code
switched between these languages for her students' better understanding. For instance,
when she taught new vocabulary, she read out loud in English first. Then she asked the
meaning of the passage in English. When the students could not answer, she used Thai to
help students understand its meaning. After Thai, she used Burmese to communicate the
meaning of new words. Thus, code switching is an essential method in learning teaching
new language in this kind of complex migrant society or multilingual society.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1

Introduction
This chapter focuses on the research methods in the particular context of this study,

which is an EFL classroom in migrant schools. It includes a description of research context,
ethnicity, language and teaching experience of teachers and ethnicity, language and
education of research participants, instruments that will be used in data collection and the
procedure of analyzing the data collected.

3.2

Restatement of research questions
This study is conducted to answer the following questions:
1. Under what context does the teacher engage in code-switching in the classroom?
2. Why does the teacher employ code switching in the classroom?
3. How is the teacher's code switching carried out in the class?

3.3

Description of the research context
The students at the migrant centers, while all migrating from Myanmar, come from

diverse cultural, demographic and ethnic backgrounds, with varying educational
opportunities in language skills. Some students can speak Shan and Thai, while others know
Burmese and Thai. Because students' first languages may differ, the medium of instruction at
both centers is both English and their first language. The teachers themselves who participate
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in this study may have different ethnic backgrounds and may be proficient in different
languages. Thai, Burmese and Shan languages are mostly spoken as the first language (L 1) of
the teachers and students and English is a foreign language for the students.
The Migrant Leaming Center (MLC) has operated since 2005 in Chiang Mai.
-

Regardless of race, gender or religion, anyone can join the classes. The classes fall under
several general programs: Thai, English, Chinese, Burmese, Shan and computer basic
learning. Five teachers run these programs and approximately 100 students attend in both
morning and evening sessions. Most of the students did not attend high school and left
Myanmar for many different reasons and may seek education for different purposes. The
school aims to provide these students language and computer skills to improve their work
prospects. Three English classes, beginner, high ·beginner and lower intermediate are
available in both sections and are taught by three teachers. Two of the teachers are from
Myanmar and one is from Israel. The English program focuses on reading, writing, grammar
and vocabulary. The researcher received permission from the school's director to conduct
research in the English class because the teacher can speak six languages and is able to vary
her language of use based on her learners' ethnicity. The class consists of 13 students with
varying ethnicities with the majority being Shan. The class the researcher selected is an
evening class from 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm. and the speaking environment of the school is Thai
and Shan. The teacher mostly switches between Thai, English, Shan and some Burmese in
the class.
The BEAM center was established in 2009 in Chiang Mai as a non-governmental
organization. Computer classes, GED classes, and TOEFL classes are available for those
who, having had little or no opportunity for education in their own country, seek a
matriculation certificate or BA certificate in order to continue their study in other countries.
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This school helps students reach their goals by providing these essential classes. The center
has ten teachers, five of whom are Myanmarese and the others are Westerners. The center
welcomes all Myanmar students into the programs regardless of their ethnicity, education
and religion. There .are two sections in the morning and two in the evening. Approximately
50 students enroll in the program each semester. Most of the teachers, school administrators
and students use Burmese for every day communication, the speaking environment being
strongly Burmese.
The class the researcher selected is a morning class from 9:00 am to 10:30 am
because this is the English class the only Myanmar teacher teaches. The teacher is proficient
in Kachin, Lahu, Burmese and English. In her class are some students who have always
lived in Thailand and do not know Burmese. The teacher cannot speak Thai and her code
switching in the class is between Burmese and English. There are 14 students with different
ethnicities, but their common language is Burmese for their communication in this school.
In the classroom the teachers typically switch from English to Burmese, Thai, or Shan. At
the BEAM center the teacher switches from English to Burmese because most of the
students are Burmese and know this language.
The data was collected on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of September and on the 1st and 2°d
of October 2013 at BEAM and covered ten days in the classroom. At the MLC center, the
recordings took place on the 28th and 30th of September and on the 1st and 2°d of October.
The questionnaire was conducted on the first day of recording and the interviews of both
teachers and students occurred on the last day of recording. Before recording, the researcher
received permission from the headmasters and the teachers. Both of the teachers have
Master Degrees and have experience in video recording as many university students have
collect data for their theses at BEAM Center classrooms. So there was little likelihood that
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teachers might change their teaching style or behavior and thus compromise the authenticity
of the data collected.

3.4

Ethnicity, language and teaching experience of teachers
MLC teacher Woe Keng, 29 years old, is Shan from Myanmar. She is able to speak

six languages: Shan, Burmese, English, Thai, Japanese and Chinese. She can speak
Japanese because she holds a BA degree in Japanese and learned Chinese from childhood
because her parents sent her to the local Chinese school. She has been in Thailand for over
five years. She came to Thailand for her Master's Degree. She received a scholarship and
for two years studied towards a Master Degree in Education Administration at
Ramkhamhaeng University. After her MA in 2011, she started teaching English and
Chinese at MLC. So her teaching experience is over two years.
The BEAM teacher Angela is of Kachin and Lahu ethnicity and has been in Thailand
for 5 years. She can speak Kachin, Lahu, Karen, Burmese and English. Her BA is in
English from Myanmar and her MA Degree is TESOL from at Phayap University in Chiang
Mai. She has been teaching since finishing high school in Myanmar. She has been a teacher
at BEAM for two years. Even though she has lived in Thailand for 5 years, Thai is not
spoken in her local community; instead, Kachin, Lahu, Karen and Burmese are used. So she
has not learned to speak Thai and instead uses only English to interact with foreigners.

3.5

Ethnicity, language and education of research participants
Myanmar contains more than 135 different ethnic groups, each group having

its own history, culture and language. The eight ethnic groups are the Kachin, the Kayah
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(sometimes called Kayah), the Karen (sometimes called Kayin), the Chin, the Mon, the
Burman, the Rakhine and the Shan. Among them, Burman has the largest population and
controls the military and the government. Due primarily to conflict and civil war, millions
of people from various ethnic groups have become refugees or migrants to Thailand, legally
or illegally.
In the MLC research class of twelve students, ten are Shan, one is Kayaw and one
Kayin. Most of the students are young adults who work at restaurants or hotels. When they
come to Thailand, they usually speak only their local language and they study Thai
language at monasteries or migrant schools in order to support themselves. Nine out of 14
students speak both Shan and Thai languages. Two students know Burmese and Thai. One
student speaks only Thai, and one knows Shan, Thai and Burmese. Only four Shan students
are literate in Shan, but most of them can read and write Thai. Moreover, most of the
participants did not receive a high school education in Myanmar because the rural areas
they lived in had insufficient schools and teachers and also experienced violence and
conflict. Moreover, few of the migrants who came to Thailand as small children have had an
opportunity to study at a Thai government school. Seventy-seven percent of migrants
cannot speak Burmese because they left Thailand many years before and their daily
language use has been in Thai. Learning Tai is relatively easy for Shan children because
both Thai and Shan come from the Tai family language,so most of the Shan students are
proficient in Thai in speaking, reading and writing.
At the BEAM center, the student participants did not want to have their names
identified in the questionnaire and so are referred to as "student 1, 2, 3, .... etc'. There are 17
students in the study with the following backgrounds: Shan (nine students), Kachin (six
students), Thai (one student) and Kawlakhar (one student). All but two students know
Burmese. Almost all of them are young adults and have a high school education because
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they lived in a city in Myanmar. All of them are preparing to apply for a scholarship and
enter a university in Thailand. Almost all of their daily language use is not Thai but
Burmese, even those that have lived in Thailand for a long time, as the migrants have
maintained their traditions and culture.
On religious days, the students gather at a monastery or church and pay homage. It is
not remarkable that most of the ethnic peoples from Myanmar are not literate in their own
local languages because ever since Ni Win started its rule of the country in 1962, the
teaching and learning of all ethnic languages have been banned, both in schools and outside
the institutions.
As the above description suggests, the two schools used in this study, the MLC center
and the BEAM center, are very different in terms of languages used, educational approach
and program purposes. The study results enable comparison of the two learning communities
in terms of differences in: languages used, program purposes and student needs. Similarly, in
the education sector different schools have different purposes and different policies and
teaching methodologies. If school policy makers and administers are more fully aware of
these kinds of different needs and background diversities of the students, achieving their
vision for their programs may be more likely.
MLC class profile
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Remark: G- ......... (T) means Grade ... .......... in Thailand.
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• Burmese&Thai

• Shan, Burmese&Thai

The Percentage of Participant Languages of MLC

BEAM Class Profile
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1

and Thai
Thai

English

Thai,

and

English and

Burmese

Kachin

Over 1

2

• Burmese & Kachin

• Burmese,Shan & Thai

• Only Thai

•Thai & Shan

The Percentage of Participants' Languages of BEAM

3.6

Method of data collection

In this study, the researcher used several instruments to conduct the research: video
recordings, questionnaires and interviews of teachers and students.

3. 7

Video recordings

Video recordings were collected to provide the data necessary to conduct a
quantitative analysis in support of the research. These include classroom teaching recording.
After each day of recording, the researcher transcribed the teachers' code switching (see
Appendix 1) and analyzed the data. The researcher obtained permission from the
headmaster and the teachers for the classroom recordings. All of the teachers have
·experience in having their teaching recorded as part of the curriculum for for their Master
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thesis. So there was little concern of observing unauthentic teacher behavior. The recordings
spanned five days of instruction in each class. As class periods at both centers are each one
and half hours, a total of fifteen hours of instruction were recorded of each class setting over
10 days.

3.8

Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire (see Appendix 2) is to obtain students' class profile

which can help the researcher identify the participants' language use when analyzing the
data. The questionnaire was intended to be simple and straightforward and was conducted in
English because of the variation in student language literacy (see Appendix 2). The
questionnaire was completed during class time. After distributing the questionnaire, the
researcher explained each question in order to ensure collecting accurate information. The
questionnaire took 10 minutes and was conducted in the class. Only the researcher assisted
the students for any questions concerning the questionnaires. The questionnaire is attached
in Appendix 2.

3.9

Interview
The study includes interviewing both teachers and students to identify the

backgrounds of the teachers and to enable answering research questions. The interview
took place in the classroom on the last day of the recording. The researcher then compiled
the interview information and analyzed it. In order to enquire about students' attitudes
toward the teacher's code switching in the class, three students were selected at each school
who had diverse ethnic backgrounds: one Shan, one Burmese and one Kayaw student at
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MLC and two Shan and one Kachin student at BEAM. The interview time of each
interviewee was 5 minutes long. The interview was designed to be simple and
straightforward and was conducted in both Shan and Burmese. For example, one question
was, "how many languages do you want your teacher use in the class for your better
understanding" Another question was, "Which languages can you read and write?" The
interview questions are attached in Appendix 3.

3.10 Procedures of analyzing the data collected
The collected data was transcribed each day and analyzed according to the code
switching that occurred in the class analyzes with the following functions of code switching
explained in Chapter 2.
1.

Function of clarification

When a student has difficulty understanding something spoken by the teacher, he may ask a
friend or the teacher to clarify. For example, a Persian student clarified the message that the
teacher had told to his friend in Persian and the teacher replied in English.
S: Tozih bedim dastan raje be chi bud? (Should we explain what the story was about?)
T:Yes.
2.

Function of explanation

When the students do not understand the meaning associated with a grammar or new
concept of reading, the teacher code switched in English and Burmese to explain. For
example, teacher explained the grammar rule to students about using adjective-ed versus
adjective-ing.
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T: This story is very interesting so yin man deh. This story is very interested so yin taw ma
man bu naw. (This story is very interesting is right. If it says it story is very interested is
wrong).
3.

Function of repetition

When the teacher wants to make sure all the students understand her explanation or the
meaning of new word, she repeats her explanation at least two more times in their LI. For
example,
T: Hair so tar ka sa-pin sa-pin naw sa-pin. (Hair is sa-pin in Burmese.)
4.

Function of humor/making joke

When the teacher judges that her students' attention is waning

due to fatigue or lack of

interest, she may bring up something funny regarding the lesson content to refocus the
students. For example, when the students did not answer one of her questions, she joked that
they could to answer in their first language but not in an Indian language.
T: Burma sa kar pyaw lel ya deh. Shan sa kar pyaw lel ya deh. Thai lo lel ya deh. Kalar lo
taw ma ya bu. ( You can answer me in Burmese, Shan, or Thai but not Indian language).
5.

Function of teacher encouragement

In the situation where the studends were too frightened or too nervous or too hestitant to
verbalize the answer to the class or teacher, they swited to the less formal or more personal
style in their first language. For example,
T: What is the past tense form of "swim"// come one// enna piLayal, itu teriyaataa?
6.

Function of teacher compliment
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Teacher used Tamil to convey special compliments to students. While compliments m
English were fairly routine ,those in Tamil had added force. For example,
T: Good. avantaan keTTikkaaran. " He is the clever student."
7.

Function of teacher command

When the teacher realized that students were not understanding her directives, she repeated
her utterance in the students' first language in order to more effectively communicate. The
repetition added force and the switch of codes evoked attention from inattentive students.
For example,
T: Now close your books and listen to what I am going to read. ellaarum puttakankaLai
moo Ta veeNum. "Everybody must close their book."
8.

Function of unofficial interaction

This interaction occurs outside of the strict demands of the lessons and allows teacher and
students to use their Ll. For example, when a student asked the teacher in Burmese about
his journal while she was teaching.
S: Sayama, kya-naw journal sayarma nar mar shi lar? (Teacher, is my journal with you?)
T: Bae journal lel? Ma shi bu. (Which one? It is not with me.)
9.

Function of definition

This function occurs when the teacher explains the meaning of new vocabulary to the
students in their first language while teaching vocabulary or during reading the passage. For
example,
T: Water is num (Num is water in Shan and Thai language). Water so tar ka yay ( Yay is
water in Burmese).
10.

Function of translation
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Teacher often switches their code to translate or elaborate significant messages while
explaining new vocabulary or instructions in the foreign language; this makes
comprehension easier. For example, when student "O" was checking his understanding,
asking meaning of 'track' which he had mistaken for 'trace', the teacher tried to explain the
difference in meaning of the two words.
T: When you walk, you leave traces behind you, which is called track.
T: Trave yani asar. (Trace means trace.)

3.11

Data analysis procedure

To assign a function to the code switching observed in the class, the video recordings
of spoken discourse in the classrooms were transcribed (see Appendix 1). Transcriptions
were organized and analyzed according to the class communication between teacher and
students before teaching, during their teaching and after teaching in order to assess the
purpose of each incident of the teacher's code switching.
Additionally the researcher used the transcription to analyze and examine how and
under what context the teacher produced a code switch in the class. To generate the data
needed to address the research questions, the researcher studied each incident of teacher
code switching in the transcription. Upon locating a code switching occurrence, the
researcher then repeatedly listened and watched the class video recording to gather evidence
for answering the research questions.
Next, an extract from the transcription was produced according to procedures of
analyzing the data collected. Lesson plans which included context, methodology, and
activity were described and noted when analyzing the data. The script of interactions
between teacher and students used several short forms; for example, a single student is
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noted by S, more than one student by Ss and Teacher by T. The first language Ll is shown
in bold text in the extract. Incidents of teacher and students' nonverbal communication,
such as laughing, intonation, and tones were recorded in words. Teacher and students' Ll
were translated into English in the extracts.
Sample of data analysis
Humor/making joke
Extract 1
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, and direct method
Activity: Reading discussion

T: Ok let's see. What is the name of that man?
S: Oyeo. Oyeno. Oyeko,
T (laughing): Ko Yin Ko? (The name of monk) (Students who understand laughed)
Sl: Ma hoke bu sa yar ma Japan so Ohino. (No, teacher. Japan is Ohino.)
S2: Arigat6 (Thank you)
S3: Oishi ( Delicious)
The data will be analyzed as follow to answer the three research questions.
1. In this extract 5, the students and teacher were discussing Journalism in Korea. When
the teacher asked the students for the name of the author, the students pronounced it
incorrectly and the teacher pretended she was hearing "Ko Yin Ko" which is similar
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to the pronunciation of Burmese word means monk. Then they all were laughing.
Meanwhile some students brought up some Japanese words such as Ohino which
means good morning, Arigato means thank you and Oishii, delicious. Based on the
similar pronunciations, they made jokes.
2. When the te_acher asked for the Korean author's name, the students could not
pronounce it correctly and the teacher in a humorous voice offered a Burmese word
which has the similar pronunciation with the author's name.
3. The teacher and students made jokes with these words because they kept discussing
the reading for a bit long and the students looked sleepy and to refresh the class, she
offered up the Burmese words.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
This chapter pr~sents the analyses of the data collected from the two schools based in
Chiang Mai, namely -BEAM and MLC. The data from BEAM is analyzed first and the
research questions are addressed last in the chapter.

4.1

Explanation of transcription codes

Text bold

=teacher's code switching

(B)

= Burmese language

(T)

= Thai language

(S)

= Shan language

(S, T)

= Shan and Thai language

4.2

Data Analysis of BEAM

School: BEAM
Teacher: Angela
Medium of instruction: Burmese and English
Number of students: 17
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4.2.1 Function of clarification
4.2.1.1 Extract 1
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, and direct method,
Activity: Reading and discussion.
S 1: Aww cha-naw phat pyit deh ma nae. nya ka. (I read this one last night.)
T: the main concept is that every citizen can be a reporter.
S2: bae mar lel? (Where is it?)
S 1: deh mar lay deh mar lay. (Here)
S3: bae nar mar lel hae kg? (Hey, man! where is that?)
T: Hoke lar? Twe Jar? (B) (Really? You see?)
S: Twe bar deh. (Yes, we do.)
T: Sar ywet myar mar nay Jar bae ko gyi pi pyaw nay tar lei? (B) Is it the same? (Are
the papers different? Where did you look at and how can you tell?)
S: Yes.
Comment
1.

When some students could not locate the sentence being discussed, they asked each

other in L 1 and the teacher then used their L 1 to make sure they all had found the sentence
and were able to continue their discussion.
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2.

The teacher checked their understanding of the lesson context by reading it in

English. But some students could not follow and the teacher showed them her reading paper
and asked in Burmese whether their papers were the same.
3.

The students switched to L 1 when talking to other students in order to locate the

sentence being discussed by the teacher. By using L 1, the students quickly resolved their
confusion, saving time.

4.2.1.2 Extract 2
Topic: Presentation like/dislike about their friends
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language

teaching.
Activity: Individual presentation

T: Ok how about Lu Lu and Pa Pa?
S9: Lu Lu likes playing on the weekend.
S 10: Pa Pa likes lying on the grass.
T: Laying lar (B)? Lying lar? (B)
Comment

1

The teacher asked the students to make a presentation on the topic "like and dislike"

by asking friends. When S 10 presented about her friend as "Pa Pa likes lying on the grass"
the teacher then switched to Burmese to clarify the meaning of "laying and lying" to make
sure the students do not confuse these two words.
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2

She clarified the meaning of these words "laying and lying" by adding the Burmese

word " lar" in order to form a question instead of using rising intonation in English to form
a question like "Laying or lying?". In Burmese a statement can form a yes/no question by
appending the word "lar" at the end of the sentence.
3

The teacher switched to Burmese because she wanted to ensure that the students did

not confuse the two words, a common mistake for English learners.

4.2.2 Function of explanation
4.2.2.1 Extract 1
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language
teaching

Activity: Reading and discussion.
T: What kind of news is that Omynews?
S 1: Online news?
T: Online news. In this age, online media news is different from the public. Hoe Ian kyar

thae ka thwet lar lei news bae lay ho mar car teik deb so lei news bae. (B) So what is
Omynews. Online news. So you can read that in internet right? Online news internet. Ok so
how is the public? Who is the founder? (What had happened in the street is also news, car
accident is also news)

Comment
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1.

In the above extract, the teacher and students were discussing their reading

comprehension concerning an online article, "A New Brand of Journalism". They were
talking about Omynews which the article used as an example of online media news being
different from public news. The articles' author did not give an example so the teacher
explained to the students by using a relevant example in Burmese.
2.

When she switched to Burmese, she still used the word "News" in her explanation

instead of using the Burmese word. We can see there is a mixing of English in her Burmese
explanation.
3.

She used Burmese because she wanted to explain more about news with relevant

examples that helped the students more easily understand the difference between online
news and public news.

4.2.2.2 Extract 2
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language

teaching
Activity: True/False

T: Okay, shall we move to true or false? The majority of South Koreans have access to the
materials in English. True or false?
Ss: False
Ss: True.
T: Why? Which sentence makes you choose true? Why you choose false?
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S (some students): Because in South Korea internet is part of their daily life.
T (pointing to other students): Why you chose 'False"?
Ss: Because ............... .
T: So it is true right't Because the sentence gives you evidence that in South Korea internet
is part of daily life. The paing bar pi so kar kya taw tu yae majority ka taw taw myar

myar thone tar pyit deh. (B) Ok number two.
Comment
1.

In this extract, the students were doing a true or false exercise to check their

comprehension understanding after a reading activity. Some of the students answered true
and some answered false, and the teacher asked for reasons. When the students did not
respond, the teacher explained first her questions in English and then in Burmese.
2.

She explained in English and then translated her explanation into Burmese using

normal intonation, but she raised her voice when speaking both English and Burmese when
she came to the key text, "part of their life. The pain bar pi". In her Burmese translation,
she did not translate the word "majority".
3.

She explained in English and then translated her explanation into Burmese for some

students who answered the question "false".

4.2.2.3 Extract 3
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language
teaching
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Activity: Reading and discussion.
T: Ok number two.
S3: False
T: Which?
S3: Not main, not important.
S 1: Ae tar mart ma pyaw tar.( It didn't say like this.)
S3: Tu ka economic culture news dwe pay deh ah kyoung (It is about he gave the news of
culture and economy).
T: Tu ka ae mar pyaw deh (B) news plays in the important role in reporting the news in
South Korea lay. (Here he said)

S 10: Tu ka ( He )
T: Plays an important role lay tu ka ah ti ka role.(B) (He is the main role)
S5: Ah ti ka main lay (the main role)

T: Pyaw deh is reporting news in South Korea. South Korea mar shi deh news twe loe.
tu bar lote lei report lote nay deh. ah kyaung tu ka important role pyit deb. Hoke lar?
(B)

( It said he is reporting news in South Korea. Thus he plays the important role,

right?)
S 1: Ma hoke bu. (No.)

T: Bae bar ka ma hok bu lei? Ku na pyaw tar ka Omynews ka bar lote lei? (B) Did I
ask you before? (Why not? What is Omynes doing?)
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S: Yes.
T: So what is the job of Omynews? Omynews ka bar lote nay tar lei? South Korea ka
the thin twe report twe ma pyaw bu pok? (BJ (What is the job of Omynes? He is not
reporting news in South Korea?)
S: Lote deh sa yar ma. (Yes, he is doing)
T: Tar so tu ka important role mar lei ma play bu pok? (BJ (So he is not playing in the
important role?)
S: Play deh. (He is)
T: Tar so bar lo False pyit lei lo? (BJ (So why is it false?)
S: True.
Comment
1.

In this extract, the teacher was checking the students' answer of True/False and asking

for their reasoning. When the students could not give reasons for answering true or false,
she tried to explain to them the content of the article in Burmese to help them then choose
the correct answer.
2.

When the students could provide a correct explanation, the teacher seemed impatient

and explained in Burmese with a strong voice. In her explanation, we can see English
phrases, Burmese phrases, English word mixing, and myangalish. The word "Lay" means
"to be sure" which is added to the end of the sentence. An example is her explanation "news
plays in the important role in reporting the news in South Korea lay". The word "lay" is
added to the end of the sentence. Thus, she wanted to highlight the evidence of the
statement as the students were still confused and had not yet provided the correct answer.
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3.

The teacher switched between the two languages by translating a phrase in English

phrase to Burmese because the students did not understand the content of the reading and
could not give her reasons for choosing true or false. Even after she explained using both
Burmese and English, the students still were unable to provide an appropriate explanation
for their answers.

4.2.2.4 Extract 4

T: Number6.
S: False. He did not see like that in the public.
T: Hoke lar? Omynews ka personal issue bae cover pyit deh deh. Is that true? (Really?
Omynews covers only personal issue. ?
S: False.
S: True, sa yar ma.( True, teacher)
T: Bae mar lei? Te mar tu yay thar tar only lay. Personal lei bar deh. (B) The usual
subject you will find in the newspaper more on personal issue. Ar lone bar deb. De mar ka
only lo bae yay tbar deb. (B) (Where? Here it mentioned only "only". Include personal as

well. Include all. Here it said "only".
S: False. Mar bar deh. (False)
Comment

1.

In the above extracts, none of the students could choose the correct answer and then

provide the teacher their reasons for choosing true or false.
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2.

When one student read out one sentence, the teacher continued explaining the reason

of being "True" in Burmese with a loud voice. In her Burmese explanation, we can see
some English words and phrases like "from everyone" "raw materials" and "personal".
She translated "raw materials" into Burmese but didn't translate "from everyone" and
"personal."
3.

The teacher switched to Burmese when providing an explanation because none of the

students were able to provide the correct answer and give reasons for their answer. They
likely did not understand the reading, so the teacher helped the students' understanding of
content by explaining in Burmese so that they could provide the correct answer along with
appropriate reasoning.

4.2.2.5 Extract 5
Topic: "What social changes have you noticed recently?
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language
teaching.
Activity: Writing activity
T: What did you notice the society has been changed recently? Kyaung: pi yin society ko
ku gyi mr. So what is the change recently that you notice? Society mar lote mae kyaung:
thar myar? What social change that you notice recently? Recently ka hoe lun kae tae not
long long ago naw. Ma kyar me ka pyit kae tar bar bar twe change twar pe lei? Society
mar lu twe ka bar twe lote nay pe lei? Bar twe pyit nay tar lei? Sa yar ma ka bar twe
pyit nay pi lei ah kyaug. ma ti bu lay (B) for example. What social changes have you
noticed recently? Bar twe pyoung lei twar: lei? Ah sar ah tought pyone lei twar pi lar?
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(BJ (After I finish, I will help my society. Students who will work in your society "recently"

means happening not long long ago. What change did you notice recently? What are the
people in the society doing? What is happening in the society?" I don't know what is
happening? What is changing? Give me example. . . . . like " Is the food and drink
changing?" )
T: Yes
T: Lu nge tWe bar twe lote kya pi lei? (BJ ("What are they doing in the society?")
Comment

1.

In the above extract, the teacher gave a pre-writing activity by introducing the title of

the text and discussing it. When she asked the students what social changes they have
noticed recently, they did not answer her. She then explained it in Burmese and in English
alternatively.
2.

Firstly the teacher read aloud the title and translated it into Burmese. She then

switched to English by changing the subject and emphasizing "the change" by using a high
tone. When the students did not answer, she then focused on society changes that they had
noticed recently and then translated these into Burmese to get the students to interact with
her. She asked many questions focusing on social changes to stimulate the students to think
about their background knowledge prior to their writing task.
3.

She switched between the two languages because the students did not respond to her.

The prompt of the writing task seemed to be too vague for them and they might not have
had sufficient knowledge of the topic. Thus she gave them some examples in Burmese for
the writing activity.
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4.2.2.6 Extract 6
Topic: Movie
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, and communicative language

teaching
Activity: Question and answer

S7: If I were a teacher in their class, I will be disappointed and I will try to know their
mental problem and will help them as much as I can.
T: Actually they are not mental problem. Mental problem ka you nay deb Iu ko pyaw tar.
(BJ (Mental problem is abnormal people.)

Comment

1.

Extract 7 shows the teacher code switching between English and Burmese while the

student was giving an individual presentation. The students' presentations were their
speculations if they were a teacher in a class in which the students were misbehaving and
not paying attention. They had to watch a movie at home which included students acting
inappropriately with the teacher unable to control them. The teacher explained mental
problems because the student misunderstood a key concept of the movie.
2.

The teacher corrected her answer and explained the meaning of mental problems in

Burmese by giving a Burmese definition.
3.

The teacher explained in Burmese because the students did not understand clearly

what a mental problem was. When she explained in Burmese, the students immediately
understood.
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4.2.2. 7 Extract 7
Topic: Active and passive verb forms
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language

teaching
Activity: Grammar exercise

T: How about number 9?
S 1, 4, 5: Noise still have been increased.
S 2, 3: Has still been increased.
S (other students): Have been still increased.
T: This is still?
S: Yes.
T: So noise is still increasing. Pyit nay tar lay. (B) (Is happening)
S7: Still ka ing ma lar? (Still is ING form right?)
T: Imm, Still lay. (B) Is still increasing such a number of huge traffic. (Yes, it is.)
Comment

1.

In this interaction, the students could not produce the correct answer. Some students

chose singular passive present perfect and some chose "plural passive prefect" in the
extract. It is clear that the students had not understood the grammar structure. Thus the
teacher gave them the correct answer and explained the process in Burmese.
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2.

She provided the answer in English first and then translated it into Burmese.

However, when a student asked her a question in Burmese, she responded to the student in
Burmese. The code switching happened at the word and sentence level.
3.

The teacher explained in Burmese because the students had insufficient knowledge of

grammar structure, none of them being able to choose the correct answer. She then switched
to Burmese to explain present continuous verb tense.

4.2.2.8 Extract 8
Topic: Online friendship
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language
teaching
Activity: Individual presentation
T: Who is the most interesting person you know? Sate win sar sa yar ah kaung: sone: Tu
ka ah yan sate win sar sa yar kg deb. Ah yan sate win sar sa yar ah kaung sone. (B)
(The most interesting person. He is the very interesting. The most interesting person.)
S5: Chaw tar? ( Pretty?)
T: Chaw tar lel ma hoke bu. Sate win sar sa yar kg tar. (Not pretty. Very interesting)
S4: Sa yar ma, kyit tar ma hoke bu naw. (Teacher, not like?)
T: Ma hoke bu. Tu bar lote the lel ah yan sate win sar sa yar kg deh. Tu lote tar ko ah myae:
than: like gyi nay deh lay. Tu bar lote nay tar lel? Tu bar eain: gyi wout tar lel? Ah yan sate
win sar tar. (Not like. What he is doing is very interesting. You always look at him what he
is doing. What he is doing. What is he wearing is very interesting to you.
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S2:Aww, my grandfather.
T: Grandfather, yes. Something like that.
Comment

1.

In the above extract, the students had to write on the white board answers to questions

the teacher had given and the students had to work on individually. One question was "Who
is the most interesting person you know?" When this question was asked, the student
hesitated to answer. The teacher then realized that he did not want to say. She then
explained in Burmese that it could be anyone who he found interesting.
2.

When she explained in Burmese, her voice was louder and more serious than when

she explained in English.
3.

She explained the questions in Burmese from various perspectives to encourage the

student and lower anxiety because the students are shy to tell who they are interested in
front of many people.

4.2.3 Function of repetition
4.2.3.1Extract1
Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language

teaching
Activity: Post-reading activity

T: Why do you think it happens like that? What do you think?
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S3: They have a belief.
T: They lost their friends.
S: Yes, Family.
T: Family.
S4: The best part of their life.
T: The best part of their life. Even the actress from that movie she lose her father and Thu

toe bawa mar shi deh ah kg sone ah yar dwe ah kung bar deh also who? (B) (Including
all of the best things in their life)

Comment
1.

The teacher asked a question to the students and one student answered "They have a

belief'. The other students didn't seem to believe that the answer was correct. The student
then changed her answer to "They lost their friends." And one student followed her with
"Yes, family". She then repeated it and another student shared her opinion "the best part of
their life". The teacher repeated it and transiated it in Burmese and then kept talking in
English. At that point, the teacher had spoken in English for a longer period than usual and
only one or two students followed her discussion.
2.

Their discussions were all in English and other students were quiet. She repeated it in

Burmese with strong voice because she wanted to emphasis the answer that family is part of
their life and to make it clearer that family is the best part of their life. She repeated the
student's answer in English and then translated it into Burmese. And then she kept
discussing in English.
3.

She shifted to Burmese because she wanted to clarify the student's answer for the

other students concerning how family is important in their lives.
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4.2.3.2 Extract 2
Topic: Movie
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, and communicative language
teaching
Activity: Post-reading activity
S16: Ifl were a teacher, I would be angry with them and would quit my job.
T: She would quit her job. De louk tg soe tae bar Jar? Htwet like deb lo. Khant thar bae
naw. (B) (What naughty students! I quit my job. That's flexible.)
Comment
1.

In the above extract, the students were answering a question concerning a movie that

they had to watch at home. The movie was about misbehaving students and their teacher.
The question was "What would you do if you were a teacher of that class?" The students
shared their thoughts with the class. When a student shared her reactions to the class, she
said she would quit her job. The teacher then repeated it in English and told the process of
quitting a job.
2.

When she talked in Burmese the process of quitting work when the students were

naughty and how it would be better to quit a job with laughter and in an amusing manner.
3.

The teacher switched to Burmese because she wanted to make a joke to the class in

order to engage them.

4.2.4 Function of'humor/making joke
4.2.4.1 Extract 1
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Topic: A New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, communicative language

teaching
Activity: Reading discussion

T: Ok let's see. What is the name of that man?
S: Oyeo. Oyeno. Oyeko,
T (laughing): Ko Yin Ko? (B) (The name of a monk) (Students who understood laughed)
S 1: Ma hoke bu sa yar ma Japan so Ohino. (No, teacher. Japan is Ohino.)
S2: ArigatO (Thank you)
S3: Oishi (Delicious)
Comment

I.

In this extract, the students and teacher were discussing Journalism in Korea. When

the teacher asked the students for the name of the author, the students mispronounced the
name and the teacher pretended she was hearing "Ko Yin Ko" which is similar to the
pronunciation of the Burmese word which means monk. Then they all laughed. Meanwhile
some students thought of some Japanese words such as "ohino" which means good
morning, "arigato" means thank you and "oishii' meaning delicious. From the similar
pronunciations, they made jokes.
2.

When the teacher asked the name of the Korean author, the students could not

pronounce the name correctly and the teacher proposed in a humorous tone a Burmese word
which has the similar pronunciation.
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3.

The teacher and students made a joke with these words because they had been

discussing the reading for a bit long and the students looked tired. To refresh the class and
give the students a break, she offered the Burmese words.

4.2.4.2 Extract 2
Topic: Infinitive To and gerund
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method, Direct Method, and Communicative

Language Teaching
Activity: Infinitive To and Gerund paper based exercise

T: To leave? Yes, very good and I got a call from my friend. He was planning ..... Kham
Moon.
SlO: To move.
S 1: True move.
T: True move law? (T) (True move?) (The class laughed)
Comment

1.

On the above extract, the teacher taught them "infinitive To and Gerund". After that

she distributed the exercise paper to the students. After they had finished it, she checked
their answers by calling a student's name. When SlO answered "to move", SI who is the
most talkative and most humorous student in the class said ''true move". The teacher then
repeated it with a Thai word "Law". They then laughed.
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2.

The teacher repeated the student's words "True move" and added the word "law" to

form a question to confirm the answer of the student.
3.

She switched to the Thai word because SI often tells jokes to the class.

4.2.4.3 Extract 3
Topic: Online friendship
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, and communicative language

teaching
Activity: Discussion

T: Everybody online is liar. Never believe Ok? So what did you get from here? You read
this? Do you understand?
S2: Khao jai. Khao jai. (I understand)
T: You know that khao jai khao jai. (T) (You know that you understand) (The whole class
laughed)
Comment

1.

In the above extract, the teacher introduced the article "Online Friendship" that they

had read at home. When she checked their understanding by asking some questions, the
students could not answer and so she asked them whether they had read it or not. S2, who
can speak Thai, answered "Khao jai, khao jai" in Thai which means he understands. Then
the teacher wanted to make sure that the students had read and understood the article by
repeating the question with some English inserted.
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2.

The teacher understood the Thai word that the student had used; she repeated it in a

humorous way while laughing.
3.

When the teacher asked the question, the students were silent except for one student

who replied to her questions. The reason the teacher switched to Thai was to encourage the
entire class to partidpate in the discussion.

4.2.5 Function of teacher encouragement
4.2.5.1 Extract 1
Topic: New Brand of Journalism
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method, direct method and communicative language

teaching
Activity: True or False activity

S: Pyaw bar bu. (I didn't say)
T: I didn't say that it is false or wrong. I didn't say anything. But I want you to think why
you think that. If you say no, it is false, teacher, show me the evidence. Where is it?
Teacher, it is true so how you think how? I want to know the way you think. Tu myar false
lo false tu myar true so true ae lo pyaw chin tar ma hoke bu naw (BJ stand on where

you are. (When other people said it is false, you also said it is false. When they said it is
true, you also said it is true. Don't say like that.) Tar hoke deb. Tar lay de mar lay. (BJ (It
is true. Here is the evident)
Comment
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1.

On the above extract, the teacher checked the students' reading comprehension

through a True or False activity. The students could not provide her with both the correct
answer and reason for being true or false. When she encouraged them to think on their own
and share their opinions, she used Burmese.
2.

When she first €ncouraged the students to share their thoughts, no student responded.

The teacher then switched to Burmese and repeated the request with a firmer voice and
sterner facial expression

3.

She switched to Burmese when she encouraged them to share their opinions because

the students likely did not understand the reading passage and they could not choose the
right answer and provide a reason. Thus she used Burmese to force them to express their
thoughts confidently.

4.2.6 Function of teacher compliment
4.2.6.1Extract1
Topic: Active/passive tenses
Methodology: Grammar translation, and direct method
Activity: Active/passive tenses exercise

T: Has been looked. Looked. My suggestions ..... .
SI: are
S2: is
T: is? There is "S" there? ssssss. My suggestions ...... ???
S2: are
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T: Is theres there?
T: Are?
S: Yes.
T: Taw taw taw tar b.ae. (B) (You are very clear.)
Comment
1.

On the above extract, the teacher checked the students' answers to their grammar

exercise and the students were able to answer correctly. She appeared pleased and praised
her students in Burmese in order to clearly express her by satisfaction.
2.

When the students could produce the correct answer, the teacher looked very satisfied

and smiled at her students.
3.

According to the data, the teacher usually used English to praise her students'

performances. But in this instance she used Burmese at the end of the activity when the
students could answer correctly and she was visibly very happy. The students also were
active in doing their exercise. After she complimented the students, some were smiling and
laughing. By praising their performance in their first language, it likely motivated them to
learn more and helped create a closer relationship between teacher and students.

4.2. 7 Function of teacher command
4.2.7.1Extract1
Topic: To infinitive and Gerund infinitive
Methodology: Grammar translation, direct method, communicative language teaching and
nature method
Activity: Sentence making activity (writing)
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T: Ok the first example I made "Keep trying until I pass the test." So I used "Keep". Make
new sentence. Don't copy these! Try new sentence!
Sl: Sa Yar Ma (Teacher)
T: Yes. Keep-ing, stop-ing, suggest-ing, imagine-ing, regard-ing. So use these words ing
and make new sentences. But the event is have to be true. The event is have to be true for
you. Tu myar ah kyaung ma yay ya bu koe ah kyaung yay mae naw. (B) I will keep
trying until I pass the exam. Is that true for you? S: Yes. (Don't write about other people.
Write about yourself!)
Comment
1.

In extract 10, the teacher wrote some examples of "To infinitive and gerund

infinitive" on the white board and explained to not to misuse them in their writing. Then she
asked them in Burmese to create their own sentences and not to copy her example given.
2.

She explained the activity in English and she switched to Burmese to tell them to

write about themselves, not others. She did not translate this utterance into English. She
then continued talking in English by giving some examples.
3.

The teacher switched to Burmese to tell her students to not write about other people

but instead about themselves when they are doing writing activity because she wanted to
make sure that her students understood her expectations. The habit of the Myanmar students
is that they write down and copy everything that their teacher writes on the whiteboard.
Thus, the teacher commanded them to not to copy her given example, rather to create their
own sentences.
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4.2.8 Function of unofficial interaction
4.2.8.1 Extract 1
Topic: To infinitive and gerund infinitive
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching
Activity: Writing activity
S 1: Sa Yar Ma, cha-naw journal sa yar ma nar mar ma shi bu lar? kyet u khoe deh har.
(Teacher, is my journal with you? The cover is the image of egg.)
T: Aww ma shi bu. Ma shi bu. Sa ya ma phat tg ma phat mi bu kyet u khoe deh har. (No, it
is not with me. I haven't even seen your journal.)
S4: Tu yae ah phone ka Payap nae har lay.
T: Aww ma shi bu. Ma shi bu. (B) I think before we go, we have to do this exercise first.
(No, it is not at me. Not at me.)
Comment
1.

In the above extract, while the teacher was teaching, one student asked her in

Burmese about his journal. He wanted to know whether his journal was with her. The
teacher paused her teaching and replied in Burmese. They both interacted with each other
only in Burmese.
2.

During their interaction, the English word "journal" was inserted because there is not

an exact translation in Burmese. Thus the teacher and students use the word "journal".
3.

While she was teaching, she switched to Burmese because her student asked her in

Burmese and it was not concerned with the lesson.
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4.2.9 Function of definition
4.2.9.1Extract1

Topic: What social changes have you noticed recently?
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching
Activity: Writing
T: How do you understand for this topic "Transocity?"
S 1: Relation
S2: Negotiate
T: Ma hoke bu. Ku na ka change so deb bar nae. nae: nae: yin ne: deb. (B) But not
appropriate here. (No. very near to change.)
S 1: Different
S3: Exchange
T: Not exchange
T: Ok give up. Look at the dictionary
T: So how do you translate it? Trans in society?
S2: the way.
T: Change in society so taw.
S 1: Pyone lei mu (Change)
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T: Pyone lei mu ma hoke bu. Pyong lei nay deb bar. Pyong lei nay deb Ian kyoun: (BJ
(Not change. It is changing. The way is changing.)

This is the way in the society

happening. So trans. In society you can say that the whole thing is changing. But this is how
the society is changing.
Comment
1.

In the above extract, the teacher conducted a pre-writing activity by topic approach to

activate their background knowledge. She wrote the topic on the whiteboard and asked for
the definition of a vocabulary term in English. When the students could not answer
correctly; she then switched to Burmese to provide them some hints for the definition.
2.

When one student gave her an answer that was very close to the target meaning, the

teacher repeated it in Burmese two times and gave them the full meaning of the new word.
She then switched to English and translated the Burmese meaning into English.
3.

She switched to Burmese to provide some hints from which the students could

estimate the definition of the new word.

4.2.9.2 Extract 2
Topic: Movie
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method, and communicative language

teaching
Activity: Question and answer activity
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S2: She also believed white people are hating the black people and they look down on them.
And white people also want to make for their respect. They all want respect from black
people.
T: Ok so she is the witness. Witness thet thay. Thet thay. (B) Thet thay ma hoke lar tu?
(Witness, witness. Is she witness?)
Comment
I.

In the above extract, the students were discussing an English movie that they had

previously watched at home. In explaining the context of the movie, the teacher brought up
a new word for the students and she provided them the definition in Burmese.
2.

She gave the definition of the word in Burmese with a loud voice and immediately the

students understood.
3.

She switched to Burmese for this word in order to save class time instead of using

other approaches to present this new word.

4.2.10 Function of translation
4.2.10.1 Extract 1
Topic: Online friendship
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method, Direct method and Communicative Language
Teaching
Activity: Individual presentation
T: Ok who is the most interesting person you know? Sate win sar sa yar ah kaung: sone:
koe ti deb thae mar. (B) (The most interesting person you know). Tu ka ah y an sate win
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sar sa yar kg deh. (He is very interesting). Ah yan sate win sar sa yar ah kaung: sone: (The
very most interesting person).

Comment

1.

In the above extract, the teacher read the question out loud to the student and

translated it into Burmese in different ways.
2.

She translated the question into Burmese m many different ways to help them

understand what they had to answer. Her voice was a bit harsher and louder when speaking
Burmese.
3.

Myanmar students are shy to tell who their girlfriend or boyfriend is or publicly talk

about love. Here the question concerned the most interesting person they knew and the
teacher had to use Burmese to encourage them to answer.

4.3

Data Analysis of MLC

School: MLC
Teacher: Woe Keng
Medium of instruction: Burmese, Shan, Thai and English
Number of students: 13

4.3.1 Function of Clarification
4.3.1.1 Extract 1
Topic: Countable and uncountable noun
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Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Grammar exercise
T: Sand?
FS: Uncountable
T: Nap lai mai? (S) Yay twet lo ya lar? (B) Yay naing yin su pay mae. (B) (Can count?
Can count? If you can count, I will give you a prize.)
Comment
1.

When the teacher checked their answer "Sand" is "countable or uncountable noun",

few students answered "uncountable" and the rest students were silent and looked as if their
answers were also wrong. She then asked in Thai and Burmese "Can count?" to clarify or
make sure that they got the right answer.
2.

She clarified the answer by questioning the students in Thai and Burmese.

3.

She switched to two languages because most of the students did not get the right

answers.

4.3.2 Function of explanation
4.3.2.1 Extract 1
Topic: Grammar (Verb to be)
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Teacher teaching
T: Do you know "verb to be"?
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Sl: Am, is, are
T: Only three words? Am, is, are. He, she, it chi kup (T) "is"." Is" nae bae thone deb (B) (
"is" uses with He, She, It"). Verb to be mar so "Is" nae bae thone deb. (B) (Use with "is"
only). Tawxyang nar~ (T) ( For example) Now aye deb so bae lo pyaw lei? (B) (Now how
to say it is cold?)
S2: The water is cold.
T,S: The water is cold.
T: Num nar (T) (Water). Nap umm lai nar (S) (Uncountable). Tay umm lai chi kup "an"
nar. (S) (Cannot use with" an"). "Am" nae "are" nae ma thone ya bu (B) (Don't use

with "am" and " are"). An ni nar mai lai chi kup "an" and "are" (T) (Don't use with
"am" and" are") . "Am" nae "are" ma thone bu (B) (Don't use with "am" and" are"). "
Is" nae bae thone: mae. (B) (Use with "is" only)
Comment
1.

When the teacher explained articles "an, an, the", she alternatively used Thai, Shan

and Burmese. We can see this in her explanation such as using the phrases, "Tay umm lai
chi kup "an" nar (in Thai and Shan) (Cannot use with "an"). "Am" nae "are" nae ma thone
ya bu (In Burmese) (Don't use with "am" and" are").
2.

She switched to Thai for an explanation and she translated the Thai explanation to

Burmese properly.
3.

She used three languages to explain this article because it was an effective way of

communicating grammar rules in the diverse language EFL class. The teacher's use of
English to explain the grammar rules would perhaps not have been effective because of the
students' English level.
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4.3.2.2. Extract 2
Topic: Consonant and vowel
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Teacher teaching
T: Seed nai paing meld phanthu. (S) (Seed is spore)
S3: Jaoe phat khat khao lai kha ha? (S) (Is it mustard seed?)
T: Jai. Myat ah phan pout nant. (S) (Seed that we can plant.)
S3: Khao khay (S) (Com seed in Shan). Myat khao khay nant jong lai? (S) (How about
com seed?)

T: Khao khay kaw lai. An tee pain myat nant oar. Myat mark phart khao. Ah paing
myat nant lai. (S) (Com seed. The seed that is spore. Pumpkin seed also. Seed that we can
plant.)

Comment
1.

The teacher explained the meaning of "seed" in Thai, and S3, who is Shan, was

uncertain about its meaning and so the teacher kept prompting her by providing examples of
seeds in Shan language.
2.

The teacher patiently explained the meaning of "seed" to her directly in Shan until she

understood.
3.

She explained the meaning of seed in Shan because the student is Shan and her

English proficiency was too low and she did not have materials in the class to help with
understanding this word. When the student did not understand the meaning, the teacher
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gave many examples of seed such as com seed, mustard seed and pumpkin seed in Shan.
She could have translated her Shan explanation in Burmese as well for other students.

4.3.2.3 Extract 3
Topic: Present Continuous Tense
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Individual presentation

S7: I am eating pork.
T: Pork. Mu nai pork. Paw paing naoe mu nai pork. Thar paing mu sot sot nai paing pig
nar. Pig nai paing mu. Pork nai paing naoe mu. (S) (Pork is meat. Pig is animal that has

not killed for food.)
Comment

1.

When S7 presented that she was eating pork and other students did not understand,

the teacher told the meaning of pork and pig in Shan to other students.
2.

Her explanation in Shan was too simplistic for clear understanding and she repeated it

two times.
3.

She switched to Shan to communicate the meaning because other students did not

know what "pork" meant and when she realized this, she explained in Shan. She probably
should have explained in Burmese as well.
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4.3.4 Function of repetition
4.3.4.1Extract1
Topic: Reviewing lesson
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Discussion
T: What did you learn yesterday?
SI : Yesterday ........ (Pausing)
T: Yesterday I ..... maoe war (SJ tham (T) ei san (S)? (Yesterday what did you learn?)
S2: Ah nar yu tar. (Take a rest)
T: Can you say it in English? Ah oar yu tar? (BJ (Take a rest in Burmese) English lo bae

lo pyaw ma lei? (BJ (How to say it in English? in Burmese) Can you say it in English? Can
you say it in English? English lo pyaw lo ya ma lar? (BJ (Can you say it in English? in
Burmese) Poot pa sar ah kit lai mai? (T) (Can you say it in English? in Thai) Can you say
it in English? Ah nar yu deb. (BJ (Take a rest in Burmese).
S3: Relax.
T: Yes, relax. I relax.

Comment
I.

When the teacher wanted her students to talk in English, she repeated the prompt

questions in English, Burmese and Shan.
2.

When she asked them to speak in English, the students did not reply and remained

silent. She then asked in Burmese and again the students did not respond. She patiently
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asked in English for more two times and they still did not answer her. She then switched to
Thai, English and Burmese again, and one student responded.
3.

She switched to three languages because she wanted them to talk to her in English

what they learnt yesterday to improve their speaking.

4.3.4.2 Extract 2
Topic: Conversation (Want to be)
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method, Direct Method and Communicative

Language Teaching
Activity: Practice conversation

T: Police (Ss repeat after the teacher). What is it?
S: Tam nout (T) (police)
T: Tam nout (T) (police in Thai). Tam nout nar (T) . Yae (B) (Police). Are you afraid of
policeman? Are you afraid of policeman? Afraid of. Are you afraid of policeman? Khao
jai? (T) (Understand?) Klaw ha (S,T)? (Are you afraid of?) Are you afraid of policeman?

Sl: Yes.
T: Klaw mai? (T) (Afraid of?)
S: Klaw.
Comment
1.

When the student answered her question in Thai for "police", she repeated it in Thai

and translated it· into Burmese. She kept asking "are they afraid of police?" in English.
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When the students did not get the meaning of it, she then switched to Thai to communicate
meanmg.
2.

When she explained the meaning of the word police in Thai, she translated in

Burmese. But she failed to translate the word "afraid of' in Burmese. She patiently and
repeatedly asked the question in English. When the student did not understand her repeated
questions in English, she laughed and asked in Thai.
3.

She switched to Thai because her student answered her in Thai and she translated it in

Burmese for Burmese students.

4.3.4 Function of humor/ making joke
4.3.4.1Extract1
Topic: Countable and uncountable
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Grammar exercise
T: Amm lat kwam say pork lar? (SJ (Why not you reply me?). Top kwam san kaw lai
(SJ (You can reply me in any language). Kwam Thai kaw lai. (SJ (You can talk to me in

Thai). Kwan Tai kaw lai (SJ (You can response me in Tai). Kwam man kaw lai (SJ
(Burmese is also fine). Burma lo pyaw lei ya deb (BJ (You can talk in Burmese). Phoud

phasa Thai kaw tai. (T) (Thai is also fine). Phasa sar kalar deh aum lai. (SJ (Not Hindi
language).

Comment
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1.

When the students failed to respond to her questions, she told them to speak in Shan,

Thai or Burmese but not Indian language. When she said in Shan that they could not speak
Hindi language, all the studentslaughed.
2.

The teacher first asked the students a question in Shan that failed to get a reply. Then

she translated the question in Burmese and in Thai to encourage the students to talk in the
class. When she said that they could not speak Hindi language, she raised her voice to gain
their attention, and they all laughed loudly.
3.

The teacher made the joke that the students weren't allowed to speak Hindi in the

class, because she perceived that the students were not engaged with the lesson.

4.3.5 Function of Teacher Encouragement
4.3.5.1 Extract 1
Topic: Countable and uncountable
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Grammar exercise
T: Phasa Bhama, phasa Thai, phasa Thai Yai kaw tai (T) (Burmese language, Thai
language or Shan language are fine too). Burma lo phay lo ya deb. (B) (You can answer in
Burmese). Shan lo phay lo ya deb. (B) (You can answer in Shan). Thai lo phay lo ya deb.
(B) ( You can answer in Thai). Kalar sa kar ma ya bu naw. (B) ( But not Indian

language).

Comment
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When she did not receive a reply from her students, she encouraged them to

participate in the class by using their first language even thought they could not speak in
English.
2.

She talked to them in Thai first and then translated her comments to Burmese. Her

voice was louder than the usual time when encouraging them to talk in the class.
3.

She switched between two languages with loud voice because the students were not

participating in the class and appeared drowsy.

4.3.6 Function of teacher compliment
4.3.6.1 Extract 1
Topic: Practice speaking (She/he is+ a+ occupation "Noun")
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Pair presentation

T: Markup (T) Japan. (from Japan)
SlO: We are from Japan.
S 11: I am Ong and I am a teacher. He is Sawang and he is a photographer. We are from
Japan.
T: Very good. Keng mark. (T)
Comment

I.

When the students' presentation ended, the teacher praised their performance by

giving feedback on their work, saying "Very good" and then "Keng mark" in Thai.
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2.

When she switched to Thai for the feedback, her voice was stronger and more serious

and the students were satisfied and smiling.
3.

She gave feedback both in English and Thai because she wanted to acknowledge to

her students that they had done well. She did not translate into Shan or Burmese because all
the students know this word.

4.3. 7 Function of teacher command
4.3.7.1Extract1
Topic: Practice speaking (She/he is + a+ occupation "Noun")
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Pair presentation
T: Ok let's practice for speaking. Hom, you are a teacher. Kham Ko, you are a big star.
S4: My name is Hom and I am a teacher. (The class was noisy)
T: Seiyng dang dan. (T) (Louder, please!)
Comment
1.

The class was noisy and did not pay attention to the presenter because the class was

about to finish and the teacher told her in Thai to raise her voice louder.
2.

When the students did not listen to the presenter and were talking to each other, she

raised her voice in Thai and commanded the presenter to speak louder.
3.

She spoke Thai for this command because the presenter was Shan and knew Thai but

did not know Burmese and the teacher wanted to make the class silent.
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4.3.8 Function of unofficial interaction
4.3.8.1Extract1
S6: Ajarn, bai nai kha? Mai heng Ajarn. (T) (Teacher, where did you go? I didn't see
you.)
T: Bai Bhama. (T) (I went to Myanmar.)

Comment
1.

S6 was a bit late for the class and when she entered the classroom, she asked the

teacher in Thai where she had been and said that she hadn't seen her for a long time. The
teacher replied to her in Thai while she was teaching the rest of the students.
2.

This conversation happened between S6 and teacher and did not concern with the

lesson.
3.

The teacher replied to her in Thai because she asked her in Thai and there was no

reason to use other languages.

4.3.9 Function of definition
4.3.9.1Extract1
Topic: Countable and uncountable
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Grammar exercise
S3: Uncountable noun is not number ah ........... .
Ss: Singular and plural
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T: Singular and plural. Ok. An ni xekphcn. (T) (This is singular). An ni phhuphcn. (T)
(This is plural). Tarka the ku kain. (B) (This is singular). Tarka na ku kain. (B) (This is
plural).
Comment
1.

The teacher and students were revising a lesson that they learnt yesterday covering

countable and uncountable nouns. When the teacher asked the students what they had
studied yesterday, some students answered "singular and plural". Then she translated the
terms countable and uncountable into Thai and Burmese.
2.

The teacher repeated the students' answers in English and she then told the definition

of singular and plural in Thai and Burmese directly.
3.

When some students answered her in English, the other students did not understand

and she then explained in Thai and Burmese.

4.3.9.2 Extract 2
Topic: Countable and uncountable
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Grammar exercise
T: What is oil?
S: Numman. (Oil in Thai and Shan)
T: see (B) (Oil in Burmese). Numman (S,T) (Oil in Thai).
Comment
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1.

The teacher checked their understanding of vocabulary that they had covered in the

class that night by responding in their first language. When some students provided the
definitions of oil in Thai and Shan and the Burmese students were silent and so the teacher
then explained in Burmese for the Burmese students.
2.

The teacher pr0-vided the definition in Burmese first because the Burmese students did

not answer and then followed in Thai or Shan.
3.

She switched to Burmese because the Burmese students did not respond and were

instead silent.

4.3.10 Function of translation
4.3.10.1 Extract 1
Topic: Countable and uncountable
Methodology: Grammar Translation Method and Direct Method
Activity: Reviewing yesterday lesson
T: What did you learn yesterday? Do you understand what did you learn yesterday?
S2: Yes khao jai. (Yes, I understand.)
T: Khao jai nar. (T) What is yesterday? (You understand?)
S3: Maoe war. (Yesterday)
T: War haneg? (S) (What did you say?) Yesterday phone war san? (S) (What does it
mean "Yesterday?"). Mae nae ka learn thind eh. (B) (Yesterday you learned). What so

tar bar ko. (B) (What in Burmese) Did so tar ka ah thike (B) (Did is past tense). Maoe
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wan pain ah lai pai? (S) (What did you learn yesterday? in Thai). What did you learn

yesterday?
Comment

1.

When she asked the students what they learned yesterday, they could not completely

understand the question and so she translated it word by word into Burmese.
2.

She translated the question word by word into Burmese and the entire sentence into

Thai.
3.

She translated into Burmese word by word and the whole sentence into Thai because

none of the Burmese students responded to her question while all of the Shan students did.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1

Introduction
This section summarizes main findings of the study, discusses study limitations, and

suggests further research.

5.2

Restatement of study research questions

1.

Under what context does the teacher engage in code switching in the classroom?

2.

For what purpose does the teacher employ code switching in the classroom?

3.

How is the teacher's code switching carried out in the class?

5.3

Answering the research questions
In this section, the general answers of the questions are provided and discussed with

the extracts of data analysis.
5. 3.1

Context of when the teacher engaged in code switching in the classroom

In the BEAM classroom, the teacher used English most all of the time while the
majority of students interacted with her and their classmates in their first language. This was
due to the students' wide variation in English proficiency. In the MLC School, the teacher
tried to use English when teaching but L 1 was more often helpful in teaching L2 in the class
because of the students' very basic English skills. Thus, the use of code switching occurred in
the teachers' interaction under different circumstances.
Based on an analysis of teacher's interactions with students in the BEAM school, the
teacher engaged in code switching under three general situations: 1) when the students were
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unable to answer her questions posed in English during reading or post-reading activities; 2)
when the teacher explained complex grammar rules and 3) when the students did not appear
to have sufficient interest in a lesson.
During the writing and reading activity, when the teacher introduced some new words
of their post-reading activity, code switching was helpful to enhance the meaning of new
vocabulary. For example, in the BEAM class, the teacher said
T: Ok so she is the witness. Witness thet tay. Thet tay. Thet tay ma hoke lar tu?

(BJ. (Witness, witness, she is a witness, isn't she?)
In 4.2.9.1 extract 1, a new word was included in their writing task and the teacher
asked them what they understood to be the meaning of this word. The students gave different
answers and one answer was close to the target meaning and the teacher then gave the
definition of the word in Burmese and continued explaining in English.
T: How do you understand for this topic "Transocity"?
S 1: Relation
S2: Negotiate

T: Ma hoke bu. Ku na ka change so deh har nae. nae: nae: yin: ni: deh but not
appropriate here (BJ. (Not correct. It is very near to "Change")
The extracts showed that code switching is a useful method instead of using other
approaches to present new vocabulary. It saves time and the students more clearly understand
its meaning. It is important for students to understand the meaning of the vocabulary closely
in the reading comprehension so that they will be able to comprehend the overall meaning of
the reading.
When the students could not correctly answer post-reading questions, such as truefalse questions, the teacher re-explained the concepts of the reading. For example, in 4.2.2.2
Extract 2,
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T: Why your chose "False"?
Ss: Because ....
T: So it is true, right? Because the sentence gives you evidence that in South Korea,
internet is part of daily life. The paing bar pi so kar kya taw tu yae majority ka taw taw

myar myar thone tar pyit deh (B). Ok number two. (The majority use internet in South
Korea so it is part of their daily life.)
It is very important that the students understand the reading comprehension clearly so

that they will be able to complete the post-reading activity. While teaching reading, code
switching is an essential tool in explaining the context of a challenging part of the story,
using only English did not seem to sufficiently help the teacher explain until the students
could produce correct answers.
Moreover, code switching also helped the teacher to explain complex grammar rules
until the students understood it. For example in 4.2.2.7 Extract 7,
T: So noise is still increasing pyit nay tar lay (B). (It is happening.)
S7: Still ka-ing ma lar? (Still is -ing form, isn't it?)
T: Imm, still lay (B). Is still increasing such a number of huge traffic. (Yes, it is.)
Moreover, when the teacher believed that students were inattentive, she engaged in
code switching through humor or giving commands and compliments. 4.2.4.1 Extract 1, for
example. The students were sleepy and showed no interest in the lesson so the teacher used a
Burmese word which the pronunciation is similar to the name of author who they discussed
in their lesson.
T (laughing): Ko Yin Ko (B)? ( The name of a Burmese monk.)
S 1: Ma hoke bu sa yar ma Japan so Ohino. (No, teacher. It is Ohino in Japanese.)
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Analysis of teacher's interactions at the MLC School shows that the teacher engaged
in code switching most of the time in the class while she was teaching. She translated the
lessons in Burmese, Thai and Shan. For example, in 4.3.2.1 Extract 1
T: Num oar (S,T) (Water). Nap umm lai nar (S) (Uncountable). Tay umm lai chi
kup "an" oar. (S,T) (-It cannot use with "an")." am" nae "are" nae ma thone ya bu (B). (

Don't use with "am" and "are"). Aun nai nar mai lai chi kup "an" and "are" (S,T). (Don't
use with "am" and "are"). "Am" nae "are" nae ma thone bu (B). ( Don't use " am" and
"are".)
Since the students' English proficiency was generally low and their education
background was relatively limited and the language use in their community was very
complex, code switching between Burmese, Shan, Thai and English occurred in teacher's
teaching new vocabularies and grammars. By using code switching the teacher could explain
the lessons to all the students whose language backgrounds were very diverse. Thus code
switching is an essential technique to use in the complex languages classroom environment.

5.3.2 Reasons for the teacher employing code switching in the EFL classroom

There are two principle reasons for teachers employing code switching m the
classroom at the BEAM School. First, the teacher employed code switching because the
students did not sufficiently understand their reading assignment to be able to discuss the
reading material or answer her questions. Instead, the students remained silent without
replying or responding to her questions or statements and they were unable to complete postreading activities such as question-and-answer and true-false questions. In these kind of
situations, the teacher employed code switching to explain the concepts in the reading texts
using suitable examples and an appropriate translation. In doing so, this ensured the students
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could better understand the reading text and successfully complete post-reading activities For
example, 4.2.2.3 Extract 3,
T: Plays an important role lay tu ka ah ti ka role. (B) (He is the main important
role.)
SS: Ah ti ka main lay (B). (The main role).

T: Pyaw deb is reporting news in South Korea. South Korea mar shi deb news
twe lo tu bar lote lei report deb ah kyaung tu ka important role pyit deb. Hoke
lar? (B) ( It said he is reporting news in South Korea. Thus he plays the important
role, right?)
A second reason the teacher employed code switching was to gain the students'
attention when they did not appear to be very interested in the lesson and instead talked
among themselves. For example, 4.2.5.1 Extract 1
S: Pyaw bar bu. (I didn't say.)
T: I didn't say that it is false or true. I didn't say anything. But I want you to think
why you think that. If you say no, it is false, teacher. Show me the evidence. Where is it?
Teacher, it is true so how you think how? I want to know the way you think. Tu myar false

lo false tu myar true so true ae lo pyaw chin tar ma hoke bu naw (B). Stand on where
you are. (When other people said it is false, you also said it is false. When they said it is true,
you also said it is true. Don't think like this.) Tar hoke deb. Tar lay de mar lar (B). (It is
true. Here is evident.)
In such cases, the teacher did not use only English to attract their attention but also
their Ll because the teacher found that using both the students' Ll and English was more
effective.
The teacher engaged in code switching at MLC School when teaching vocabularies
and grammar rules because she wanted to make sure all students knew the vocabulary in their
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Ll and always asked her students the meaning of individual vocabulary words as well as her
talks in English in their Ll. For example, in 4.3.9.2 Extract 2,
T: What is oil?
S: Numman (S,T). (Oil)
T: See (B). Numman (S,T). (Oil).
As the students' English was very basic, explaining the meaning of vocabulary in L2
would not have been effective. The teacher did not use other vocabulary or grammar
techniques such as images and authentic materials to help the students, but did use code
switching which was an effective technique for many reasons in this kind of complex
languages class.
5.3.3 How does the teacher execute code switching in the classroom?

The data analysis shows that when the teachers in both classes wanted to project
disappointment in students failing to complete their homework or communicate disapproval
of student classroom behavior in general, they both changed their tone of voice and code
switched for emphasis. For example, in 4.2.7.1Extract1
T: Yes. Keep-ing, stop-ing, suggest-ing, imagin-ing, regard-ing. So use these words ing and make new sentences. But the event is have to be true. The event is have to be true for
you. Tu myar ah kyaung ma yay bu koe ah kyaung yay mae naw (B). I will keep trying
until I pass the exam. Is that true for you? (Don't write about other people. Write about
yourself.)
S: Yes.
When the students were unfamiliar with new English words, the teachers translated
the words into Burmese, Thai, or Shan. For example in 4.3.9.1 Extract 1
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T: Singular and plural, Ok. An ni xekphen ( T). (This is singular). An ni phhuphcn
(T). (This is plural.) Tarka the ku kain (B). (This is singular.) Tarka na ku kain (B). (This

is plural.)
When the students did not sufficiently comprehend reading assignments and
understand grammar IT: Ok who is the most interesting person you know? Sate win sar sa yar ah kaung:

sone: koe ti deh thae mar (B). (The most interesting person you know.) Tu ka ah yan sate
win sar sa yar kaung: deh (B). (He is very interesting.). Ah yan sate win sar sa yar ah
kaung: sone: (B). (The most interesting person.)
When students could not complete writing activities due to insufficient background
knowledge of the topic, the teacher gave them some hints in their Ll in order to help them
develop general ideas for their writing. For example, 4.3.2.3 Extract 3
S7: I am eating pork.
T: Pork. Mu nai pok ( S,T). Paw paing naoe mu nai pork. Thar paing mu sot sot

nai paing pig nar. Pig nai paing mu. Pork nai paing naoe mu (S). ( Pork is meat. Pig is
animal that has not killed for food.)

5.4 Limitation of the study
There are several limitations to this study. Firstly MLC School just started their new
semester and the students were not yet reliable in attendance. Some of the students came
regularly to the class but some did not during the five days of video recording. Secondly there
were four classes of MLC School at the same time and the last day of video recording was
noisy and the students could not hear the teacher's voice clearly. Thirdly the data collection
should include other methods such as classroom observation and it should be variation of data
analysis.
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5.5

Suggestions for further studies
This study collected the data in a short period of time from only two classes of

different schools, thus the study of teachers' code switching might not fully have been
investigated. Further r.esearch should devote more time to collect the data and extend the
number of classes and teachers in the same school or different schools in order to provide
more generalized results. Also, it would be interesting to investigate a wide range of code
switching outside the classroom and conduct in-depth interviews with the students and collect
more for video recording under different classroom activities. This researched focused on
beginning English courses in which students were not compelled to attend and the students'
knowledge of L2 vocabulary and grammar was often very limited. This research could be
expanded to look at the use of code switching in more advanced English courses and whether
the frequency and purpose of use varies. Moreover, syllabus design, teaching methodology
and educational policy on multicultural pedagogy should fully discuss with class teacher and
head teacher.

5.6

Conclusion
This study investigated teachers' code switching in two EFL classes composed of

Myanmar migrant schools in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The results of the study indicate that
code switching is a beneficial technique to apply in the EFL class to help the effectiveness of
teaching learning L2 rather than being limited to only using the Direct Method which used
only English and Grammar Translation Method and strictly focuses only on the translation of
L2 to Ll. Even though language backgrounds of the students can be very complex in the
migrant context, the use of code switching is helpful for teachers in teaching L2 in the
multilingual class. It should be freely used in the English beginner class or lower class to help
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motivate and provide necessary scaffolding for the beginning language leaner and language
policy maker should realize this in implementing school language policy and directing
classroom instruction.
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Appendix 1
School: BEAM School (Day 1)
Date: 28th Sep, 2013
Lesson focus: Reading, grammar and writing

Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching

T: When do you usually watch TV?
Sl: weekend
S2: weekend lone wa ma ar tar sa yar ma
S3: TV ma shi bu
S2: kyaung ..... ah ku de Wednesday thet taung ma ....
T: bar lo lel so taw kyar yet mar eain sar myar mar soe lo lay. Weekend mar sar maye
(exam) poe pe tar nae Monday if I ... aww .... I will review on Tuesday. So you still have a
time on Monday, right? So I will give you tomorrow with Sa Yar Phyo and then Saturday
and Sunday and Monday and Tuesday we will review it in the class in my class. But if rrr
Ellize is not here in Monday, I will come and we will have a .... (S3: game) not game. We
will have a test of our knowledge of passive voice in the class room like before we did the
assessment of the passive because I want to finish passive. And then we move on to another
grammar. Passive is enough, more than enough for your level.
I think teacher Ellize only gave you vocabulary to make a sentence. Yes? May be if she
gives me a handout that she asks me to teach in the classroom so I will substitute her class
two week two week. So I will meet you four times in a week two weeks. So shall we New
Brand of Journalism. What is it?
S3: Journalism so tar ka the thin ....
S4: the thin sar the mar
S5: The thin yay the mar.
T: Ya: It is taking root. What is root?
S3: sate soe swar.
T: Is that? Is that here correct? A new brand of journalism is talking root in South Korea.
What is root here?
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S6: ah myit.
T: Ah myit ma hoke bu naw de mar ah myit.
S7: Ah yin ah myit:
T: Imm ah yin ah myit lay root. So how do you understand the title of this in your word? A
new brand of journalism is talking root in South Korea. How do you understand?
-

S8: taung korea mar:
S 1: aww ah chay kya nay deh South Korea mar. Jourlamism ah thit ka company ah thit ka
T: a new brand
S 1: journalism ah thit ka South Korea mar ah chay kya nay deh,
T: is talking ka bae nar mar twar phit thar tar lei?
S 1: bae mar lei sa yar ma?
T: is talking
S3: is taking ma hoke lar sa yar ma?
S 1: Ah chay kya nay tar lo
S4: nay yar yu thar deh
S 1: Ah chay kya nay tar lo cha-naw chone pe pyaw deh lay
T: Ok a new brand of journalism is
S: taking root in South Korea.
S: South South South .... th ..... South
T: Ok. So let's see. What is the name of that man?
S: Oyeo. Oyeo Oyeo.

T: Ko Yin Ko (laughing).
Sl: ma hoke bu sa yar ma Japan so Oheno. S9: Ahlekadoe
SlO: Oishi.

T: So how do you understand Semiconductor? Do you see semiconductor?
S: Yes. Yes. So how do you understand?
S3: Semi so tar kaw Ian ah phount and pake.
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SI : aww branches so tar semiconductor.
T: semiconductor so tar main twar lote dar branch mar twar lote tar. He is a achieved citizen
reporter for Omenew and online news service. Omenews is what is the Omenews question?
What is the question of Omenew? What kind of news that Omenewsrr?

Sl: Online news?
T: Online news. l!l this age newspaper, online, media, news is different from the public hoe
Ian kyar thae ka twaet lar lei news bae lay ho oar mar car thike deh so lei news bae. So
what is Omenews.Online news. So you can read that in internet, right? Online news
internet. Ok so how is the public? Who is the founder?
S: Oyeo. (teacher is laughing)
SI: Ko Gyi Kyaw.
T: Ok the main concept is that every citizen can be a reporter. So how do you understand
that? In yours in in your life. The main cocept .............. do you see that?
SI: bae nar mar lei?
S3: twae bar deh. Phat pyit deh.
T: bae nar mar lei pya gyi bar oo
S 1: aww cha-naw phat pyit deh ma nae nya ka.
T: the main concept is that every citizen can be a reporter.
S2: bae mar le!? SI: deh mar lay deh mar lay. S3: bae mar lei hae kg.
T: Hoke lar? Twe lar?
S: Twae bar deh.

T: sar ywet myar mar nay lar bae ko gyi pe pyaw nay tar lei? Is it the same?
S: Yes.
T: Thank you. So the main concept is that every citizen can be a reporter. So do you think
you can be a reporter as well?
SI: yes.
T: in your country?
S:No.
T: (showing cut)
S: die.
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T: Dar pay mae ku ka you use the media right? Facebook, it means you are reporter.
Right?in the current situation? So what is the Le Won Yong's duty? How do you
understand? How do you know what is his duty? Because he said that he is active citizen
reportor? So can u imagine his work? Le Won Yong lay?
S: twae pi sa yar ma.

T: Tu yae ah lote ko you can imagine. How can you imagine that.
SI . citizen twe thin lar deh news twae ko tu ka see sit pe thin deh.
T: So if he got the news and then he made
SI: the thin sar pyit aung pyan yay tar.
T: so he had to write it.
SI 0: sar sit thar na.
T: sar sit thar na ka that that. Tar ka editor tu ka editor phone san
SI : tee phat tar lay tu ka.
T: hoke pi.
SI: ku bar nar yoke nay tar lei?
T: bae nar mart ma yoke bu. Ku sa yar ma ka khoune pe may tar bae loke thi nar lae lei lo.
So in reading you have to know everything naw.
SI: yes.
T: Summarize ah kung ti mart ya mae naw. Ma ti yin taw bae nar ka pyaw nay tar lei lo.
Because this is only a few nae nae bae sar lone paung thone yar kyaw bae shi deh. Ae tar tg
mart bae nar ko pyaw lei ma ti bu so yin the kae ah myar gyi phat ya yin shar ma twae bu.
Bae loke bae myar myar ifthe passage is big or long or whatever, you have to know the fact
that you learn from that reading. This is very important. Ok ah yan ah yay gyi deh bae har
ka nga ko pyaw chin tar lei so tar ah yan ah yay gyi deh. Ah kung lone ti sa yar ma lo bu.
No need to. Ah ah twar pe taw pyaw deh Engineer lay bar nyar ah ti ka pyaw chin tar ka
what is the main purpose of this. What is the main? What is the main purpose of this? What
is the main? Bar pyaw chin tar lei author ka bar pyaw chin tar lei? What is the author
purpose?
S 1: Omynews so deh kg ka South Korea mar tu yae ae de Omenews nae kg sar nay deh har.
T: This is not the main idea.
S3: Main idea ka ah kung lone ho har twe ka report pay reporter pyit naing deh so deh har
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T: Main purpose ka bar lel? Omenews ah kung pyaw tar. Omenews yae kg kyoe lar soe
kyoe lar? Bae ah kyoe lel?
S: kg kyoe.
T: kg kyoe thet lote sung chat function ah kyong ko pyaw chin tar. Ok kyan deh ae de
Ohiho twe bar twe nyar twe ka taik ma lo bu. Ah ti ka tu pyaw chin thar ka Omenews yae
function ah kyaung tu bar twe bar twe lote nay deh so deh. ah kyaung pyaw chin tar.
T: Ok shall we move on to true or false? The majority of South Korea has accessed to the
England. True or false?
Sl: False
S: True.
T: Why? Which sentence makes you choose true? Why you choose false? It is true right?
Because the sentence gives you evidence that in South Korea internet is part of daily life.
The paing bar nay pe so kar kya taw tu yae majority ka taw taw myar myar thone tar pyit
deh. Ok number two
S3: False
T:Why
S3: bar pyit lo lel so taw tu ka ah kung lone
T: which?
S3: not main, not important.
S 1: ae tar mart ma pyaw tar.
S3: tu ka economic news twe pay deh ah kyaung.

T: tu ka ae mar deb news plays in the important role in reporting the news in South
Korea lay.
SlO: tu ka ...

T: plays an important role lay tu ka ah ti ka role
S: 5 ah ti ka main lay

T: pyaw deb is reporting news in South Korea South Korea mar shi deb news twe lo tu
bar lote lei report lote nay deb ah kaung tu ka important role pyit deb. Hoke lar?
Sl: ma hoke bu.
T: bae har ka ma hoke bu lel? Kuna pyaw tar ka Omenew ka bar lote lel? Did I ask you
before?
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S: Yes.

T: So what is the job of the Omenews? Omenews ka bar lote nay tar lel? South Korea ka
the thin twe report twe ma pyaw bu pok?
S: lote deh sa yar.

T: tar so tu ka important role mar lei ma play bu pok?
S: Play deh.
T: Tar so bar lo False pyit lel lo.
S: True.

T: False so yin bae sar kyoung ka false pyit tar pyaw the lei lo I want to know this. Out
mar yay the lote ah pyaw mar tar ka take ah yay ma gyi bu thin deh. Lu thaing ka tar twe ma
phat bar bu. Omenew har Omenew bae. Phat pu lo sar pike twe sar kaung twe shi yin show
mepyawtar.
S: pyaw bar bu.
T: I didn't say that it is false or wrong it is. I didn't say anything. But I want you to think.
Why you think that? If you say no it is false, teacher, show me the evidence. Where is it?
Teacher, it is true so how you think how? I want to know the way you think. Tu myar false
lo false tu myar true so true ae lo pyaw chin tar ma hoke bun aw stand on where you
are. Tar hoke deh. tar lay de mar lay. Ok naw. You have to show the evidence. Tu myar
false so ae hoke the lo bae naw. false. Tu myar true so true true false false false. Ok. Only
professional journalist writes online news. True or false?
Sl: false.
T: Yes?
S: Yes.
T: where? Which makes you think it is false?
S 1: professional journalist. Bar pyit lo lei so taw sar yay deh tu ka professional journalist
mart ma hoke bae tu ka engineer gyi
T: Yes. So this is the way you think. So the main concept is that everybody can be a
reporter and here is the write online news reporter means everyone. Ok it is false. Ok
number four.
S 1: yes true.
S4: ma hoke bu thin deh bar pyit lo lel so taw tu doe pyan ma sit say tay bu thin deh.
T: hoke lar? You read it?
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S: yes.
T: So where? Is any sentence that tells you that reject or didn't accept every report or
something like that? Do you see that?
S 1: Omenews welcome contribution from ....
T: so it means contribute ka bar pyin deh har ar lone ko tu bar lote lel from everyone tu ka
let khan pay deh tar -Pay mae tu doe poe pay deh raw materials ah gan gyi ko de lo thi lar?
S: ma thin bu sa yar ma.
T: Tu toe bar lote lel ah chaw lote deh. Even for the public in online they have to review
everything bae har pyit pyit tu doe let kan deh editing lote pe mart public lote thar. Har kg
tar bae Ph.D yay tar kg mar bae lo ma thin nae tu toe editing ah yin lote deh. Pi mart thin
deh. Ok?
S 1: True lar?
T: Ok true true. Number five.
SI: false.
T: Do you know printed people? Sar ywet printed lu shi lar deh
S: No. ma shi bu.
T: the choe ka online mar bae phat lo ya deh lay. Ah choe ka print lote lo ya deh lo ma pyaw
thar bu. De lo myo Omenews so pe mart Onenews sar ywet gyi twe shi lar? Ma shi bu. Ku
ka kya taw ho mar lel shi deh de mar lel shi deh. Tu ka kya taw online bae. Ok numer 6.
S: false. He did not see like that in the public.
T: hoke Jar? Omenew ka personal issue bae cover pyit deb deb. Is that true?
S: false.
S: True sa yar ma.
T: bae mar lei? De mar tu yay thar tar only lay. Personal lei bar deh. The usual subject you
will find in the newspaper. More on personal issue. Ar lone bar deh. De mar ka only lo bae
yay thar deh.
S: false, mar bar deh.
T: Myanmar pyi ka gyi gyi tu myar false so false. Hoke deh hoke deh so lei hoke deh. Myar
twar pe so mart ma hoke bu ma hoke bu.
S: sa yar ma the mee toe nyin deh naw.
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T: nyin lo pyaw tar ma hoke bu. Tu myar pyaw tar tay char ti po. Twar pyaw taw mae so yi
ma thay char bae nae twar ma pyaw nae. Don't say that if you are not sure. If you are sure
with evidence, you can tell it and fight it. I have this. Shi lo shint yin pyaw. Evidence ma shi
bae nae taw hoke the lo lo bar lo lo nae
S 1: four shore kg deh Barnar pyi ka.
T: it is not good ok? Tar pay mae tu myar maye lar pe so yin you should have answer on the
way you think. Pyaw naing ya mae. Nga taw deh lo thin deh. With opinion and your thought
is true for the other people but you can say that in my opinion, in my thought, in my part, in
my personal, nga the yoke thae thin deh. Ae lo thin lo nga pyaw tar. Ae tar cover bae. Ae
kyaung koe yae the way thinking you should have the expression how you think shi ya mae
ae lo myo tu myar think lel tu myar oo noke nae ah sar htoo twar mae. Tu myar thin taing
thin deh tu pyaw tar lay. Tu tu Burma naing ngan ah kyint shi deh tu pok tu tu pyaw lo lay
cha-naw lel lote like tar tu tay yin like tay. S: tu kyaunt
T: tu kyaunt tu tay yin like tay lay. Tu sar yin lel like sar . If he eats something, sar lay. Tu
sar lo lay ae kaunt pyaw tar you have your own brain Ok? You can suggest me you can give
me your opinion sa yar ma ka de lo pyaw tar I think I understand the way I understand like
this. Nga de lo nar lel deh the way I understand like this. nga de lo nar lei deh the way I
understand like this, ok. Tar so tu nar lel twar pe. But do not Burma pyit ka ah kyint ka de lo
copy yu pe de lo ko pyan thae tar. Subject verb tg ma pyaung bu. Nae nae lay tg ma pyaung
thar bu. De ah taing bae. Ae kyaunt mo next next next generation twe ka ah yan taw deh
naw. The choe ho mar ah lote lote nay deh British council mar tat nay deh kaung thu twe the
ar taw deh sa yar ma toe tg ngae yu ya deh sa kar pyaw tar sa yar ma toe thet ah thet ngae
deh Why? The way they train tu doe mi pa twe ka train tar the ar taw deh shin sar tar pay
mae the choe ka we cannot get that situation That's why try it. Express it. Tu myar false so
false ae kaung pyaw tar hoke mar bae false. Ho kaung twar deh nar like twar like
T: OK so it is the last page of your passage. Overview of our passage. Ok this is overview
of the passage everything. This is your own you can read it by yourself. Ok this is overview
of the passage. I want to finish this quickly. Ok overview the passage. Passive sentence
here. Ok the other of the reading you can read it by yourself. And then you can check for
yourself. Here of the public speaking. I cannot sleep tonight before the presentation. Is that
true or false? You can think by yourself and choose one. Always true. Sometimes true and
never true. Ok I can speak in front only when talking to other I find it hard to look people
in eyes. Only your boyfriend and girlfriend. Actually in the presentation you cannot you
didn't use the eyes contact. Ma gyi bu.
S: Sa yar ma the yoke thae ko ma gyi bu lay ah kung lone ko gyi deh lay.
T: eyes contact ar lone gyi ya deh lay. Ar lone gyi pi mart sa kar pyaw ya tar lay. So this is
you. Is it always true? Ho the kae the kae sa kar twar pyaw ya taw mae so ah shae mar taing.
Ae lo pyaw tar ma hoke bu. I didn't say that. I said public speaking. Lu shae mar pyaw tar
kop yaw tar.
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T: Ok in the passive it is the form you already know right? In passive subject verb to be
past participle by agent sometimes.Simple present, past simple, present continuous, present
prefect, past, past continuous, going to, modal, past modal. I omit modal here. Actually
there are like another passive more advance. Yet passive and then should meet. I omit this I
didn't teach you. Because you may confused it. De ho mar naw present nae past nae ho har
nae tg de lo pyit nay so omit it. Nelson Mandela was awarded Nobel Peace Prize in 1991.
This is simple past. We already finished right? So look at the ... for number A. Looking at
the starting point on page 18. You have the page 18 here. Can you find another example for
the passive? What was the verb form it is in? So when you read it, you underline the
passive form her and find by yourself. Ok number B change this active passive sentences to
the passive and hint or omit the agent. Omit so tar ka chan yin chan thar thae chin thae lo ya
deh. So what I would like to do is 2 to 8 you have to change the passive. And then look at
the passive examination here .
T: the kae the kae language test TOEFL toe IELTS test toe phay mae so the nae ko 3 nar ye
ah nae sone lote mart TOEFL toe IELTS toe ka. Practice ma lote bae nae four shore twar ma
lote nae. Sa yar ma ka thet pe p. I have a chance to take TOEFL test h
''ere at Payap. On the other hand I taught at international school and I had not much time to
study. When I take the test, my external did not like me because you did not study 3 hours.
Yes, this is true because your result shows me. I cannot lie. Sar ma lote bae nae ah kan thae
khat the the nae twar. Pyaw taw one to one bae sa yar ma nae the yoke bae thin tar lay. Tu
ka denae shall we take the reading test. Yes, hay.
S 1: sa yar ma lain tar kyone lo lar?
T: result htwe deh lay. Result ka lain tar kyone sa yar ma lo bu. TOEFL toe IELTS ka the
kar mart ma ti deh har htwe lar tar lay. Plone Plone so ma myin pu deh bar htwe lar deh lay.
So study ka ma lote thar ah phay twe ka htwe lain like tay deh (28:54)
T (explain): Being+ verb 3 lay. Ed ka verb three bar so mart. Ma net ka lo pike san koke
chin lar?
SI: Yes koke like sa yar ma. Tu ka the bat the yar ah yan myar nay tar.
T: ready make bae phot phot so sar like yone bae chat sa yar ma lo taw bu. Myanmar pi mar
lel ah yan kit sar deh ae har fast food lay. Ah yin tone ka so eain mar chat sar ku so lo shint
yin yone lay shin tar nae ho mar twar htaing pe sar. Pi yin eain pyan, pe p. khit mie lar tar
ko pyaw tar bar.
T: interested in and the news is very interesting. So what you have to mark is Ing go with
things. If you want to say you are the main person, I am or she is interested in something.
Ok? He is interested in something. How about the news or the magazine and
movie.Interesting. So the news is interesting. This is an interesting news. No, the news is
interested. Cannot ok? This is interesting news. I am interested in . . . .. My interest is
different. My interest tar ka sate win sar tar. My is noun, this is adjective, and this is verb.
So there are different things here. This year I didn't teach this one. Last year I made sure but
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I saw a lot of mistakes in your writing. Because there are different adjectives that you can
use verb and like this based on the subject.Different.Especially interesting.Both of the
subjects. I am interesting in. No. You are not interesting in. You are interested in. Ok? So
the movie is very interesting. This is a very interesting book. You cannot say that this is
very interested book. This is wrong ok? This is very interesting book. And then the movie is
very interesting. OK? So he is a very interested person. Ah yan sate win sar sa yar deb
lu the yoke pyit deb. He has a lot of secret. lyoe wet chat twe ah myar gyi shi deb.
Here if you use this-one, you have to use this. Here you may confuse that this is passive this
is verb this is past participle. But here this is active. So I will make the list. Last year I teach
it. But this year I omit it. I hope Ellize already talked with you right?

S: No.
T: So I will make a list but I did not teach you. So I will make a list what you can use this
and like this. Ok I am interested in and this is very interesting. The book is very interesting.
I am very interesting in this book. De sar oak ko ah yan sate win sar deh. Ok so this is
advertisement. Kyaw nyar kyaw nyar. Ok we have learned about present simple in passive
voice, past simple using in passive voice. So shall we move on present continuous? So shall
we say that before we move to the passive voice, shall we review when we use the present
continuous? When? When we can use the present continuous?
S 1: happening now.
T: How about present perfect?
S 1: We have already done in the past.
T: Yes, you can \show the result until now. In the passive voice you change something like
our society has been changed generations by generations. So you can use that passive voice
on that case. So I would like to ask what does it mean?
S3: Pyone lel mu.
S9: Depress.
T: Not depress. Depress ma hoke bu. How do you understand for this topic "transocity".
S4: relation

Sl: negotiate
T: Ma hoke bu. Ku na ka change so deb bar nae nae nae yin ne deb. But not
appropriate here. Not not not that much.
Sl: Different
SI: exchange
T: Not exchange.
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T: Ok give up. Look at the dictionary.
T: So how do you translate it? Trans in society.
S2: the way
T: Change in society so taw
S 1: pyone lel mu
T: Pyong lel mu ma hoke bu. Pyong lei nay deb bar Pyang lei nay deb Ian kyong. This is
the way in the society happening. So trans. In society you can say that the whole thing is
changing. But this is how the society is changing. In this word how the society is changing.
So what do you notice the society has been changed recently? Kyoung pi yin society ko ku
gyi mar. So what is the change recently that you notice? Society mar lote mae kyoung thar
myar? What social changed that you notice recently? Recently ka hoe lun kae tae not
long long ago naw ma kyar me ka pyit kae tae bar bar twe change twar pe lei society
mar Ju twe ka bar twe lote nay pe lei bar twe pyit nay tar lei? Sa yar ma ka bar twe
pyit nay pe lei ah kyung ma ti bu lay for example. What social change have you noticed
recently? Bar twe pyone lei twar lei? Ah sar ah thoke pyone lei twar pe Jar?
S: Yes.
T: lunge twe bar twe lote kya pe lel?
S 1: lu nge twe lar ah tho twe wout kya deh.
S5: Facebook ah thone myar lar deh.
T: technology twe thoe thet lar deh
T: pe taw what else. Ah ma lay ah phoe gyi ah phor gyi twe pyit kung pe ku kya taw.
S3: hip hop twe ah myar gyi thwet lard eh.
T: You can say that music is the same and the movies. Now in this year most of the movies
like science fiction. ah kung pyone kune deh. What animals come back? Something likes
that. The movie style is different. Ka na kya yin yaw khar ya pyan deh. Ka na kya yin phar
so the myo pyone twar deh. Something like that. Something it is very strange. So this is
called like notice means you can show the result. This is present perfect. So now I will give
you the different person in front people about social change in their community. So based
on this I hope you can think in your own. Ok? I don't want you to write down but I want
you to share like this person. Because society thae mar ah yan bar win pe taw active pyit
deh lu twe myar deh so taw. So you learn the different vocabularies here. A lot of people are
observed with losing weight and eating healthy food right? Is that correct now?

Sl: Yes.
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T: Yes. When you read the text, underline the passive voice. And analyze that which one is
present perfect and which one is past continuous. Why they use present perfect and why
they use past continuous? So you will see the different use between present perfect and past
continuous. Ok number one can you see the passive?
S: Yes.
T: How many passive.
S:Two.
T: So the first one is?
S: Past.
T: Past?
S: Present simple.
T: Present simple. Ok. The second one is?
S: Present perfect.
T: Present perfect. Ok Number two. How many passive you can see there?
S: One.
T: What kind of passive?
S: Present continuous.
T: Present continuous. How about three?
S: One. T: One. What type?
S: Present continuous.
T: And number four?
S: Two. Present perfect and present continuous. Ok. Numher five. We have a lot of problem
like traffic jam ..... so can you show the result?
S: Yes.
T: Ok you write it.

"What social changes have you noticed recently?
Myanmar naing nga mar bae pyaung Jar tar ma hoke bu naing ngan the kar mar lel pyaung
lel Jar pe. Myanmar naing ngan mar education right twe, human right twe, women right twe,
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bar right twe nyar right twe ah myar gyi bae. Human rights kyaunt nar lel lar deh tut we bar
twe lote tar lel ah myar gyi bae. Myit sone lote lite yin bar pyit lar ma lei ah myar gyi bae
yay sa yar twe. Pyaw taw international international lote san bar hae the nay. Lote san bar
hae international kya san bar international yay san bar pyaung lae my twe ah myar gyi bae.
Ma yay that mar soe lo practice lote kaing thar tar lay. Ae kyaunt thu myar yay thar deh har
ko practice lote kaing thar tar lay.
Pe tae lu twe break !law have a break 5 minutes sa yar pyo ma lar yin sa yar ma win mae.
De nae ma net ka sa yar phyo ma sa yar ma see phone set deh tu ma lar bu deh. Sa Yar
Phyo ka ma lar bu so yin eain sar pay lo yin eain sar pay mae.
S: Chemistry sa yar ma ma thin bu lar?
T: Chemistry sa yar ma thin sa yar lar? English bae thin bar pok.
S3: sa yar ma chemistry ya lar?
T: sa yar ma Myanmar pyi mar ah kung lote deh lay. 10 than pe tar nae sa yar ma guide lote
tar.
S4: ah kung lone lar?
T: ah kung lone bae Myanmar sar, English sar, Chemistry, Physics.
S4: bae mar lel?
T: Yangon. Yangon.
S4: Yangon bae phat lel?
T: Sit that phat. Laye kyint yay khoung phat.
S4: DSA phat ka lar?
T: DSA phat taw ma yoke bu. De phat. Ya thar bu thar phat.Sa yar ma ka kachin ah zaung
mar guide lote tar lay. Ae mar English sar sa yar ma the yoke shi deh. Nae nae lay mar tar
nae toke so kaung thar twe so ah than ma thet taw bu. Tar nae sa yar ma ka border mar twar
thin pay deh. The choe ka lay twe ka pike san shi taw ah yan lote lo ma ya bu. Tar nae
kaung thar twe lel pyoke twar deh.Thwet twar deh.Sa yar ma ka ae mar the nyit thin deh.
S 1: pyaw lar sa yar ma.
T: ma pyaw bu.
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S 1: Teacher I don't write step by step like question. I mix all in a paragraph.
T: No, you have to because the question is sequence of the movie, arrange of the movie.
S2: There was a lot of gang.
T: So you have to guess what is the political situation in that time?
S2: There is no justice.
T: No justice.
S3: There are many gangs violent.
T: black and white color.
S4: Discrimination.
T: Discrimination.
T: And what time.
S2: 1991. At the long beach California.
T: At the long beach, California. Very good. Ok so after we discussed everything, you
might have different ideas thinking and writing skills and then I want to check did you
really watch or did you copy from someone.
S:Ok.
S4: I copied from movie.
T: No, I said copy from someone. Someone is not movie.
SS: Direct copy.
T: It is not a problem. I would like to check your understanding. Ok what is the second
question?
S: Why violent can be found in the movie?
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S 1: Because of many different kinds of drug.
T: Actually who remember is there the lady Eva
S: Yes.
T: So talk about it.
S5: They protect their own territory.
T: They protect their own territory. Even in the black people, they fought each other. Why?
S6: Fight for respect.
S4: They are Negaloe and a little American.
T: Yes, they have different nations and races like you are Negaloe and they are black skin,
they are Negaloe. Ok Good. What about the second one?
S: What is the relationship between teacher and students?
S2: Very strange.
S3: Kind.
T: kind?
S6: Students did not respect each other and also teacher.
T: How do they think of the teacher because the teacher is white? White.White. S: Because
most of them hate white people.

T: Why?
S5: Because ofwhite ....
T: No. No. I mean they have the belief because they described that belief in the class. That's
why they didn't believe the teacher. So what is their belief and thought?
S 1: They thought the white people can do everything and the white people are also respect
from other.
T: Respect?
S 1: Yeah the white people respect from other and they can do everything.
T: They can do everything, yes. They think that the white people can hurt them. Is it?
S: Yes.
T: Anyone who has the different opinion?
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S5: They graduated everything.
T: Who?
S5: The black big guy who sat from the back said he graduated everything.
T: he?
S2: You mean white people?
S5: No, black student from the back, big guy arr. He said we don't need to graduate. We
graduate everything.
T: Because those of the students English s very bad.
S2: Reading and writing and ....
T: Very bad. They don't know. That's why I want you to watch it. Because you said that ok
write your journal. R ... I don't think I can write it. That students those students even cannot
write it. But finally they can publish a book. Why? They have two eyes, two ears, head,
hair, nose, mouth, same like you. Right?
S 1: They do and they try.
T: Even they speak, you can see that
S 1: Broken English.
T: Broken English, slang English. Slang ka shin shinpyawya yin yeingdeh. But they can.
Ah ku grammar ko se nyint nay aung thin tar thin the lar ma pyawnae grammar.
Only this word.So how about the.So we move on fourth question. Start from two ladies. The
rest be quiet. What is the fourth question? S4: How is the situation of the classroom? Why
do you think it happened like this?
S4: You have question?
T: Yes, they have question. I don't want question. I want answer.

SS: In the class there is always a problem.
T: No I mean the situation. You know the problem. Situation is in the class there were
problems like what is happening in the classroom? I didn't ask the question. What is the
situation of the classroom? Why it happens like this? So you have to describe the real
situation in that movie and why do you think that happen? You have to describe also your
opinion or thought according to the movie. I am waiting. I am waiting until 12 if you are not
answered it.
S5: Tu toe yae class ah kyay ah nay ka ah yan soe deh.
S: Please in English.
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S 1: Please in English.
S2: We don't understand your language.
T: Yes, we all are foreigners.
SS: English lo ma pyaw that busayar ma.
T: Ya, everyone tries to speak English. I said that it is like English class. So· the classroom
language is English. I will wait.
SS: RR sayar ma kalel. Sayar ma Burma lo pyawmae lay. Sayar ma Burma lo shin pya lay.
T: English because it is English movie.
S6: Because some of the students they cannot understand in Burmese. That's why.
T: Because you watched the English movie. Actually if you would like to take the English
test, after you watched the movie, you have to describe the summary. But I didn't ask you
all the process of the movie. I just asked you one question.
SS: Ngatideh English lo ma pyaw that bu.
T: Try to speak in English.
SS: kaung tar so tar kopyawdeh ma lar?

T: Ya deb kaung tar soe tar ah kung pyaw lo ya deb. I would like you to speak not in
formal way. (I think this is ...... ) no need to. Yes you have to describe only your thought
what is the situation in the movie. What did you see the situation?
SS: The class the students always fight.
T: Really?
SS: Hokedeh lay ah myae than yanphitkyadeh lay sayar ma.
T: Bar pyit nay tar lel lo myae nay tar maekhunka shin shin lay. Bar phit nay tar lel? What
was happening in the classroom nae what is the situation. Ah chay ah nay nae bar pyit nay
tar lei nae ma tu bu. Ah chay ah nay ka taw like this pi taw mart ae tar pi taw mart bar pyit
nay tar lei lar mae lay. De lo situation ka de lo pyit nay deh because of, because they fought
each other.Tuyae situation ka taw pyint classroom situation ka taw bae lo bar barpyit lo lel
so taw tuka de lo pyit nay lo pop.
S3: The classroom situation was very sad.
SS: Because they fought each other and they don't understand each other. The yoke nae the
yoke kayanpyitpe taw nar ma lelkyabu ma lar.
T: Did you write down your answer there?
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SS: No.
T: See this is the problem.
SS: Tar paymae the meetideh lay.
T: This is the problem. You didn't write down the answer in your book.
SS: Yay taw yay th~dehsayar ma.
Y: So you have to read out loud that.
S6: Mayetaungmayetwarpe. They were pain in their mind.
T: They were pain in their heart.
SS: Yes.
SS: wan nae sa yar kg deh.
T: Ok can someone give suggestion for that answer?
S7: Most of the students' materials are
T: No. the classroom situation means the climax classroom atmosphere all of that
classroom. No mean this and that not table.
S8: The classroom situation is not like the classroom.
T: The classroom situation is not like the classroom.
S: Yes.
S3: The students did not trust each other.
S2: The situation of the classroom is no hope for the students on their education. S4:
Because most of them are gang members.
T: They are gang. Different gangs.
T: Why do you think it happens like that? What do you think?
S3: They have a belief.
T: They lost their friends.
S: Yes. Family.
T: Family.
S4: The best part of their life.
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T: The best part of their life. Thu toe ba wa mar shi deb ah kg sone ah yar twe ah kung
bar deb even the actress from that movie she lost her father and also who
S 1: his bf, her bf?
T: Is that her bf?
S: No. No.
T: you mean the thin boy right?With yellow clothes. Is her relative?
S:No.
T: So in her classroom did she have enemy in the classroom.
S: yes.
S2: The Cambodia girl hated the black people.
T: The Cambodia girl hated the black people. They fought each other.

S: yes.
T: Good. Thank you. It means you watched the movie.
T: What is Eva's belief?
T: In the movie she expressed all the time her belief and thought. Please summarize.
S2: In her belief she thought white people can do everything like white people cut her father
with no reason.
T: It means white people have power.
S: Yes.
S3: The white are bad people because police arrested her father.
T: The white police arrested her father it means without reason. She thought like that. She
explained about some more. Because all the time on the bus all the time she explained about
her thought.Her bf.
S4: Yes only she knows that her bf killed the guy so she already knows she needs to protect
her bf.
S2: She also believed white people are hating the black people and they look down on them.
And white people also want to make for their respect. They all want respect from black
people.

T: Ok so she is the witnesses. Witnesses thet thay, thet thay. Thett hay ma hoke lar tu.
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S: Yes. Yes. She is the witnesses at the court. She had to explain what she saw and what
happened. Ok number 6.
S: What would you feel when you were a teacher in the class.
T: So I would like you to explain individual. One by one.
S7: I feel very sorry for the students.
T: So what will you do? This is extra. What will you do if you are teacher in the class? You
will hit them
S7: I will try to help students.
T: Are you sure in that situation.
S8: I will be scary and I don't feel safe because when students are arguing each other I will
be run away.
T: so she will quit her job. The teacher also has belief. Why he wants to be a teacher at that
school. Why? Someone remember that? When the school principle interviewed her, why
she wanted to be a teacher there? Why she was interested in that school? Why? She knows
the situation at the school. That's why she applied that job. Thoughts are diversity like you
know. There are many students and when teachers know that situation, they won't apply the
job. You see there are many students there. White and black and many different ethnics.
How would you if you were a teacher in that class.
S8: We have to find out what is the problem of the students.
T: So you will find out the problem of the students.
S9: I will give them hope for them.
T: No hope for them?
S9: I will help them as much as I can.
S 10: If I were a teacher in that class, I will try to help students.
T: So you will try to give them a help.
S 11 : If I were a teacher in the class, I will be very disappointed and I will change to another
school.
S 12: Ma gyiyatay bu. Computer phat lo.
T: If you use computer in different way, it is a problem. Next time you will have a limited
to use a computer because computer is for your education. So they will maintain the
computer very soon. So that is a problem. Thank you for not watching.
S 13: If I were a teacher in the class, I would go with them.
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T: So you will go with them?
S 13: Yes, I will go with them and train them.
T: Do you think you can train them?
S13: Yes. T: Because they are human. So you will say that ok everyone let's go like that?
Even the principle did he agree?
S:No.
T: So your position is only teacher. You don't have authority to do this.
S13: Oh I forget it.
T: Even teacher watched the movie, she tried to discuss with everyone. Even the principle
did not agree with them. Ok let's go to the room you can't. But if you are millionaire you
can like tie them. Ok Thank you.
S14: If I were a teacher, I would feel why the students had no harmony even they studied in
the same class.
T: So you will manage that?
S14: I think students are still young but they have violent ethic.
T: So if you are a teacher, you will slope?
S14: Yes I will do my best.
T: You will separate them?
S14: I will change their opinion on other students' socially.
T: He will change the society and he wants to understand the problem.
S 15: If I were a teacher I would feel sorry and encourage them.
S 16: If I were a teacher, I would be anger with them and would quit my job.
T: she would quit her job. De louk tg soe deb bar lar. Htwet like deh lo. khant thar bae
naw.
Sl 7: If I were a teacher, I will be very shocked. But I am a teacher I will try my way to
guide the students the best way. I will make them to know the value of education.
S2: If I were a teacher in that class, I will be feel hopeless about them but because of I am a
teacher I will try my best, and my job and I will try to understand their feeling in their heart
and I will teach their interesting .
T: Goo teacher.
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S 18: I will try to change their opinion and not to hate white or black.
T: Not to hate each other skin color.
S 18: If possible I would teach them to know the value so they will care me. If I do not have
any way, I will make friend to learn about outside.
S4: If I were a teacher in that class, I will find their problem in their mind and I will try the
best I can.
S7: If I were a teacher in their class, I will be disappointed and I will try to know their
mental problem and will help them as much as I can.
T: Actually they are not mental problem. Mental problem ka yuu nay deb lu kop yaw tar.
S7: Psychologist.
T: Actually they are not psychologist. They believe that based on their experience. Ok. I
think some of you are teachers like in your community, so you may see that there are
different students and different children, different problems especially in migrants' right?
Some of the children have bad experience in their life. SO you should know that even you
are teacher. Some of the children are so bad and even the teacher they do not pay respect.
Some of the teachers might say that because if who can say that in the future you will be a
teacher right?
S: yes.
T: Even you are business man, you have to communicate with other people right? In your
work like NGO or somewhere, you have to communicate and you have to talk with·
everyone. So you should learn experience from that person how to deal with them. Some
people do not have like positive view they don't have like try to understand each other they
want to do some people mine business. So I want to ask individually in that problem. Ok
thank you. Ok let's move on another question.
S: What are the students' opinions on the teacher?
S2: They want to be with teacher next year.
T: They want to stay with teacher next year next semester.
T: Do you think they like the teacher?
S: Yes finally they like the teacher.
T: .Before they explain you are white people, they love the teacher and they want the teacher
to stay next year. Ok yes. How about next question?
S: How did the teacher get good relationship and love among the students?
S 1: The teacher changed their opinion by comparing Nazi and Jewish.
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T: Do you remember someone draws a picture on white paper and she explained. What does
she do?

S: Play game.
T: What activity?
S8: Sell something to get money.
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Date: 30th Sep, 2013
Lesson focus: Grammar structure and speaking activity
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching

T: Ok number one present perfect tense.

S: Have passed.
T: Have passed. Only present prefect. Not active passive. You know active?

S: yes.
T: Have heard. Only present perfect. Active is have had +ed. passive is have had been +ed/

Do you see active? Have heard.
S: Yes.
T: yes. Number two passive

Sl: have not been believed.
T: have not been believed?

S: Yes.
T: Very good. Next. Past simple

S 1: Ma twae bu kaw sa yar ma ah myar yong chae thar deh.
S: Was eaten.
T: Do you see that? The last sentence.

Sl: Past simple. You didn't see?
S 1: Ho ah myar nar chae thar tar ma twae bu.
S:was eaten.
T: Was eaten. Ah myae nae chae thar ma twae thar?
SI: Aww chaw-naw active thwar shar nay tar.

T: Ok number 4. Past continuous.
S: were waiting.
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T: were waiting. Very good. Number past continuous passive.
S: were being served.
T: were being served. Ok Number 6.
S: Had taken.
T: had taken no:7:
S: Had been danced.

T: no 8.
S:Were being bitten.
T: Ok number 161 active and passive at the same time. So you should think which one is
active and which one is passive based on the sentence situation. So how about the first one?
It (show) that there is more noise than ever before.
T: has showed or showed?
S: has showed.
T: There are two correct answers. Showed and has showed. Someone says that showed is
correct and other has showed correct. How about number two?
S: have been driven.
T: More and more people (drive) mad by the sound city. It is happening right? So
happening. Do you see that By?

S: Yes.
T:So it has to be passive.
Sl: are being driven. D-r-i-v-e-n. are being driven. Because it is process. More and more is
happening. And complain about noise.
S: have been increased.
T: Over and then happening until now. Have been increased. Last year almost five thousand
were complained. The least favorite source of noise
Sl: are included
T: of noise. are included ya deh.
82: includes.
T: present !el ya deh. Past !el ya deh. Present perfect lei ya deh. So present perfect ka have
included. Sound of noise. Car alarm, parking dog, mobile phone, song and music, mobile
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phone. We all are familiar with the problem. Because disturbed by someone. So it is present
or past? Why do electricity has to be used early on Sunday morning? Because why? Why
you say that did? Which made you think this?
S3: On Sunday morning.
T: On Sunday morning is used to be.
S 1. Arrangement.

~yit

nay deh.

T: Pyit nay deh. Ma net pine mae tu doe pyit nay deh. Why bar lo Sunday mar lote ya tar
lei? So it will be habit. And why? Why are the arguments carried on while the window
opened?
S2: Why are?
T: Why have? Why de mar ka helping verb bar ya mae lay. Passive question naw. How
about no:9.

Sl, 4, 5: Noise still have been increased.
S 2, 4: has still been increased.
S: have been still increased.
T: This is still?
S: Yes.
T: So noise is still increasing. Pyit nay tar lay.
S7: Still kaing ma lar?
T: imm. Still lay. is still increasing such a number of huge traffic. Set pe taw ah than ma
mie nay thonebae. Baelokebaelotelotemie nay thonebae so thaw ah ku let shipyit ma nay
taw bular? Pyit nay thonebae. De lo myopyit nay thonekopyaw chin tar. Still happening.

Sl: passive.
S2: present perfect.
T: passive ma hoke bu. Active. It is active present continuous. Ya increasing. The phay
phay nae thet lar tar. It is you are getting improving. It means you are improved. Thet nay
tar ae de process. Pyit nay deh har ko pyaw tar lay. Oh your are getting improving. Set pyit
nay thonebae. Oh I am getting fat. The phay phay nae wa lar deh. The phay phay nae gyi lar
deh. The phay phay nae thet nay deh lo bae tu ka pyaw lel research group survey lote deh tu
twe ka pyaw deh dae. Ok these days

Sl: traffic is
T: traffic is or are?
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T: Traffic is
S: traffic is starting earlier in the morning and the class are still opening later.
T: these days right? Present continuous. This day traffic is starting earlier in the morning
pyit nay pe deh and are still opening later. The problems
S: must be
T: must be tackled. People can

Sl: can be drive.
T: driven commit suicide because of noise.
S 1: sayar ma ae tar bar ah thake bae lel?
T: commit lote tar lay.
S 1: ma hoke bu sayar ma. Ae de sa kyaing lone bae lo pyan mar lel?
T: bar lel? Bar lel? People can be pyit naing deh dae can be driven thu doe ko thu deo
moung nin tar force lote tar to commit bar lote poe lel suicide lote poe hinn nga sate nyit lite
tar tay chin tae lo koe koe that ba lite tar bar lo lel so taw sate ka lel shoke nay deh. Ah than
ka lel mei nay deh so taw ma kyar chin bu. The choe ka noise ah yan soe deh. Something
noise. If you are ah than the than lar nay deh ah chain mar lar lote gyi sate ma shoke bu lar?
Shoke deh ah lote mar stress the ar myar deh ah chain mar the wone wone lar lote yin ae lu
that chin lar ma that chin bu lar pyaw.
S: that chin bar deh.
T: Koe ka shoung twar yin pyat the nar ma shi bu. Shoung nvar deh har lite lar yin sate ka
toe yaw. Because we have the emotion, emotion shi deb. If you the kae stress ma twe
tay pu. The kae stree twe yin sate thae mar bar lote lo ya lel ma ti bu de ar ar de mar nge tay
lo you don't know that feeling. right? Ah yan if you are full of stress, ah nar mar lei bar
twe pyaw nay lei ma ti bu. Tua than ka kyae kyae nae the chat bae gyi mae tu ko. And

even the motorbike ah yan kyae tae motorbike ah than khan nainglar?
S: Ma khan naing bu.

T: The choe so that that ko thin tar lay. The kae ah lote myar tae lu so very quiet. Ah lote
ma shi tae tu kya taw disco lel ya deh. Ah lote mart ma shi tar. Ah lote lote deh tu kya taw
attention lo de har youne su site ya deh lay. Don't make annoy when you friend is stressful.
Bae loke bae chit deh kg ma lay the york, the chat gyi like deh. Pyit naing deh the choe
naing nyan char twe mar so shift twe shi tae. Ma net nae nya ae lo twar tar. Out ka car than
wie wie wie nae tu khan naing lar? Ma khan naing bu. Shin twarpe taw the khar tae car ko
pait yait mart the khar tae nar aye twar mar. Because we have emotion lay sate ka ma ya
bu. So next. Why is nothing done about the problem? Why is nothing done about the
problem? Is nothing done lay lote chin ma khan ya tar lei/ ma lote khan ya tar lei?
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S 1: Why did ma ya bu nothing do ma yabularsayar ma?

T: inn inn ....Why is nothing done bar lo ae deh problem twe ka phay shin chin ma
khan ya tar lei. Nothing done up to now the government
S:3,4 have been ....

tae

T: up to now so
bar ho ka nay ku chain ti have you can show the result. Have paid
little attention to it.-Pya deh mar gyi bar mart ah soe ya twe sun yan phout law ya te deh so
tar no have paid pay chin ma khan ya tar government ka pay chin khan ya tar ma hoke bu.
Ma pay tar.
Sl: Up to now so V3 lar?
T: result pya lo ya deh lay. So you can show the result. Little paid attention to it. But now
action is needed. Ah ku taw action ka lo art lar pi naw. We all hope that the result of study
S2: are not
S3: were not.
T: are not or were not. All are correct.
S: will not be ignored. Passive. T: present simple passive or future passive. Both are correct.
Ok 162 You know action and state? Action is action
S 1: State kapyit nay taw ah chay ah nay.
T: is happened. Ok the goods were demanded

Sl: in the accidental state.
S: action
T: very good. These chairs are sold in all.

Sl: action.
S: state.
T: Why you say action?

Sl: I said action.
T: why?
SS: Because of
T: Is that any action?

Sl: sold in the store.
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T: Why you say state?

S4: tell about situation. Not the action
SS: In the store the chairs are sold.
T: Do you agree that Kham Myat?
S6: I know I can't e_xplain to them.

T: Do you agree with his explanation? Or you have another option?
S6: It is ok.

T: So you chose action and state at the same time? Not this sentence right?
S6: No it is state.
T: So this sentence is state. Look at another sentence. Those chairs are sold. ae kya mart
yong lite tar.

S: action.
S6: Ah yong thi khite thar tar bar cha-naw ma shin pya that bu.
T: Ho the ku ma yong nay tar lay. State bae twar pya thar tar. Ho har ka yong lite pe. It was
started that I was expected.
S: action.
T: The animal flied out to eat snack.

S: State.

T: What is your opinion on this sentence?
S 1: cha-nawka action bar thin deh.
T: The ku sa lone lar?
S 1: Ah paw ka har ka state lo yay thar tar.
T: Ah paw ka har ka state lay. Tu phaw pya tar lay. nga kyote deh dae tu pyaw pya tar
S 1: state lay.
T: out kakya taw?

Sl: action.
S3: state:
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T: action lay tu ka ah net yoke mart kyote tar lay why? Tu ka kyote deh lo statement tu yae
phaw pya chat. Ok number 7.
S2: state.
S: action
S6: no 1 ka state. Oh number 7 ka state.
T: Someone has slipped over it.
Sl: action.
T: when someone was slipped on it.
S 1: when so taw action pyit twar tar. Tu kae Io pyit twar tar.
S6: Where ka mart state pyit tar.
T: where ka
Sl: action
S6: state.
S2,3: where ka state.
T: where ka phaw pya tar lay. Tar pyit deh lo pya tar lay
S: State.
T: Number 8 ka lote deb har ko bar pya tar lay
S: Action.
T:Number 8 ka action number 7 ka state. When ka taw ah khar ae de nay yar mar pyit de lo
pyaw tar. Ho harka action pyit twar tar. Ok number 163 tar ka lwae lwae lay bar. People are
(respect) politician.
S6: don't be respect
Sl: are not respected
S2: didn't respect.
T: Are bar deh lay. Bae ka didn't twet lar tar lel? Passive pyone ya mar lay. are not
respected.
T: the grass is being cut
S6: was being cut.
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S 1: is cutting.
T: Someone is cutting the grass.
S 1: active pyan yay ya mar.
T: active pyan phay ya mar. Ah shay mar ship ae the york thae swar nay deh. How about
number 3?

Sl: is going to be repaired.

T: Is going to be repaired. The document?
S: has been lose.
T: Ok. The mistakes?
S: had been corrected.
T: has been corrected. Ah the ar taw deh. De lo may khun sar maye pyoe mar ma may taw
bu
S3: Bar pyit lo lel sayar ma.
T: Ah yan lwae lo. Ha ha sa tar bar.
S2: De lo myo ah shae mar ma mayenae. Sar ma ye poe mar ah mar bae shar kaing mar sate
kya. Ok number 6.
S: we should have locked behind the door. Being ko pyot ya mae lay. Mart mi lay sayar ma
sar yout the yout pay thar lay. The problem?
S: The problem will be solved on Sunday.
T: The shopping?
S: has to be done.
T: Ok number 10.
S: has being looked.
T: has been looked. Looked. My suggestions.

Sl: are S3: is
T: is theres there? s ss s ... My suggestions
S2: are.
T: is there s there?
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T: are?
S: Yes.
T: taw tawtaw tar bae.

T: Ok now what I would like to do is we have to view the reference. Do you know like
what like?
-

S 1: Yes Like hla ma dislike is like.
T: bar twe shoke pyaw nay tar lel ma ti bu kyong pe khar ne. Kyong pe khar nee kyote
thoke thoke pyit lardeh. Ok so what do you like doing? What do you like doing? You like
cooking? Can you ask your partners what do they like doing? bar kyite lel ma kyite bu lei?
Ok what do you like like doing on the weeknd. We can say that do you like eating breakfast
in every morning? Or do you like watching? Ah kyite myar ma kyite myar. Tar pay mae it
is likes ah kyit myars. So do you like watching movie?

Sl: yes it is my favorite. Do you like chatting with your friend?
S:No.
T: Do you like walking around the city?

S:No.
T: ok something like that. Ask your friend and present in the class. Kyite thar nae ma kyite
tar bae. Do you like teaching, eating, watching. To ma bar bu naw. Do you like talking with
your girlfriend all the time?

S: No.
T: Do you like playing sport at your holiday?

S: No.

T: Ok ask your partner. (Students asking each other)
T: He asked that do you like watching, cooking. Ask your partner. Do you ask something?
It is not about you. You have to ask your partner.

S6: Do you like reading in the toilet?
T: Same hobby. I like it too. Next. How about R Hter?

Sl: I like going to the toilet in the morning.
S6: every morning.
T: How about wai Yan and Pan Myat.
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S7: Pan Myat does not like
T: Does not like what?
S7: greeting with friend.
T: does not like greeting, talking with friend. Remember Pan Myat does not talking with
friend.
-

S7: She likes meditation, staying at home.
T: So we have different hobbies. Make sure you don't talk. Ok PM what is Wai Yan like?
SS: Pan Myat like playing guitar but he does not like playing football and sport.
T: Pan Myat does not like playing football even he likes playing guitar.
SS: also reading story book.
T: Pan Myat is like a kid. He likes cartoon.
SS: Hahajustjoking.
T: Ok how about Lu Lu and Pa Pa.
S9: Lu Lu likes playing in the weekend.
SlO: Pa Pa likes lying on the grass.
T: laying lar lying lar?
SlO: lying on the grass.
T: Pa Pa ka myat khin paw mar 8 tar kyite deb dae. Be careful not to lie on the poop of
someone.
S: hahaha ....
T: Tu yae ah kyite ka ae tar so taw myat sit poe shin sar taw. So how about you?
S3: My partner likes jumping and running.
T: Are you sure?

Sll: He likes playing video game on weekend.
S12: He likes having a lot of girlfriend.
T: S: (laugh out loud)
S12: He likes waking up late in the weekend.
T: Ok don't wake him up early in the weekend.
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S 1: sayar ma bar pyaw tar lel ah nge kg ka?
T: He doesn't like waking up early in the morning. Saw saw ma hta chin bu deh.

84: She likes cooking.
T: cooking everything?

813: She does not like talking with someone a long time.
T: be care not talking with Moe San a long time.

S 1: Sa yar ma ma nae ka tu ah kyar gyi pyaw deh.
T: if you want to talk with Moe San short to the point. Short to the point. Lo yin nae doe
shin bae pyaw. Be careful.

814: Circle does not like cooking.
T: Circle does not like cooking.

T: So be careful. She does not like cooking.

S15: Su Sa Na does not like doing sport and Sar San does not like doing presentation in the
class.
T: Thank you for your like and dislike. So we are going to use ing right? So it calls jaran.
Sometimes we make jaran infinitive. So in your writing I still find out that many students
are still making mistake. And then I think most of you have this. Ok you have to divide the
groups. Infinitive group the group is jaran. The infinitive group you have to explain
infinitive group. This is for jaran group. Don't worry I will give you infinitive sheet as well.
Pay mae. Ah ku ka group lote thar lite. (Students are discussing each other about infinitive
andjaran with their groups) Then finish the class.
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School: BEAM School (Day 4)
Date:

1st

Oct, 2013

Lesson focus: Grammar structure
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching

Before teaching, teacher is sharing her experience when she was at the refugee camp on
Thai-Burma border.
T: Sa Yar Ma yae Sa Yar Phyo yae ka Kayin refugee mar tone ka ka sone yout yae kyar san
pyout bae sar ya tar. Ah yan the nar poe kg deh thoke kha deh sa kan mar nay thone ka.
S 1: Sa yar ma the min nae thaing kyawe tar lar?
T: Kyawe tar pok.
S 1: Bar lo nae thaing kyawe tar lel?
T: Mi pa mart ma shi tar. S 1: A ww mi pa mae ka lay lar? T: Hoke deh. De lo ah yawe nae
ho ah gyi ti.
S2: Cha-naw toe ah yawe twe lel shi lar?
T: Shi tar pok.
S2: Ah loat ma loat bu lar sa yar ma?
T: Bae lo loat loat mar lei jaun: thet nay bar deh so mart.
S2: Jaun: the phat nae ah loat loat.
T: Bae mart loat mar lel?
S2: Chiang Mai mar loat lo ya deh lay.
T: Bae tu poe pay mar lel Chiang Mai ko. Yae phan pe taw ae mar bae pyan york twar mar
pok. Bae tu tar wan khan ma lel?
S2: Mi ha twe kaw ma shi bu lar?
T: Mi ha twe ka lae site sar nay ya bar deh so mart. Tua min sar taw mae so wone ka nae
jaun: thar twe ka. de loke twe ka the line. De loke ka the line.
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S3: 500 yar kyaw?
T: Ka lay pu gyi pu gyi twe ka 100 yar kyaw deh. De kajaun: thar twe ka style nae. Kae sa
yar ma toe eain sar gyi ya aung. Shall we look at the homework. I think it is infinitive. So
number one infinitive isn't it? How about number one? I agree?
S:Ti.

T: I agree to.

How~about

number two?

S: gi.
T: That we don't need. Ok number four.

S: gi.
T: Number five.
S: Ti.
T: Ok Number six.
S: Ti. T: Number seven.

S: ti.
T: Number eight?

S: Ti.
T: Number nine?
S: Ei.

T: Number ten?
S: Ti.
T: Number twelve?

S: Pi.
T: No: 13?

S: ti.
T: No 14?
S: Ti.
T: Number 15?

S: Pi.
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T: Number 16?
S: Gi.
T: And then how about number 2? Did u finish number 2 as well? May be it is individual
and different sentence. Because you have to say that emphasizing what your partner don't or
make you do the problem that you don't like like my parents don't let me watch TV at
night. My parents make me study hard. Have you finished this? No? Ok. Number three. I
want to go to the post office. Ok number three. Let me help. Number four.
S: lie.
T: I want to lie.
T:No. 5.

S: Wash.
T:No6:
S: too young to stay in the house.
T:No:7.
S:open.
T: do't know how to open the window. No. 8.
S: I couldn't go.
T: I couldn't go holiday last summer. Ok number 9.

S: ask.
T: Can I ask you a question? Ok number 10.
S: They made her
T: You see number 1? Do we need infinitive there? They made her
S 1: There are many out of T: There are many out of. So we need to take or take?
S2: Take.
T: take yes. made somebody+ verb one. We don't need infinitive. +verb one ok?
T: Number four. I don't want them to leave now.
T, S: I want to treat her dinner.
T: The next one.
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S: I don't want her to talk to her.
T: Ok next.
S: T: I don't want Delena to go by herself.
T: Next one
S: I want them to do their homework now.
S: I want you to go back now.
T: I want you to go back now. Ok number five. I don't really know what to do.
S: You must tell anyone about it.
T: Ok. Number three.
S: I can't make my own clothes.
T: I can't make my own clothes. Number four.
S: I want you to be quiet.
T: I want you to be quiet. The next one.
S: I am pleased to meet you.
T: I am pleased to meet you. Number six. Could I ask you to help me with the preparation?
S, T: I would like to decorate the house with flower.
T; But I am afraid I won't have time to do everything. Ya it is very easy. Ok Number 10
number 2. The lady started
S: crying when I left the room.
T: Ok number four. S: Speaking foreign languages is very useful for everyone.
T: And number five. S: They went skating last winter. T: They went spring last winter.
Number six?
S: Eating lots of sugar is bad for your teeth. T: Eating lots of sugar is bad for your teeth.
Number seven?
S: Tom doesn't like washing the dishes.
T: Tom doesn't like washing the dishes.
T: Eleven?
S: He hates playing card.
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T: She is too excited?
S: to sleep
T: Must? S: Must get up
T: Must get up in the morning. I regret
S: spending so much money.
T: And number six?
S: They go to running.
T: They go?
S: They go running.
T: They go?
S: Running.
T: Running. They go running. They know after the verb "Go" we talk about activity that is
running. So they go running every .... Some students: Thursday. Some students: Tuesday.
T: Tuesday or Thursday?
S: Thursday.
SS: Tuesday.
T: Tuesday. They go running every Tuesday morning. OMG:
T: I saw
S: I saw Helen washing the dishes and it took her ten minutes.
T: So you just saw the action or the started?
S 1: Just saw the started.
T: Really? It took her only ten minutes.
S2,3: All actions.
T: So we have to use Ing or to+Vl?
S: To+Vl. Sl: I saw Helen to wash the dishes.
T: To wash? Look at look at number 3. We can use infinitive verb or ing form after the
verb see, feel and wash. Look at the meaning. I saw Peter cross the road. It is the same
situation with the sentence. I saw Helen wash the dish. So you saw the action right? That's
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why you know the time. It took her only ten minutes so you know that how much time it
took for her. And number 8.
S: I start learning two years ago.
T: Ya we can use both I start learning and I start to learn. Ok number nine.
S: I was very pleased to see her again.
T: I was pleased to- see her again. Number ten.
S: It is a good advice to stop eating sweet. Ok Very good. I am going to give you some
words here and you have to build sentence.
S4: Sa Yar Ma cha-naw journal sa yar ma nar mar ma shi bu lar. Jet u kho deh har?
T: Jet u kho deh har? Ma shi bu. SarYar Ma phat tg ma phat mi bu jet u kho deh har.
S4: Tu yae ah phone ka Payap nae har lay.
T: A ww ma shi bu. Ma shi bu. Sa yar ma pay deh har ka ah mae yong. I think before we go,
we have to do this exercise first.
After writing down the instruction on the whiteboard
T: Finished?
S: Yes.
T: Ok. I would like to ask one by one. OK what is the correct answer of number one,Sai
Kham? What do you think?
S4: I think to have.
T: To have? Is that correct?
SS: Having. T: Having? Correct? S: Have.
T: Because you see that this verb is normally followed by infinitive. So it is to have. It is
better to have good friend rather than lots of acquaintance. Well. I moved my home after
getting a job in the city, I really ....... Kya She Boh, could u please answer this?
S6: I really need to make.
T: Yes. I really need to make because I am shy. I am considered , Sai Kong. I considered
changing my personal. Yes but that is very difficult for me just the same I give up
SS: Shut up

T: Lu Lu.
S: Trying.
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T: Yes, trying. I decided to
S2: Sa Yar Ma to tg pyaw pe pe.
T: sorry sorry pyaw mi pe kwar. I bught myself some new clothes and shoes and I even got
a new haircut. Started Moe San.
S7: to wear.
T: Started? What you refer. Started to wear or wearing. You can use both. Started to wear
contact lens and I didn't see, Seng Khon.
S8: The mee: mae: pi: pi: lay.
T: Susana. I didn't seem. Ss: change.
S: changing.
T: S-E-E-M. You didn't seem ..... ?
S2: changing.
T:Ha!
S: To change.
T: Seem ka infinitive nae twar deh lay.
S: Change.
T: this verb is usually followed by infinitive. So seem to change. I was begun to regard, Sai
Onn.
S9: To leave.
T: To leave? Yes, very good and I got a call from my friend. He was planning , Kham
Moon. S 10: to move.
S 1: true move.

T: True move law?
S: (laughing)
T: Pretty soon he wanted some advices about finding apartment here in the city and I
suggested ....
S: sharing.
S: to share.
T: Suggested ..... ????
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Ss: sharing.
T: sharing. I suggested sharing apartment with me. Well, I agreed and really enjoy, Thin
Cho. S 11: having someone to live with.
T: Ok, very good. So what I would like you to do is you have to read, this is a reading. You
have to make sentences use these words, these verbs. So be careful you have to read this.
For example, I am going to keep trying until I pass the test. So I use keep. Something likes
that. You have _to say that I stop using. So it is true for you. I stop chatting with my
girlfriend. Something likes this. It is true for you. So you have to write sentences for you but
it has to be true. You have to be true OK? So you have to use these words and verb ing. Not
to. Ok the first example I made "Keep trying until I pass the test." So I used "keep" . Make
new sentence. Don't copy these. Try new sentence
S3: Sa yar ma.
T: Yes. Keep ing, stop ing, suggest ing, imagine ing. regard ing. So use these words, ing and
make new sentences. But the event is have to be true. The event is have to be true for you.
Tu myar ah jaun: ma yay bu koe ah jaun: yay mae naw.
Students are doing the exercise.

T: Jaun: thar twe ka ing ma lote that bu lay. That's the problem in your writing. That's why
I practice for you.
SS: Ma pet tay bu sa yar ma.
T: Bar lo ma pe tay tar lel de loke loi loi lay ko.
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School: BEAM School (Day 5)
Date: 2st Oct, 2013
Lesson focus: Reading, discussion and individual presentation
Methodology: Grammar translation method, direct method and communicative language
teaching

T: So have you done the homework?
S: yes. Friendship of what? Friend or family or student or internet? Online friendship. Do
you have any friend in online? Yes Yes. Of course. Even we don't have face to face friend,
we have a lot of friend in online. You can lie whatever you want, right? I am so sad. I miss
you so much. U can lie whatever you want right? Everybody online is liar. Never believe
that. Even the phone. Khao jai. Khao jai. You said that in the phone khao jai khao jai. So it
is all liar. Ok. So what did you get from here? You read this? Did you understand?
SI: Khao jai. Khao jai.
T: You said that khao jai khao jai. (laughing). You said that you read it and didn't, right?
So do you know cyber? Cyber?
SI: Yes. face to face
T: Cyber space gives way to a new social. What is dynamic?
S2: subject.
T: Dynamic.
S2: something like can explored.
T: Yes, dynamic is something that can explore. When people make friend across the global,
you can make friends with on the other side of the earth, something like that. But they don't
know about their next door neighbor. She just knows about the online. Oh! She is so
beautiful. Actually she is just next to your door. Finally you found a girl next to your door,
right? What is the village mentality? What is the word "village mentality?"
S2: Where is the word?
T: The word " village mentality. Can you explain the whole sentence? How do you
understand it? Seng Mai, could you please explain this sentence. Did you read that?
S3: Yes, I did.
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T: How about Kham Moon? How did you understand?
S4: When people get pressure from their job, they will find ahh ............ .
T: Yes, Some people who live in the village, they know the value of the village. They will
sit and talk about ghost to each other on full moon night. But internet that kind of
impression we can't. So if ... the situation we did in the village is like village mentality. And
you can control every mind and we can talk in the group. But in the city most of the people
like internet and not satisfied. Because they can't see face-to-face each other right? They
can wear nothing and chat internet. But in the community we can't. So the new research
also shows how email and internet supplement actually most of the people use email and
internet that people have their communication in their social life. This is kind of social
network. One example, Monki, his neighbor doesn't know anything about annoying law but
he instead messaging anybody. Beside, his future is more interesting and doesn't do that
clapping annoying song what he talked. So it is something. What is it? Gr have u ever
known that?
S: No. T: It is a message from internet. They newly involved from hyper connector human
have long been to result lack of necessarily social skill is referred from textual relation, over
face to face. In short people are learning how to nature with the people. If you talk too much
in the internet, you cannot talk someone face to face right? But when a person who used to
type in the interent, they can (zhee) whatever (shee deh, shee deh) what language are you
typing for shee. But outside they cannot (shee). Because they cannot lie at all. You cannot
get real social community for face to face. Something like that ok. He mentions about this.
When creating a social network for a stranger how to interact with people naturally their
neighbor right? Naturally. In the internet it is not naturally. Not nature. You cover
everything. You can say whatever you want right? It is not a normal. So creating of a social
network is stranger. Here creating is ing right? However the report and title of internet
suggest the different, have you ever seen the scenario? Did you see that word? I think if you
already read it, you already find that word, the meaning of the word. Can u give me
example of that? What is it? Here here in this content. Sense is different feelings and
thoughts. In the internet we can get different kind of feelings and thoughts. Sometimes
internet is very good for like we can't find even in the school. We can't find the same
scenario or the same thought in here. But sometimes we can find in the internet. If you
interest that, all people will come there to talk about this. Psychologists are suggested that
internet helps else cultivate social network and make use of this is more. It did change the
culture issue. For example, even you are Shan people, you all know about Thailand and
Shan people. May be in other country there are also Shan society, you can communicate
each other. Even Christian, they have their community and Christian song. If you are
interested in song, you can be a member and listen to that song. You can cultivate the
memo. So it means you can find different scenarios. Friends often move further away from
parents like after we finish the school, we will move wherever we want right? If you still
connect with the internet, you still can be friend and then the larger the more far flat. You
know far flat? The larger the more far flat, the more diverse persons are and the more
important email is. Did u find? What is it?
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S3: very wide.
S4: Spread:
S3: Kyoung kai. Larger.
T: Larger means very very big of space. Very far. Far flat means very far and we can make
a space there. Even I am in Thailand, I can make a switch from me to USA because I have a
friend in USA and all the friends in USA know about you. Ok now we can share about us
on Facebook. Look at this. Very nice and you share it. Very fast. Even Miss Universe,
right? When I chatted my friend , "What are you doing?" I am busy with voting Miss
Universe. She can't talk to me because she was voting for Miss Universe. It is good for our
people, right? The survey found that the internet users more likely than non-users to have in
their social network. The survey found that the internet users use internet for help. I don't
think so. Are you helping each other?
S 1: For what?
T: Using internet is for helping each other. Is that correct for you?
S: Yes.
T: Are you sure?
S: Yes.
T: How? How did you have friends?
S 1: Watching movie.
T: Har? How did you have?
S2: Especially for information.
T: How? Hey .... I have got a boyfriend. And then ....... Now you are the user of internet
for searching, for chatting. You said that you help each other right? So how? Give me one
example. How?
S2: Yes, last night Seng Korn asked me about our group work. So we can ask each other
and help each other.
T: Ok. Some more.
S 1: Tuesday night, I have to find a video for my friend.
T: Ok so you help each other. How about homework? If the teacher cannot come to the
class, the teacher announces in the Facebook you know. All the first year students I can't
come to the class on Tuesday. So cancel the class. But some of the students know it they
didn't share. Some sit inside and use Facebook, someone was watching the movie. Another
one is doing the homework. The homework was given by the teacher from Facebook. But
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other students didn't know. But they are sitting beside. What is the problem? In the class the
students said teacher they didn't know. What is the problem? They didn't tell each other.
But not true for our school right? If some students didn't come to school, ok share it. Even
we all are from Burma right? We are Burmese. But international even I could not get my
assignment from the office, my friend, Angela I saw your assignment on the desk, why
don't you go and take it. You want me to get this? Even they are international we come
from different countries, they help each other. But in Burmese people,
S2: We are the same color.
S4: Not friendly.
T: Amazed, see! Even they are different. But internet is like in our department we have
complaining to the professor. The junior students sent email to me to get a vote for that.
Whatever happened in the department, they always sent email to everyone. It is like
something is dynamic. Group dynamic. Poke kwae nay tar. Ah thae mar ah lote twe lote
poke kwae nay tar. In school. I can't. That's why I asked you to do group work. Group
work. Group work. Next time I will note for that who helps group work. Online users are
part of resource like students they can get resource from the internet. Someone finds a new
job. Ok there is a new job. Most of my friends asked me to find a new job because I have
some of the jobs sent me. Ok I will send to email and you can find by yourself. But some do
not. They keep that information by himself or herself. Even he didn't apply the job, he
didn't share. Internet and cell phone are transferred communication house to house
interaction. When we work in group, we have three questions there. Use the internet to
communicate. You have email or blog. Ok ask your friend I think you also have your own
answer here. Ask your friend and after that please explain your friend's answer to the class.
Ok?
T: If you have finished writing this, let your friend know. 1,2,3,4,5, .. 1,2,3,4,5, I think you
can work together. 1,2,3 ... 1,2,3 bae lo kaun: ka kwae nay tar lel? Pi taw 5 together. Have
you finished writing this?
S: Yes.
T: Good good. Only a few time to share.
Students are discussing the activity

T: I would like to hear from that group. Please explain about that Sai Owm.
S 1: For the first question? How do you use internet for communication? He uses the internet
for communication. First he opens the computer. He joins the wifi. And he opens the firefox
and then he types the facebook.com. And then he signs in and starts to communicate. T: It is
the way he uses it. How about messenger an email address?
S 1: Yes, he has two email addresses. How about the blog?
S 1: No, he didn't write a blog.
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T: So number two questions. Could u pls answer it?
SS: Yes he said mostly he uses online and it costs less money because if he uses phone, he
has to spend a lot of money on the phone. So he spends most of the time on online.
T: So what are the advantage and disadvantage of using online?
SS: So advantage of using online is T: For him, for him. S5: The advantage is like a ... I
forgot.
T: Is there any advantage or disadvantage for using intemet you know?
S5: Yes, he has a lot of advantage from online. T: What? What are they? S5: Like a .... when
we talk online we can see face to face
T: Did you chat?
S5: Yes skype. Chat face to face and if we want some information, we can search and send
to each other.
T: It is advantage. So there is no disadvantage?
S5: There is one disadvantage like a effect.
T: That's all?
S5: Yes.
T: Good. So how relationship can you make in the way of chatting online? Lu Lu answer.
Can you answer about this?
S2: For the third question right?
T: Yes for the third question.
S2: She said it is very impact for friendship.
T:How?
S2: When our friends live in further land can still communicate each other and can change
many information from online she told me.
T: Ok good. How about Lu Lu? Your answer.
S6: Ah tu tubae.
T: Is that the same?
S6: Ho lay ar lone pong pi Sl: We share in the group. We can't remember who said that. Ok
the next group. Moe Sain can you explain about Seng Kom?
S7: She uses internet for sending message and sometimes teachers send homework.
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T: That's all?
S7: Yes. How about Seng Korn about Moe San?
S8: Moe San uses internet for messaging to her friends and sometimes but her mobile is not
connected.
T: Ok. Number three, Seng Korn could you please mention about Joe Sa Nar?
S8: What?
T: Number two. Joe Sa Nar, not Moe San. She uses internet for communication as part of
her life. The advantage of using phone is they can talk and the disadvantage of using phone
is we have to use money a lot. The advantage of online is we can talk many at the same time
and the disadvantage of using online is when she uses online she can search information so
she wants to play more. So online is very effect on our life.
T: So Su Sa Nar, could you please explain number two for Rain Nee?
S8: Rain Nee spends more time in communicating. She does not have internet line.
T: That's all? How about advantage and disadvantage of using phone?
S8: The mee pyaw ya mar lar sa yar ma?
T: Ok good. For the group can you please give briefly for number 3 question answer?
S8: The technology will impact friendship more mostly when they are very far so we can
comrl\unicate each other from other country.
T: Ok Good. The impact. How about this group. Can you explain me for number three?
Number three question.
S9: Number three question I think online chat or chatting also listening they have program.
It is very good. It can use in the real life.
T: Ok thank you for your answers. I want you to answer all of these by your own. Some
students: Now?
T: Yes. You cannot write down. You have to answer or listen to your friends. Ok if you are
ready, I want you to start by giving question sorry give answer to the class. Who is the most
interested person you know and what is your favorite color which is very easy?. Who is the
first person you fall in love with? Don't tell me I don't have a girlfriend or boyfriend.
S5: Sa Yar Ma, the kae ma shi yin bae lo lote ma lel?
T: But you have someone you fell in love with. No need to tell the name. You can say the
boy from Korea. Ready? Ok Sai Lao Kham.
SI 0: Sa Yar Ma ready ma pyit tay bu.
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T: Har tar koe ah kaun: bae lay. Ok Lao Kham. Ok listen. Very quickly. Who is the first
person who you fell in love with? (the whole class laughing) No, I am just kidding.
S2: Step by step? Grade 8. Daw Yin Yin War.
T: So he has a teacher who he first remembers. Good Ok, the second. What did you eat for
breakfast?
S 10: Just plain water and fried rice.
T: I ate ...
S2: Aww I ate fried rice and plain water.

T: Ok who is the most interesting person you know. Sate win sar sa yar ah kaung:
sone: koe ti deb thae mar. Tu ka ah yan sate win sar sa yar kg deh. Ah yan sate win sar sa
yar ah kg sone. SS: Chaw tar
T: Chaw tar lei ma hoke bu. Sate win sar sa yar kg tar. Tu ka yoke soe soe, yoke chaw
chaw. Sate win sar sa yar kg tar. haha ..... .
S4: Sa Yar Ma, kyite tar ma hoke bu naw.
T: Ma hoke bu. Tu bar lote the lei ah yan sate win sa yar kg deh. Tu ka ah yan ho war pyit
deh. Tu lote tar ko ah myae than like gyi nay deh lay. Ma ti ma thar koe ka like gyi nay tar.
Tu bar ~te nay tar lel? Tu bar eain: gyi wout tar lei? Ah yan sate win sar tar.
S2: Aww my grandfather.
T: Grandfather,yes, something like that.
T: Tu bar lote lel. Ah yan sate win sar tar. Very interesting.
S2: My senior when I was grade 10.
T: Your senior? Haha Ok ... Very good.
SS: Sa Yar Ma de ka sa ya mar Jar?
T: Yes.
SS: Yes I have the best teacher, Sushine. She leads me to this school. The most interesting
person I think is Than Shwe.
T: yes. Bar lote mae sate win sar tar.
SS: yes. My favorite color is grey.
T: Green? SS: Grey.
T: Grey. Fell in love. Fell in love.
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SS: I don't have.
7: Not true. (The whole class laughs)
T: Ok The next student.
S 1: Yes I can remember the best teacher I have met.
T: What did you eat?
S 1: Sometimes I ate fried rice and egg.
T: Not sometimes. What did you eat for this morning.
S 1: Yes for breakfast.
T: Ok good. S3: What? What?
T: Fried rice and egg.
S 1: Yes fried rice with egg. The most interesting person is my best friend.
T: Your favorite color?
SI: I don't have.
T: So you don't have your favorite color at all?
S 1: Yes. The person I fell in love with is my mom.
T: No. Mom's love is not concern with this. You have to fell in love with someone.
S3: 1500 ah chit ko pyaw tar.
S 1: 360 ah chit ko pyaw tar lar? 360 ah chit so 360 camera nae yike pi thin tar deh that pone
twe facebook mar ah myar gyi. Kyite the loke kyite.
T: Ma hoke bu the sone the yoke ko kyit ko. Tu shi deh. Pha yar kaun: mar tu shi deh.
S 1: Ma hoke bar bu.
T: Ok time is up, let's continue again tomorrow those who have not talked yet.
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School: MLC School (Day 1)
Date: 28 1h Sep 2013
Lesson focus: Grammar structure
Methodology: Grammar translation method and direct method

T: Moae nai. nar Noung kao nant tay mar oui record kai lai saeng khop nan lae mar soone.
Maoe poue mar kaw ku tay mar soone. Nar lay lar?
S 1: Taike nar ma lel bu sa yar ma.
T: Nyi ma lay the yoke ka nay tu data collection lar kout tar tu doe har ka English sa kar
pyaw tae har English ma hoke deh sa yar ae kyaunt mo. English sa yar ka ae phat khan
poun: twar tar. Tar pay mae ma net phan pyan lar mar. Hu kaw urnm lai hu han.
S 1: De nay sa yar ma thin mar lar?
T: De nae. sa yar ma thin mar. De nae. sa yar ma thin mae. Nae Nae taw English bar mae
naw ya lar?
Sl: Ya deh.
T: Nae Nae English lo pyaw lo ya lar? Bar pa sar ah khit eit eit nar. What did you learn
yesterday? Do you understand what did you learn yesterday?
S2: Yes, khao jai.
T: .Khao jai nar. What is yesterday?
S3: Maoe war.

T: War haeng? Yesterday pone war san? Ma Nae ka. Learn thin deb. What so tar bar
ko. Did so tar ka ah tbike. Maoe wan pain ah lai pai. What did you learn yesterday?
So what is your answer? A-N-S-W-E-R. Ah phay. Kaw thopt. What is your answer?
S 1: Yesterday ....
T: Yesterday I. ... maoe war heit ei san?
S 1: holiday.
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T: Can you say it in English? Can you say it in English? Ah nar yu tar? English lo bae lo
pyaw ma lel? Can- you- say- it- in- English? Can you say it in English? English lo pyaw lo
ya lar? Poot pa sar ah kit lai mai? Can you say it in English? Ah nar yu deh. pDhxn khlay
phar sar Thai.
S3:Relax.
T: Yes, relax. I relax. How to spell "relax"? sDakd war haoe relax? Bae lo sar lone
poune lei? Spelling. Relax? How to spell? Bae lo sar lone poune: lei?
S3: Relax.
T: R-E-L-A-X. Tham war hate: ei san nai.
SS: Yesterday I studied uncountable.

T: "Uncountable"
SS: Uncountable.
T: Ok. Yesterday I studied uncountable.
S3: Noun.
T: Uncountable noun. S
3: Ah uncountable is not number. P-L-U ... plural.
T: Ok. Yesterday you studied uncountable noun
S3: Ah ... uncountable noun is not number ah ..... Some students: Singular and plural.
T: Singular and plural. Ok. An nID' xekphcnD. An nID phhDiiphcnD. Tarka the ku kain.
Tar ka na ku kain. Hoke lar? Ma nae. ka thin tar. I studied uncountable noun and singular
and plural nouns yesterday. Wae: lar: na' how: tay sai tan: lang man: naw. Kai sai tang: nark
aw lai yu. Ma nae. ka kya taw khain ma lar:? Countable noun. Uncountable noun.
Countable noun nai. paingjeint. ha? Pain yan ngai?
S: S\ffig n:;tb djD. N:;tb mi diD.
T: Water. What is water.
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S:Num.
T: Water so tar ka yay. Water pael wa. num nar. It is countable noun or uncountable noun?
Ss: Uncountable. T: Nab lai? Nab mai lai?
S: Nab mai lai? T: Nab mai lai kaw uncountable noun. Anni' nae lel)Oxk soi than hlang.
Ah noke mar ae. !o myo yay: pay: naw countable noun lar, uncountable noun lar? Water.
S: Water.
T: Num. Yay naw. Candy
S: Candy.

T: KOhnm. The kyar lone naw Candy. Cho chin. Coconut. What is it?
S: MaphrOaw.
S 1: Own thee.
T: Own thee. Meat. What is meat?
S2: Ne\10 Ox.
Sl: Ah thar.

T: Ah thar. Nevo Ox.
S: oil.
T: What is oil?
S: NOfun~n. T: See.

NOfun~.

T: Wind.
Ss:Lm.
T: Lay. Lay. Ah kat Im. Wind nae Im nar. Lay lay. Book.
S: Book.
T: What is it?
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S4:

HDn~gsD\lDX.

T: Aum late
lai.

kha

kha say pork lar?

Txb

kha san kaw lai yoi. kha Tai kaw lai. kha Tai kaw

man kaw lai. Burma lo pyaw lei ya deb. Phud phas DD a Thai kaw tai.

PhasD Di sar kalar deb ann lai. PhasD Da Bhama, phasD Da Thai, phasO Da Thai yai,
x~gkvsD

D kaw tai. Burma lo phay lo ya deh. Shan lo phay lo ya deh. Thai lo phay lo ya

deh. Kalar sa karma ya bu naw. Money.
S: Money.
T: What is it?
S: Ngein.
SI : Pike san.
T: Ngein. Pike san.
T: Watch.
S: NaDika
T: Milk.
S:Nm.
T: Nm. Nwar noe.
T: Chair. S: Chari.
S: KeaxID
T: KeaxID nar. Kala taing.
T: Rain.
S: Rain.
S:FDn
T: FDn. Sand.
S: Sand.
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S: Thray
T: Thray. Thae. House.What is house?
S: BDan.
T: Cream.
S: Cream.
T: Cream kaw cream. Mar jak ti cream. York ha nai? Hai le\}Oxk countable noun and
uncountable noun. (moving around the class): Aww me\} Ox wan m!mI lone naw.
T, S: Checking answer
T: Candy? S
: N:;tb diD.
T: Meat.
T: N:;tb mi' diD. in English.
S: Countable.
T: Ne\ID Ox nab mi' diA. Paw wa. pan khon nab IaiA. Yay twet lo ma ya bu naw.
T: Oil. Countable or uncountable.
S: Uncountable.
T: Wind?
S: Uncountable.
T:Book.
S: Countable.
T: Money?
S: Uncountable.
T: Countable or uncountable?
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S: Uncountable.
T: Thar ngein baht yay twet lo ya deb. Tar money ah twet ah kung lone ko kyong pi pyaw
tar. Chair
S: Uncountable.
T: Rain?
S: Uncountable.
T: Sand?
S: Uncountable.
T: Nap lai mai? Yay twet lo ya lar? Yay naing yin su pay mae. House?
S: Countable.
T: Cream?
S: Uncountable.
T: Do you know verb to be?
S 1: Am, is, are.
T: Only three words? Am, is, are. Anni Ch1D kup: is. "Is" nae bae thone: deb. Verb
to be mar so "Is" nae bae thone: deb.

T~wxyang

nar. Now. Aye deh so bae lo pyaw lel?

The water is cold. T, S: C-0-L-D. Num nar. Nap umm lai nar. Tay umm lai Ch1D kup "an"
nar. Am nae are nae ma thone ya bu naw. Uncountable ah kg lone "IS" nae bae thone ya
mae. "AM nae ARE" nae ma thone ya bu. Anni nar an nap mai tai mai Ch1D kup: "AN and
ARE" nar. " AM nae ARE" nae ma thone bu. "IS" nae bae thone: mae.

Teacher is writing down vocabulary from the students' talk on the whiteboard
S:hot.
T:hot.
S: Tired.
T: T-1-R-E-D. Tired so tar ka maw: pan: tar. HDen\ldxy nar tired. Hot RDxn.
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S: Boring.
T: Boring? Nyee ngwe tar boring.
S: Cold.
T: C-0-L-D. Lat de an san lai nant nar.
S: Sad.
T: S-A-D.
S: Happy.
T: Happy. Ok. H-A-P-P-Y.
S: Basketball.
T: Basketball. Hujaik yu ha? Song ah Phe\ldxn phao sai nant. nar.
T: Swimming.
S: Swimming.
T: Boxing.
S: Boxing.
T: What are you good at?
S3.: I am good at running. T: You are good at running.
T: Do you have any question? KhatDhfun mi mai?
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THE ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LIBRAll\

School: MLC School (Day 2)
Date: 30th Sep 2013
Lesson focus: Consonant
Methodology: Grammar translation method, and direct method

SJ came to class a bit late and greeted her teacher.

Sl: Ajarn, bai nai kha?
T: Bai Burma.
The teacher wrote down consonant on the whiteboard and the students copied it.

T: Ann nai ku kaw mee yu ha nai?
Ss: Amm mee kha
T: Sh khan na cha tay mee thang naw. ( They still have Sh consonant). Sh xxksDeiyng
sang? (How to pronounce?) Ch XxksDeiyng sang?
S2: Chaw, chaw chang.
T: Chaw chang.
T: "th" XxksDeiyng sang? Taw. Taw nai xxksDeiyng sang yup nar. Taw kaw mai jai nar.
Th nai xxksDeiyng sang tha. S kaw sa. Saw. E nai mai xxksDeiyng nar. T nai out taw.
Phar sa Thai lai ku kaw yu ha?
S: Lai ka.
T: An nai leik Tai thang khat kan nar. Tree. Thong mai. Three sam. Seed nai paing MelDd
phi;mDhuD.
S3: Jaoe phat khat khao nai kha ha?
T: Jai. Myat ah phan pout nant.
S: khao khay. Myat khao khay nantjong lai?
T: Khao khay kaw lai. An tee pain myat nant nar. Myet mark phat khao. Ah paing myat nat
lai. Ch xxksDeiyng sang? Chaw. E mai out sang. Thaing lang sara out sang sa kout. Out
sang san?
S: Sheep.
T: Ch xxksDeiyng sang?
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S: Cha.
T: Cha. Cheek kaw cheek. Paw paing leik Tai kaw thaing khat kan. E song thow nai paing
thow kang. K nai paing ka phet. Cheek nai kreDm. Nai tay ann war hoae nai?(Green) kaw
law ei naw kaw paing Green.
S: Green
T: SDI kDheiyw. Toe mae ka say ra. law kaw ei law kaw na. Green. J xxksDeiyng sang?
S:Jaw.
T: Jaw. P XxksDeiyng sang?

S: Pa.
T: Jaw ei: pa jeep. za thaing pa phet kaw jeep. Jeep kaw paing rtDh.
T: Ok let's practice for speaking. Hom, you are a teacher. Kham Ko, you are a big star. Nae
num Ch\ldx war khun pain ah lai. Law kaw ma cak thlhDjn. SDxng khun mar cak prathes
Thai. Khun nai paing ku. Khun nai paing super star. Naung paing khun ku nar. ( She cannot
hear her) Seiyng dang dan. Stand up please. Mok nae num chux kon nar.
S4: Her name is Hom and she is a pop star.
T: Kam nai Hom top lae.
SS: Her name is Kham Ku and she is a teacher.
T: Thank you. You are scientist and you are bank manager. Chux law kaw mar cuk China.
Cuk prathes cin nar.
S6: We are scientist and we are from China.
T: Thank you. You are bank manager and you are scientist. Please stand up. I am .....
S7: I am Hom and I am bank manager and she is scientist.
T: Sai, you are a farmer and Thein Thei Lwin you are an artist. (student didn't know artist.)
Artist pa chi sa yar. You are from Australia.
S8: I am Sai. I am a farmer and she is Thein Thein Lwin and we are from Australia.
S9: I am Thein Thein Lwin and we are from Australia.
T: No No. Puot war paing san ah thang. I am ..... .
S9: I am
T: An artist
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S9: an artist. He is Sai and he is a farmer.
T: Thank you. The last pair. Ong, you are a teacher and Sawang, you are a photographer.
Nae num chux kon law kaw mar cuk nai. Law kaw Sawang phout chux law kaw mar cuk

nai.
SlO: I am Sawang. I am a photographer. She is Ong and she is a teacher. We are from

T: Mar cuk Japan.
SlO: We are from Japan.
Sl 1: I am Ong and I am a teacher. He is Sawang and he is a photographer. We are from
Japan.
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School: MLC School (Day 3)
Date: 1 st Oct 2013
Lesson focus: Making sentence
Methodology: Grammar translation method, and direct method

T: What is he doing?
Ss: He is talking.
T: Khuy kup thor sa phth nar. Khuy kup thor sa phth nai talk on phone. Koup nan talking on
phone. He is talking on phone. What is he doing? KDhea ca phud khuy thang
thorD D~phthD. Number four. What is he doing? Phu chai nar. He is cleaning.
S: He is cleaning.
T: He is cleaning the plate. Pong war khea kh\lDX kar thakhwam sDaxad can. Kha saxad
clean. cleaning kar thakhwam sDaxad. The next one what is he doing?
T,S: He is brushing his teeth.
T: KDhea premg f~n kDhxng kDhea. Tu. twar: tu htike nay deh. Ok number five. What is
he doing? Kar tha xahDar.
S: Cooking.
T: He is cooking. KDhea pen khn tha xahDar.Khan dinner. XahDar klia. Number six. Phu
ying ha? Phu sai? Girl or boy? Girl or boy?
S: Girl.
T: What is she doing?
S 1: She is crying.
T, S: She is crying.
T: RDxnghDi nar. Dhex rOxnghDiD. Tu ma ngoo nay deh. Number 7. What is he doing?
S: He is playing guitar. Len kitDarD. He is playing guitar. KDhea kal~g len kitDarD.
Number 8. What are they doing? Mee song kaw nar. Song kaw nar.
T: They are watching.
S: They are watching TV. Phwk kOhea ca du thiwI. Ok number 9. Tun nxn. Get up.
T,S: He is getting up.
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T: He is getting up (writing on the board.) KDhea ca diD r{lb kar kDhµDn. Number 10.
What is she doing? What is she doing? She is T-Y-P-E Chai kup P nar. P nai paing chan ka
na. She is typing a letter. Dhex ca phimphD cdhDmay. Eleven. SDib xed. What is she
doing? She is ........ .
S2: tham ...
T: Keh thi none. She is making a bed. Mar how xan twe nar.
S: He is taking a bath. He is taking a bed. He is talking on phone. He is washing his face.
She is cooking dinner. She is crying. They are watching TV. He is getting up. She is making
a bed. How yang lane phasD Da x{lllgkvsD D nay lu?
S: studying English.
T: I am still studying English. Cha-naw English sar lae. lar nay deh. CDh{lll kDheiyn thiy
nae lu?
S4: I am writing Thai.
T: I am writing Thai. kDheiyn Phrasa thai. Phrasa English nae lu? I am writing English. Sai
Lue, Chan kup Ian non?
S5: I am sleeping.
T:Chan kup non lup. Chan kup Ian f{lllg phelng, Sai Kawn.
S6: I am listening to music.
T: Chan kup Ian kin. Sai Phit.
S 7: I am eating.
T: Eating. Chan kup Ian kin mu.
S7: I am eating pork.

T: Pork. Mu nai pok. Paw paing nut mu nai pork. Thar paing mu sot sot nai paing big
nar. Big nai paing mu. Pork nai paing nut mu. Ont, Chan kup Ian pout phrasa
English. Phout nai speak. Chan kup Ian pout phrasa English.
S8: I am speaking English.
T: I am speaking English. Ok Very good. See you tomorrow.
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School: MLC School (Day 4)
Date: 1st Oct 2013
Lesson focus: Speaking activity
Methodology: Grammar translation method, and direct method

T: What you want to be?
S: (repeat) What you want to be?
T: What you want to be? xyakpen. Want to. What you want to be? SDingthikhuD xyak
ca pen. I want to be a doctor. Chan xyak ca pen hDmx. Lawyer.
S: Lawyer.
T: Lawyer. Thniykhwam. Pa mar lo so shae nay. Engineer.
S: (repeat after T) Engineer. Engineer
T: WiD Dwkr. Engineer ko pyaw tar. The next one farmer. Farmer. Chawna. Farmer lae the
mar. Carpenter. Carpenter. ( S repeat after teacher) Changmi. Policeman (S repeat after
teacher) What is it?

S: Tarwc.
T: Tarwc. Tarwe nar. Yae. Are you afraid of policeman? Are you afraid of policeman?
Afraid of. Are you afraid of policeman? Khao jai? Afraid of. Klaw bar. Are you afraid of
policeman?
SI: Yes.
T: Klawmai?
S: Klaw.
T: Writer. Writer. Nak Kheyin. Sar ya sa yar. Nak kheyin. Soldier. Soldier (S repeat after
teacher). Tar han. Yae paw. Driver driver. ( S repeat after T) Pain san?
S: khap road.
T: Khon khap road nar. Car moung the mar. Teacher, teacher (S repeat after T) What is
teacher?
S:Ku.
T: Khun ku. Doctor, doctor ( S repeat after T). What is doctor?
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S:Maw.
T: Maw nar Sa yar won. Tennis player, tennis player. ( S repeat after T) An nai nar phu lein
tennis. Tennis ka sar deh lu. Pilot, pilot ( S repeat after T). Nakpin. Khon haw haoe myin.
Khon haw haoe myin nar. Lay yin moung mu. Tour guide, tour guide ( S repeat after T).
Nai pain tour guide tour guide. Guide lote tar. Guide ti lar? Do you know guide? Tour
guide. Naing ngan char lu twe lar lae yin lay tu toe khor pi twar lae tar lay. Guide lote pay
tar lay.
S3: Agency?
T: Agency ka company ko pyaw tar. Guide shar pay tar toe.
S4: Pain khon thoe ka ha?
T: Pain guide har. An nai bae phrasa. An nai hanp pai thoe. Chef. Chef. An nai ho nar khon
hune phat hae. Waiter, waiter ( S repeat after T). Ngan surp. Ngan surp ying song hu ha nai?
S3: Waitress.
T: Waitress. W-A-1-T-R-E-S-S. Ngan surp ying. Anni chai ah ni ying. Waiter, waitress.
Nurse. Phyabal. Tu nar pyu. Tar ka tu nar pyu nurse. What else? What you want to be? Phu
yark pain ah lai nar. I want to be a doctor. Sai "a" ka nai nar.
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Pictures of MLC School and classroom setting

Pictures of BEAM School and classroom setting
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Appendix.2

Questionnaire
1.

Which ethnic do you belong to? (For example, Shan, Kachin, Kayin,etc .. )

·····································································································
2.

Which grade did you finish in Myanmar?

3.

How long have you been in Thailand?

4.

How many languages can you speak?

5.

Which languages do you use more in your daily life?

6.

Which languages can you read and write?

7.

How many languages do you want your English teacher use in teaching learning

English for your better understanding?
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Appendix3
Interview questions for teachers and students
Interview questions for teacher
1.

Which ethnic do you belong to?

2.

What is your education background?

3.

How long have you been in Thailand?

4.

How many languages do you speak?

5.

How many languages are you literacy in?

6.

Which languages do you think you are fluent most?

7.

Which languages do you think you use more in your daily life?

8.

How long have you been teaching English?

9.

How do you think of using mixing or switching languages in teaching English?

10.

Are you aware when you switch one language to another language for example Shan

language to Burmese or Shan to English?

Interview questions for student
1.

Which ethnic do you belong to?

2.

What is your education background?

3.

How long have you been in Thailand?

4.

How many languages do you speak?

5.

How many languages are you literacy in?

6.

Which languages do you think you are fluent most?

7.

Which languages do you think you use more in your daily life?

8.

How long have you been learning English?

9.

When you English teacher speaks Thai to Shan or Shan to Burmese or Burmese to

English, does it make you more understand or confuse in learning English?
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